
SUMMARY

Excavations at two sites on the east side of Oakwellgate, Gateshead (centred at NGR NZ 2553 6366),
in advance of the redevelopment for the Sage Gateshead, revealed archaeological deposits and features
dating from the 12th–20th centuries. The principal area of investigation was centred on the former
Rectory site, with a smaller area to the south, formerly a medieval burgage plot. No evidence was found
for Roman occupation, a marked contrast to the extensive traces of settlement found to the west at
Bottle Bank, nor was there any evidence to support the long-held belief that an early church had stood
to the east of the 12th century St Mary’s Church. At the Rectory, features and pottery dating from the
12th century suggest that the site was certainly occupied at the time of the first recorded rector in 1275,
and substantial structural remains of the post-medieval building were found, including what appear to
have been garden features. North of the Rectory were traces of a brick kiln, and waste from clay tobacco
pipe manufacture in the mid-17th and 18th centuries was evidence for an industry for which Gateshead
was, for a time, the centre on Tyneside. 
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INTRODUCTION

This report describes the results of an excavation in east Gateshead, carried out by the
Archaeological Research and Consultancy at the University of Sheffield (ARCUS) for TES
Bretby on behalf of, and funded by, Gateshead Metropolitan Borough Council. The main exca-
vation took place between March and June 1999, in advance of groundworks for the SAGE
Gateshead. The report also incorporates the results of a subsequent Watching Brief, held
during site remediation in 2000.

The SAGE development site covered an area of around 109,000 m2. It lay east of the
medieval parish church of St Mary, and included the site of the former Rectory. The site was
just outside the eastern boundary of the Bridges Conservation Area, and outside the area
designated as being of archaeological importance in the borough’s Unitary Development
Plan, though this does identify Oakwellgate Street, Oakwellgate Station and the Coal Drops
at Maiden’s Walk (fig. 1) as sites and monuments of local importance.

To identify the potential impact of the redevelopment upon any surviving archaeological
remains, ARCUS was commissioned in 1998 by TES Bretby, on behalf of Gateshead MBC, to
carry out a desk-based assessment covering the development area. The assessment was sub-
sequently undertaken for ARCUS by Northern Counties Archaeological Services (ARCUS
1998) and identified two areas within the overall development site as being of historical
interest, with the potential to contain well preserved archaeological features and deposits.
The largest area, designated Area A, was the site of Gateshead Rectory, at that time used as a
council car park. The second area, Area B, was a former burgage plot known as Robson’s
Yard. Both are shown on fig. 1. Since any potential archaeological deposits were threatened
with total destruction by the redevelopment, the assessment recommended that these areas
be fully excavated and recorded.

Machine trenching across Maiden’s Walk was also recommended to establish if there was
any surviving evidence to support the suggestion made in the assessment that this route had
developed on or along the bank and ditched boundary to the Bishop of Durham’s Park to the
east (ARCUS 1998, 13).

It was hoped that the excavations would help to define the extent of Roman occupation,
already known to exist at Bottle Bank on the west side of Gateshead. Objectives of the exca-
vation in Area A were to recover any evidence to support the tradition of an early church on
the site (see below) and to establish the earliest date for the appearance of a Rectory building.
In Area B it was hoped to establish the character of the medieval tenement.

site setting,  topography and geology

Both Areas A and B were bounded on the west by the street called Oakwellgate which runs
almost due north following the gentle fall of a natural hill slope to the edge of a steep escarp-
ment about 19m above the river. The western end of the escarpment, overlooking the site of
the medieval Tyne Bridge and present Swing Bridge, is occupied by St Mary’s Parish Church.
To the east the ground again falls away gently to Mill Lane.

The underlying geology of the site comprises Pleistocene glacial till and fluvio-glacial till
overlying Carboniferous sandstone of the Middle Coal Measures. Where exposed in the exca-
vation the natural subsoil was a firm, yellow-brown boulder clay with sandstone gravels
changing to an almost pure yellow sand at the northern end of Area A (the Rectory site). The
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hill slope had almost levelled out by Robson’s Yard and here the natural subsoil was yellow
sand with clay lenses.

historical development of areas a and b (fig.  2)

Roman settlement, spanning the 1st–4th centuries a.d., is known from the west side of Gates-
head, but does not appear to have extended to the east side of Oakwellgate (OAN 2003).
Gateshead has long been regarded as being the site of a 7th century monastery, based on
Bede’s reference to one Utta, ‘abbot of Gateshead’ (Bede 1969, 280). Further suggestion of an
early date for settlement in Gateshead is the ‘tradition’ that the 12th century St Mary’s Church
was the successor to an earlier foundation which ‘stood before in the Field below where Brick-
Kilns now are’, and was the scene of the murder of Bishop Walcher of Durham in 1080 (Bourne
1736, 168). The murder is recorded by Symeon of Durham as having taken place ‘outside’ the
church at a place called ad caput caprae or Gotesheved. An early 19th century version of the
tradition states that the earlier church ‘stood in the field on the north-east side of the rectory, once
called Lawless Close, and afterwards the Miller’s Field’ (Mackenzie and Ross 1834, 751), thus
placing the supposed site partly within the Area A excavation.

The 11th century church could have been served by a ‘live-in’ rector, but by 1275, when
Robert de Plessis was the first recorded rector (Mackenzie and Ross 1834, 88), it is likely that
a separate priest’s house — a rectory — had been provided. The first indication that this was
in Oakwellgate is a deed of 1428, which refers to ‘a tenement by the name of an aqueduct and a
messuage built thereon, on the east side of Oakwellgate between the tenements of the Rector of
Gateshead and John Dolphanby’ (Welford 1885–7, 277). The tenement conveyed was broadly the
site of the Area B excavation.

The name ‘Oakwellgate’, spelled Aykewellgate or Aquelgate, first appears in 1290–91, in a
lease of land there from the Keeper of Tyne Bridge (SS 137, 107). The traditional explanation
of the origin of the street name states rather blandly ‘that there had been anciently a well, with an
oak hanging over it’ (Brand 1789, 482n.). A stone-lined well was found to the south-east of the
Rectory in 1921 (TWAS T311. 1921/41), but cannot be dated and is likely to have been a
domestic supply serving the Rectory. An alternative explanation of the street name is that the
spelling ‘Aquelgate’, frequently used in medieval deeds, preserves a corrupted element of the
term ‘aqueduct’ (watercourse), as in the 1428 deed previously mentioned. The ‘Aykewelburn’,
which seems to have formed the eastern boundary of properties fronting onto the High Street,
may be tautological.

The relationship of Oakwellgate to the medieval street pattern of Gateshead has been con-
sidered elsewhere (see Nolan, this volume, pp. 111–123). It is suggested it may have
originated as a continuation of the High Street, perhaps forming an early north-south route to
a crossing point on the river, and the main street of a possible 12th century planned town that
failed to fully develop.

Little is known of the social and economic status, development, or ownership, of the other
medieval properties in Oakwellgate and south of the Rectory. Late 12th century deeds for
Gateshead, including the few which can be identified as referring to the street, only mention
land. By the 1320s–1330s references to messuages and tenements appear, though the latter
does not necessarily imply the presence of buildings, as shown by the deed of 1428 referred
to above. In addition to the rectors, identifiable landowners include Willelmus de Stanhop,
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Fig. 2 The evolution of the Rectory and its environs.
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Keeper of the Tyne bridge (1290–1) (SS 137, 165), Ade de Bowes, Gilbert Gategang, Ricardus
and Petro fullo (1323–4) (ibid, 147; EP/Ga. SM14/14), Thomas Mylis, Peter de Lewe (bailiff),
Isabella Strinolyne and Thomas de Vaux (1330) (Bourne 1736, 206), John Dolphanby (1428)
and Cuthbert Tedcastle (1527) (PSAN3, 9, 101–2).

Post-medieval plans (Thompson 1746) suggest that there may have originally been three
almost equally sized plots on the east side of Oakwellgate between the Rectory and Oakwell-
gate Lane (leading to Salt Meadows) including the site of Area B, which were later subdivided
along the street frontage. These are described in a deed of 1324 as extending ‘in breadth from
the King’s Highway to the demesne lands of the Lord Bishop of Durham’ (Welford 1885, 61) — that
is from Oakwellgate to the Bishop of Durham’s ‘Park’. In Pipewellgate to the west the
Bishop’s land was demarcated by a dyke; the nature and course of the boundary in Oakwell-
gate is unknown, but may have been defined by the line of the later Maiden’s Walk.

The earliest plans of Gateshead to show the Rectory are 18th century (Isaac Thompson 1746
and Charles Hutton 1770/2). Thompson (fig. 3) gives a view of the south elevation: an
imposing structure two stories high with a row of three dormers and three large chimneys.
Both maps show a large building, standing in its own grounds with a formal garden to the
east, and the open fields of the ‘Park estate’ to the east, a marked contrast to the extended
building ranges and crowded courts of the west side of the street. South of the Rectory lands
were properties which carried the distinction of Borough Right (see Nolan, this volume, 
pp. 115, 117).

Despite its grand appearance, the 18th century Rectory was kept in a poor state of repair.
Rectors Dr William Lambe, who held the benefice from 1733 until his death in 1769, and his
short-lived successor Andrew Wood (1769–72), neglected to undertake necessary repairs and
in 1783 the Reverend Richard Fawcett, inducted in 1782, was granted £100 ‘delapidations’ by
Bishop Egerton, paid by Dr Lambe’s widow. Fawcett spent £65 in rebuilding the east end of
the Rectory, and the balance on enlarging the drawing room (Mackenzie and Ross 1834, 89).

The Rectory was further altered and enlarged in 1814, when the Rev. John Collinson
(incumbent from 1810) took down the drawing room and enlarged the east end of the build-
ing at his own expense. Collinson’s improvements were prompted by the need to provide
‘more room in which to domicile the twenty-two children with which he was blessed’. The Rectory
household also included Collinson’s mother-in-law, Mrs Frances Elizabeth King, philanthro-
pist and author. Collinson had also acquired the field to the north and east of the Rectory,
which subsequently became known as the Rector’s or Rectory Field. This may have been an
attempt to either limit impending industrial encroachment, or perhaps to profit by it.

As late as 1830 the Rectory and the properties on the east side of Oakwellgate looked east-
wards over a predominantly rural landscape (Oliver 1831), and in 1834 the Rectory was
described as ‘a commodious house, with gardens, and commands a fine view towards the river’
(Mackenzie and Ross 1834, 89). Three years later the eastward view was gone and the Rectory
had been abandoned — victims of rapid industrial expansion. In 1836 Collinsons’s friend
Charles Dibden, author of the Northern Tour, dined at the Rectory and reported that ‘in its
present position the rectory is elbowed by a smelting house and belted by manufactories of which the
smoke is constantly ‘dimming the day’ (Oxberry Mss 114). Dining with Collinson and Dibden
were three noted Tyneside men of letters — John Adamson, John Trotter Brockett and
Emerson Charnley: even on the eve of abandonment the composition of the dinner party
reflected the cultural and intellectual focus which Rectories provided in the 18th and 19th 
centuries.
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In 1837 the western range of the Rectory was converted into a public house, the Brandling
Arms, and lit by gas. The name reflects current local interest in the Brandling Junction
Railway Company, which in 1837 was building the embanked Oakwellgate Station over the
gardens of the burgages south of the Rectory, including that on the site of Area B. Several pro-
perties were demolished for the railway viaduct and the ramped approach to the station. In
1838 the Rectory House and premises were sold, and a new Rectory established at Bensham
(Oxberry Mss 114, 8). The Brandling Arms was run by Susanna Stobart (Richardson 1838), and
a Susan Stobart, aged 16, was innkeeper in the 1841 Census, with two servants (TWAS MF1).
Subsequent publicans were William Monkhouse in 1855, J. Aitken in 1869, and W. McAlister
from 1873–8 (Whellan 1855; 1869–70).

Oakwellgate Station closed for passenger traffic in September 1844, when the Brandling
Junction Railway was bought up by the Newcastle and Darlington Junction Railway. From
then on it was a goods terminus, particularly suited to the handling of coal. The railhead
terminated on the north side of the station platform, above the deep arches in the northern
facade. The vaults of some arches were pierced with square openings through which coal was
presumably shot into wagons waiting below. Coal also travelled via a self-acting incline to the
Brandling Junction Quay at the east end of Hillgate and to the Cinder works, later the Marley
Hill Colliery’s South Shore Coke Ovens, and thence to water transport.

In 1854 the Oakwellgate Public Baths and Washhouse (laundries), designed by William
Hall the Borough Engineer, were built on a site previously occupied by several small
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Fig. 3 The Rectory in 1746 (enlarged from Isaac Thompson’s Plan of Newcastle
upon Tyne).
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buildings belonging to the Rectory (Oliver 1831) and adjoining Area B on the south. The Baths
opened in 1855, and reflected a growing civic concern for the health and cleanliness of the
urban population following the then recent outbreaks of cholera. In 1884 it was reported that
the laundry facilities were heavily used by the working class population but the Baths them-
selves less so, due to prohibitively high charges.

The Brandling Arms closed in 1879, and then briefly served as a Muniment Office for the
North Eastern Railway Company. Between 1861 and 1863, the northern part of the old
Rectory became the first Co-operative Society store, with flour milling and domestic coal
stores sited on the west side of Maiden’s Walk (Manders 1973, 91). By 1889 the Co-Op
premises extended over the yard north of the Rectory, and part of the garden was built over
with an office block and outbuildings for the Gateshead Gas Works, with gas and water
offices in the Rectory itself. The Company’s gasometer stood only some 3m from the east end
of the building (TWAS T311 1889/1000). By 1898 (OS 2) the last parts of Rector’s Field had
disappeared under the North East Railway’s gas works which boasted two large gasometers.

There was little significant change to the east side of Oakwellgate until the early 20th
century. The Rectory was mostly pulled down or buried under debris in c. 1914, when the site
was re-developed as stores and offices for polish manufacturers the Judge Brand Co. Ltd. The
gas works to the east were disused by 1919 and partly redeveloped after 1921 as a depot for
Shell-Mex and B.P. The Judge Brand premises were renovated in 1946, when the east side of
Oakwellgate was widened by some 2.5 m (TWAS T311 1946/3). By the First World War the
Baths had become Reay Gearworks, and remained as commercial premises until burned
down in 1986 (ARCUS 1998, 15). By 1985 most of the buildings south of the Baths, excluding
those on Area B which was a builder’s yard, had been cleared and their sites amalgamated
into a petrol station and garage. Area A was redeveloped as a car park in the mid 1990s, when
a considerable amount of scarping took place and new drainage was inserted, resulting in
truncation and destruction of archaeological deposits and features.

previous archaeological interventions

Until 1999 there had been little archaeological investigation in the historic core of Gateshead.
In 1988 evaluation trenches were dug inside St Mary’s church, showing man-made deposits
of 300–800 mm in depth, the greatest depth being towards the east end of the church (AUNEE
1988).

The site of the former baths adjoining Area B, and the western and northern edge of Area
A, had previously been subject to trial trenching by Tyne and Wear Museums Service in 1990
and 1991 respectively. The evaluation on the site of Area A (HER 1991/10) exposed part of a
sandstone wall ten courses high and incorporating a fragment of dressed stonework, possibly
from a window. Adjacent to Area B two late medieval pits were found (HER 293). These
demonstrated that medieval and later stratigraphy, features and artefacts survived, though
the extent and significance of these could not be adequately interpreted on the limited extent
of the investigations.

THE EXCAVATION

The areas of excavation are shown on figure 1. The main site — Area A — comprised four
zones: NW — which lay north of the Rectory Yard wall and included part of the medieval
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street of Oakwellgate, enclosed by a low modern stone wall: Yard — the area north of the
Rectory enclosed in the post-medieval period; Rectory — defined by the footprint of the post-
medieval Rectory building; Garden — the southernmost part of the site, south of the Rectory,
named on the basis of documentary and map evidence. Both Areas A and B had been affected
by terracing of the natural hill slope in the post-medieval period resulting in the truncation of
deposits. The archaeology and development of the site has been divided into six chrono-
logical phases based on the archaeologically identifiable periods:

Phase 1 — Pre-medieval
Phase 2 — Medieval (c. 12th to 16th century)
Phase 3 — Early post-medieval (c. 1600 to Civil War)
Phase 4 — Post Civil War to c. 1700
Phase 5 — 18th century to c. 1837
Phase 6 — 1837 to 20th century

area a

Phase 1. Pre-medieval

Close to the east section, and cut by post-medieval Rectory cellar walls, was a severely trun-
cated feature c. 0.15 m deep [558] filled with a loosely compacted, yellow/brown sandy clay
[557]. Only part of the east side of the feature survived, with a near vertical profile, thus it was
impossible to determine if its form was originally linear or a pit. The fill, which produced no
ceramic material or bone, contained two possibly Neolithic worked flints. Several other small
residual flint flakes were found in medieval or post-medieval contexts in Areas A and B. Five
sherds of abraded residual Roman pottery, dating broadly to the late 2nd– mid 3rd century
a.d., occurred in medieval and post-medieval garden and plough soil in Area A [170, 303, 357,
396, 468].

Phase 2. Medieval (c. 12th to 16th century) (fig. 4)

NW

In this area the earliest features were deep, silted, channels running north-south [360, 361].
Channel [360] was 1.48 m wide and may have been deliberately cut as a shallow ditch,
channel [361] may have been formed naturally by erosion. Neither produced any datable
finds.

A little east of the top of the slope defining the east side of Oakwellgate were two shallow
oval pits or post-settings [252, 498]. Since the latter contained 14th to 15th-century pottery it
may have been cut from a higher level. Both were sealed by disturbed deposits of stony clay
[543, 121] containing 13th to 14th-century pottery, with some 17th-century intrusions. From
the break of slope, the natural boulder clay sloped gently to the north-east, continuing beyond
the area of excavation. No plough marks or other evidence for agricultural activity were
noted. A shallow depression in the natural clay [584], heavily burned and crazed, with run-
nels of lead in the cracks, suggests building activity, possibly associated with St Mary’s
church. This was overlain by a spread of rough sandstone metalling [547] containing 13th to
14th-century pottery, probably a continuation of an identical deposit [559] in the Yard to the
south.

133the excavation
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Fig. 4 Area A: NW area and Yard, medieval.
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By the late 14th or early 15th century level deposits of silty soil and sandstone rubble [425,
358] had built up against the natural slope on the eastern side of Oakwellgate, creating a
comparatively level surface on which a spread of sandstone rubble [381] formed the first
identifiable street metalling. This did not fully extend across the exposed area, and bare
patches may have been a result of erosion or deliberate disturbance, as in the case of a shallow
linear cut [387], possibly a drainage gully, running east–west across the street.

Contemporary with metalling [381] was a retaining wall of sandstone rubble [108, 133],
bonded with light brown silty clay [134], built along the eastern side of Oakwellgate. This
formalised the boundary between the street and the field to the east and north of the Rectory,
later known as Lawes Close. The wall subsequently collapsed but was rebuilt [9], possibly as
late as the 16th century. Overlying the collapse of wall [108] were deposits of stony clay [114,
161] forming a low bank. These probably accumulated during the 14th or 15th century, but
had been disturbed and spread by the collapse of [108] and construction of [9].

The rebuilt retaining wall [9] was 0.6 m thick and incorporated a number of large fragments
of medieval architectural stonework, thought to have come from alterations to St Mary’s
church (see fig. 5 and below, Stone Building Materials). A spread of angular sandstone rubble
[258] in a clay soil matrix abutting the rebuilt retaining wall contained 16th-century pottery
and may have been masons’ waste from repairs to the church.

135the excavation

Fig. 5 Area A: NW , part of the west face of wall [9] containing re-used medieval architectural
fragments.
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Yard

Further south, within the 19th-century Yard wall, the eastward sloping ground was scored by
several deep grooves aligned south-west to north-east and interpreted as plough furrows.
These cut into a hard ‘iron pan’ layer associated with a spread of metalling [559], apparently
a southward continuation of [547] in the NW area, which contained pottery of the second half
of the 13th–mid 14th century. Furrow [482] contained some late medieval pottery, and
furrows [521] and [523] each produced one small medieval sherd.

South of the ploughing marks and close to the north wall of the post-medieval Rectory, was
a large pit [503], steep-sided, flat-bottomed, and containing 12th–13th century pottery. The
lowest fill [527] was a grey silty clay with a large number of wood fragments, possibly the
remains of a timber lining, and wild plant species including the common stinging nettle. By
contrast the plant remains in uppermost fill [504] were almost exclusively blackberry and
raspberry seeds, possibly waste from the Rectory kitchen. The pit may have originally been a
lined cesspit. It was sealed by spreads of silty clay containing 14th century and later, possibly
16th century, pottery.

Rectory (figs.  6–9)

A ditch or gully [368] entered the site from the west section, and ran for 6.5 m on a south-
easterly alignment. The ditch was 0.8 m–1 m wide and 0.60–0.94 m deep, its profile changing
from a V-shape to the west, to a shallow U-shape at the east end where it ended in a rounded
terminal. The orientation of the ditch was different to that of the other medieval features, sug-
gesting it predated establishment of the Rectory on the site.

The earliest dateable structural features were a cellar and sections of wall foundation. The
cellar cut into the natural clay, lay within the angle formed by projecting the lines of walls
[512] and [494] northward and eastward respectively. It measured 3.10 m north-south by 
c. 3.90 m east-west, and survived to a depth of 1.44 m below ground level. The cut was lined
on the north, west and south by walls [275] of small to medium-sized river cobbles mixed
with reused sandstone rubble, forming an insubstantial facing only one stone in thickness.
Such walls could not have directly supported the weight of a building superstructure, and it
is likely that the cellar was dug within the walls of a standing building and floored across in
timber. Access (possibly by wooden steps) was probably from the north side in the position
later occupied by a flue [141]. Pottery found incorporated into the facing wall indicated a late
12th to 13th century date for the cellar.

Of similar date was a length of irregularly-shaped close-packed sandstone slabs set on
edge [494], running east-west, parallel with and close to the north side of the north end of a
cellar. This had been cut by wall [143], built slightly further north. A close-packed mass of
sandstone fragments [512] in a north-south cut, similar in character to wall [494] and probably
of the same date, coincided closely with a sharp internal angle in the cellar wall marking the
beginning of a possible post-Civil War extension [wall 238].

North of [494] was a large sub-circular pit [323] some 1.3 m x 0.9 m and c. 0.4 m deep. The
pit had steep sides and a flat or slightly concave base. It was filled with a pungent, water-
logged, grey clayey silt with charcoal flecking, possibly cess material. The pit may have
served a garderobe attached to one end of the early rectory building.

The pit appeared to pre-date the fragmentary remains of two, parallel, east-west orientated
walls [365, 516/462 and 223), lying c. 3 m north of foundation [494]. Wall [365] ran at the base
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Fig. 6 Area A: Rectory and Garden, medieval features.
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of a low step in the natural clay, and consisted of a single line of irregular sandstone rubble
laid in two uneven courses with a ‘battered’ face to the north. The second wall ran along the
upper edge of the step, and showed two phases of construction [516/462 and 223]. This too
was of irregular sandstone rubble and 1.1 m in width. Pottery associated with both these
structures was of late 12th/13th century date, but the relationship between the two walls was
ambiguous. They may have been part of the same structure, though [365] could have been
secondary and constructed as a low revetment to stabilise wall [516/462/223]. Abutting the
north side of wall [223] was a bank of sandy clay [303] which produced pottery ranging in
date from the late 12th to the 16th century and a small, abraded, fragment of human skull,
which probably derived from the nearby churchyard of St Mary. Another wall fragment [290],
1.6 m long and 0.9m wide, to the west of the cellar was also associated with 13th century
pottery.

South of the cellar a number of stone-packed pit features [315, 393, 501 and 505–7] were
probably pads for timber posts. Feature [315], possibly of early 14th century date, contained
at least one post impression. Feature [393] contained small to medium-sized sandstone frag-
ments and a fragment of roll-moulded jamb, probably 13th century in date (see below, Stone
Building Materials, 261). Feature [507] consisted of a compact mass of small-medium sized
angular sandstone fragments [505, 506], with thin slabs apparently forming edges to the south
and east. Feature [501] was a shallow pit, possibly a truncated post-hole (not shown on plan).

East of these pits were two fragmentary north-south walls. Wall [540] was 1.8 m long and
0.84 m wide and constructed of irregular sandstone fragments, some set on edge as in wall
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Fig. 7 Area A: Rectory, showing 12th/13th-century wall [494]. Scale 2 m.
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Fig. 8 Area A: Rectory, showing the north face of cellar wall [275], cut for barrel [220],
and junction with post-medieval extension (extreme left) Scales 4 m and 2 m.

Fig. 9 Area A: Rectory, general view looking south showing medieval walls [365] [143]
and [494], with the cellar in the background. The foundations of the north wall of the

post-medieval Rectory [224] are in the foreground. Scales 2 m.
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[494] to the north. To the west of this was another wall [419] of similar width and 2.85 m long,
constructed of medium to large sandstone blocks.

Some 4.8 m south of the cellar, and of the structural features described above, was a short
section of drain [403] running east-west, formed by thin, flat sandstone slabs, set on edge and
defining a flat-bottomed channel 0.2 m wide cut into the natural clay. No cap-stones survived
and there was no evidence that the base was ever stone-lined. The drain could be traced for
4.1 m west of the east section. There were no finds within the fill, but the drain was sealed by
deposits containing pottery ranging in date from the 12th–14th centuries.

Garden

The earliest identifiable features were pits and linear features of late 12th to 13th century date
[138, 140, 251, 299, 330, 363, 395, 426/450, 431, 436, 531, 533, 537, 538, 563] which cut a
disturbed but otherwise natural sand [178, 480]. Pit [538], possibly a post-hole, was c. 0.5 m in
diameter and 0.27 m deep. Feature [138], a north-south orientated gully ending in a shallow
bowl-shaped depression [310] on the south, may have been a flue associated with some indus-
trial process since the dark brown silty soil fill contained frequent lumps of charcoal, coal,
burnt clay and slag. Most other features did not appear substantial enough to be structural
remains, and some may have been rubbish pits associated with early Rectory occupation.

Later medieval features containing 15th to 16th-century pottery clearly suggest use of the
garden area for rubbish disposal. A large pit [443] in the south east corner, partly under the
section was filled with tipped layers of brown silty ashy soil containing pottery and bone rom
cattle, fallow deer and a dog [440, 442, 446, 457]. Fragments of brick and mortar were also
present, and may have come from repairs or alterations to the Rectory.

Phase 3. Early post-medieval (c. 1600 to civil war) (figs. 10–12)

NW

Two waterlogged pits [166] and [218] had been dug through the 16th-century metalling [258].
Pit [166] was a little more than 1 m square and 0.45 m deep, and its fills contained organic
material, animal bone (sheep, cattle and rabbit), pottery and a sandstone ‘ball’. Mustard seeds
were present in significant quantities in one fill [169]. Some 3.5m north of [166] was a larger,
ovoid, pit [218] measuring 1.36 m x 1.66 m and 0.54 m deep. The lower fill [217] contained a
range of organic domestic artefacts: several shoes, fragments of textile, a bone comb, two
wooden bowls and a woven basket, as well as three whetstones and pottery. Both features
could broadly be assigned to the early 17th century.

Close to the south edge of pit [166] and less than 0.2m from the face of wall [9], a north-
south orientated feature [164] 1.65 m long x 0.58 m wide and c. 0.34 m deep was found to be
a shallow grave containing a female skeleton. The woman, aged between 35 and 40, was
robustly built and about 1.55 m (5’ 1”) tall. She had apparently been buried unclothed. Pottery
and clay pipe fragments within the fill [165] and deposit [131] immediately overlying, and
slumping into, the grave indicated a burial date of no later than c. 1640–c. 1650. The circum-
stances and form of burial were clearly unusual: the grave was outside though very close to,
consecrated ground, unmarked, and not orientated in a conventional east-west Christian
manner (fig. 11). Environmental evidence from contexts [131 and 217] indicate the presence of
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Fig. 10 Area A: NW area and yard, early 17th century.
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decaying matter and animal manure. Taken with the artefactual evidence for waste disposal
and the informal human burial, it appears that by the mid 17th century the east side of Oak-
wellgate was a weed-grown rubbish tip.

Yard

Close to the north side of the later Rectory were a group of shallow pits, one of which [551]
was filled with clay, fragments of sandstone and brick, and animal bone, including one horse
fragment. Among the pottery was a single sherd of blackware, suggesting a late 16th or early
17th century date for this context, which could be interpreted as predominantly domestic
refuse deriving from the Rectory. The fill of another pit [355] contained mostly cattle horn
cores, suggesting a dump of horn-worker’s waste.

North-east of the Rectory were shallow, narrow linear grooves containing 16th- and 17th-
century pottery. One groove [511] is interpreted as a plough mark; a group of others [484] ran
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Fig. 11 Area A: NW. The mid-
17th century adult female burial in
grave [164] against wall [9] on the

east side of Oakwellgate. 
Scales 1 m.
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Fig. 12 Area A: NW, showing
late medieval metalling [258],
wall [9], 17th century pits [166
and 218], and grave [164]
(foreground). Scales 2 m.

parallel to the north wall of the Rectory and may have been later, intrusive, wheel-ruts rather
than plough furrows (see Phase 5). Associated with the later phase of ploughing activity were
deposits of silty/sandy soil [309 and 471] containing abraded medieval and early post-
medieval pottery. There had been some contamination of the latter deposit from overlying
mid-18th-century industrial waste.

Phase 4. Post Civil War (c. 1650 to 1700) (figs 13–17)

NW

The brown, sandy soil deposit [131] which overlay the grave (see above) abutted wall [9] and
sloped away to the west, spreading across the area of the street. It contained a high proportion
of poisonous and potentially harmful plant remains such as hemlock, henbane, common
stinging nettle and fat-hen, species which favour disturbed and waste ground. This may
represent a brief period of semi-dereliction following the period of the Civil Wars. This was
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soon overlain by a dump of building materials [122], principally brick and sandstone roofing
flags, with occasional nails and early to mid-17th-century pottery abutting the west face of
wall [9]. The date of this deposit and the presence of structural debris, suggests that it too
belongs to the period of post-Civil War reconstruction noted in the Garden.

After another brief period of inactivity represented by a thin accumulation of silty soil
[120], the edge of the street was re-metalled for the last time, with a spread of compacted
sandstone and brick fragments [117]. On this surface a sequence of dump deposits, of broadly
mid to late 17th century date [52, 60, 63, 66, 69, 70, 80, 81, 83, 88 and 89] accumulated against
wall [9]. Most of these deposits contained demolition debris though the quantities of pottery
fragments (including an unusual import from Jutland, see below, Medieval and Early post
medieval Pottery) particularly in [83] and [89], together with animal bone, suggested that
domestic rubbish was also being deposited here.

East of Wall [9], the upper part of which stood above ground level, evidence for mid-17th
century clay tobacco pipe manufacture was provided by contexts [64, 106 and 113], which
contained fragments of ‘muffle’ kiln structure. A ‘muffle’ was a tall pipe-clay cylinder
strengthened with wasters, that is pipes broken or distorted in the manufacturing process (see
below, Clay Pipes). None of these waste pipe fragments had maker’s marks, but the bowl form
can be dated to the period c. 1645–50.

The possible site of the muffle kiln was represented by a roughly circular pit [346] 2.64 m
in diameter and 0.34 m deep, partly lined with re-deposited natural clay [489] forming a ‘step’
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Fig. 13 Area A: NW, 17th century industrial activity.
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below the pit edge, which had been infilled with two deposits of broken bricks [483], some of
the uppermost deposit [464] showing severe heat distortion. This possible kiln pit had gone
out of use no later than the second half of the 17th century and the final, levelling up, fill
contained fragments of lime mortar, wall plaster with impressions of laths, brick, tile and
sandstone roof flags. The brick fragments were of the same form as those from a late 17th-
century pit in the garden [391] which is thought to represent post-Civil War reconstruction. It
may be suggested that the filling of pit [346] belongs to the same phase of activity.

Another, oval, pit [106] had sloping sides and a flat base and at the northern edge contained
a cut of a shallow post hole and post impression. On the west side was a fragmentary struc-
tural arrangement of sandstone slabs and brick, pitched towards the centre of the pit. The
upper fill [113] contained broken bricks and burnt clay. The burnt clay and structural remains
suggest that this too was part of a kiln structure.

Emerging from the north-west section was part of a structure interpreted as the remains of
a brick kiln (fig. 14), possibly operating at the same time as the clay pipe manufactory. This
consisted of an external (south) wall of sandstone rubble, 0.42 m wide and still standing 
0.53  m high [577], butted on the north side by an internal ‘lining’ of hand-made bricks [591]

Fig. 14 Area A: NW, mid-late 17th
century kiln [577], showing south wall
and partly excavated internal features
[590]. Scale 50 cm.
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0.18 m thick, set on edge and stretcher-bonded. North of the wall and parallel to it were three
rows of unmortared bricks of the same size and form as the ‘lining’, these were set on edge,
at right-angles to the wall, and spaced 60–80 mm apart. Each row carried a second course of
bricks laid on edge in two parallel lines forming a channel [590]. The brick features were
covered with a fine-grained sooty black and reddish-brown clayey soil [566] 0.17 m thick con-
taining complete and fragmented bricks, apparently unmortared, and of similar size to those
forming the lining and flues. Some of these showed evidence of being subjected to intense
heat. The kiln base was the burned surface of the natural clay.

The brick rows may represent the remains of the last firing, the rows themselves acting as
flues for heat distribution. The form of these bricks is described below in Ceramic Building
materials: Bricks. The kiln had apparently been built against the upstanding east face of wall
[9], and when destroyed or collapsed a deposit of friable burned clay containing complete and
fragmentary bricks [65], mixed with mortar and brick and stone rubble [48] had spilled
westwards onto the rubbish deposits accumulating in Oakwellgate.

The postulated clay pipe kiln pits ([346] and [106]) were sealed by dark brown soils [77, 99
and 115] composed of coal and ash with inclusions of brick and sandstone fragments. These
formed an almost level surface abutting the east face of wall [9] and extending across the exca-
vated area to the north and east. This appeared to have accumulated during the late 17th and
possibly early 18th centuries, perhaps associated with continuing industrial activity.

East of pit [106] and cutting deposit [99] and the fill of pit [346], was a line of six post-holes
[379, 390, 409, 467, 469] all of similar size, plan and depth, and running roughly parallel to,
and 1.9m west of, a line of bricks [513]. The bricks, interpreted as the footings of a wall, were
laid as stretchers, two bricks thick and one course high, set in a deposit of clay soil and ash.
The line was cut by the later Yard wall to the south, though a fragmentary continuation within
the later Yard showed that this feature had been at least 5.7 m in length. The lines of postholes
and bricks may represent a structure associated with the brick kilns. Associated pottery sug-
gests these features could date to the early 18th century.

Yard

Close to the north side of the Rectory lay a dump of dark grey clayey silt containing charcoal,
mortar and fragments of brick [201], including mid to late 17th-century pottery and clay pipe.

Rectory (fig.  15)

The earliest identifiable walls of the post-Civil War Rectory are of mid to late 17th or early
18th century date. A section of the north wall emerged from the west section and ran
eastwards for c. 15 m to a butt joint with another section of wall [25] to the east. The western
section of the north wall was c. 0.9 m wide and built on a base course of sandstone rubble [35]
laid on sandstone slabs [224] in a shallow, flat bottomed cut. Above the rubble base was
coursed brickwork [34], presumably part of the Dutch gabled façade visible on fig. 24.

There was a doorway in the north wall 2.5 m east of the junction with [34/35/224]. East of
the doorway the wall was constructed of medium to large sandstone rubble [25], again
around 0.9 m thick. A vertical joint in the wall masonry some 4.9m east of the doorway may
mark the extent of the original eastern range. The suggested outline of the 17th/18th century
Rectory shown in fig. 2b assumes this to be the case.
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The Rectory cellar, and by extrapolation the building above, was extended eastwards by 
3.4 m, with the removal of the original east cellar wall and a rebuild formed by wall [238] on
the south. This rebuild consisted of medium-large, roughly squared sandstone blocks and
[228] on the north of small to medium mortared sandstone rubble. A new east end, again in
sandstone rubble, was built with access, possibly to replace an earlier access from the north
(see above). This was converted to take what is interpreted as a copper/boiler/fireplace [141].
This involved the reconstruction of the north cellar wall, east of the access. Wall [42] seems to
have been constructed at this time, narrowing the feature on the west. At the rear of the
feature stone rubble set at an angle is suggestive of lining for the throat of a flue.

The remains of a wooden barrel [220] composed of twelve vertical staves and the base of
four horizontal slats, was set into the subsoil close to the south wall and opposite feature
[141]. The barrel was filled with sticky brown silty clay. This feature may have functioned as
a cess pit. It appears to have been contemporary with the use of feature [141] since the
remains were sealed by a brick and sandstone floor, laid after that feature was blocked.

To the south of the cellar, two north-south walls of rough sandstone blocks bonded with
white mortar [396 and 397] represented internal divisions of the Rectory. Wall [396] lines up
with the return from the west end of wall [25]. Just to the west of the north end of wall [396]
was a substantial masonry feature [420] constructed of white mortared sandstone blocks and
quite deeply founded, suggesting it was designed to carry a considerable load, possibly a
chimney stack. Feature [402] marked the site of the sill-stone for a doorway shown on
Thompson (1746) and Storey (c. 1865) (figs. 3 and 24).

Garden (figs.  16–17)

Several scattered pit features [250, 297, and 550] were apparently of late 17th century date. Pit
[297], which cut pit [250], was filled with black ash, brick fragments and sandstone and
contained a stamped clay pipe stem of Leonard Holmes (c. 1675–1707). A group of larger
features appeared at the southern and eastern edges of the excavation. A sub-rectangular pit
[487] 0.85 m deep had been partially infilled with dark brown sandy silt, mortar, coal and
sandstone rubble before it was cut by another sub-rectangular pit [285]. Both features were
then rapidly infilled with a mass of building debris consisting of mortar, brick fragments,
pieces of stone roofing flags, pantiles and some leaded window glass. To the west, another
large pit [455] with a possible square post setting in its base was filled with ash and charcoal
as well as building debris. This was cut by pit [349] which began as another dump for demo-
lition material but was finally infilled with domestic waste.

The presence of brick, most of which was late medieval, pantile, pottery and mid 17th-
century clay pipe fragments, suggests that these pit fills represent the disposal of materials
from the demolition of, or repairs to, a late medieval building, and are possibly associated
with the post-Civil War reconstruction of the Rectory.

Deposits of dark brown ashy silt containing mortar and small sandstone fragments,
possibly a garden soil, sealed pit [285] and overlay part of a group of fourteen subsoil-cut
linear features interpreted as garden bedding trenches. The trenches, representing at least two
phases of activity, cut earlier pits [349] and [550], and were filled with a dark ashy silty soil
similar to that sealing [285]. Ten of the bedding trenches [172, 181/183, 187/189, 203/205, 209,
200/242, 266, 273, 300, 311] were orientated north-south, and ranged in length from 0.9 m to
5.64 m. The remaining four trenches [226/262, 240/295, 233/293, 281/282] were orientated
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Fig. 16 Area A: Garden, post-medieval features.

Fig. 17 Area A: Garden, bedding trenches.
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east-west, and between 1.8 m and 2.10 m in length. Widths varied from 0.4 m to
approximately 0.7 m, and depths from 0.06 m to 0.6 m. Two trenches [172, 311] had a layer of
sandstone and brick rubble across the bottom, presumably to act as drainage. Samples of
trench fills were sieved, but apart from some weeds in [312] only charred cereal grains and
seeds were recovered [265 and 301]. Pottery and clay pipe fragments indicated a date range
for these features of between the third quarter of the 17th century and the early 18th century.

The bedding trenches were probably dug to provide a depth of soft and nitrate-rich rooting
soil for plants. The presence of ash and charred vegetable matter in the fills suggests that the
soil derived largely from domestic refuse, commonly used as fertilizer. Evidence for the exis-
tence of a formal garden on the south and east side of the Rectory is shown on Isaac Thomp-
son’s map of 1746.

Other possible garden features, with similar fills to the bedding trenches, were a trape-
zoidal pit [216], which contained a few mammal bones, charred seeds, and a scatter of small
sandstone fragments across the base, and pit [447].

Phase 5 (18th century to c. 1837) (figs 15 and 18)

NW

Although the brick and clay pipe kilns appear to have gone out of use by the early 18th
century, Bourne’s reference to the ‘Brick Kiln Field’ in 1736 suggests that such activity was
continuing, possibly to the east of the Rectory where extensive scatters of waste brick were
noted during the Watching Brief. Subsequently, a layer of metalling or possibly a demolition
deposit accumulated over [513]. A shallow linear feature ran between the brick feature in
[513] and the line of Phase 4 post-holes shown on fig. 13. This was interpreted as representing
the robbing or dismantling of part of the structure represented by those features, and was
filled with brick and sandstone fragments. This deposit produced a quantity of clay tobacco
pipe-maker’s waste, including many fragments with the maker’s mark ‘A/T’ (see Clay Pipes).
These also occurred in the Yard in a similar deposit.

There was no further identifiable industrial activity on this part of the site, which
developed a level surface of dark brown/black silty soil with fragments of brick, pantile, and
sandstone falling gently to the north. Cut into this was a culvert built of sandstone slabs with
a brick floor running parallel to wall [9]. This appeared to be a continuation of culvert [67]
which ran across the Yard (see below and fig. 18). The culvert had almost silted up before
being cut by the rebuilding of the Yard wall in the second half of the 19th century (Phase 6).

Yard

In the latter half of the 18th century a boundary, shown on Hutton’s map of 1770/1772, lay 
c. 3 m from and parallel to the north wall of the Rectory. If the linear features (see Phase 3,
context [484]) cutting into the medieval agricultural horizon in this area were in fact intrusive
wheel ruts, this could have been an access route for carriages.

North of this boundary, the sloping ground forming part of the former ploughed area was,
by the mid-18th century, being gradually levelled up by the dumping of industrial waste. A
deposit [151] of ash, slag and clinker containing unused decorated and plain tobacco pipe
bowls, stem fragments and kiln furniture, including pipe-clay plugs which supported the
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Fig. 18 Area A: Yard, Rectory and Garden, late 18th to early 20th century.
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bowls of pairs of pipes during firing, suggested that pipe-making was continuing on or near
the site. Some of the bowls were stamped ‘A/T’, the mark also occurring in the NW area (see
above). This deposit was dated to the second half of the 18th century on clay pipe and
associated pottery evidence. Spreads of ash again containing ‘A/T’ pipes also occurred east
of the Yard.

Overlying [151] were further dumps containing brick and clay pipe-making waste. These
contained large quantities of early 19th century pottery although many of the clay pipes were
18th century or earlier. The surface of these dumps was heavily trampled and cut by a number
of brick and stone-built drains or conduits. Three of these [125, 126 and 159] converged on a
stone-lined cesspit [94] in the centre of the Yard. A stone-built culvert [136] on the east side of
the cesspit, falling to the east, probably served as a run-off or overflow pipe. The pit was filled
with three layers of pungent black organic silts, separated by bands of coarse sand [93 a–c].
The sand had probably been added periodically to prevent odour, and the pit would probably
have been emptied when full. The fills yielded seeds of cultivated flax, used in the production
of linen and linseed oil, a single walnut and a coriander seed. The lowest fill [93c] in particular
was dominated by seeds from a variety of fruit plants; raspberry, redcurrant, blackcurrant,
gooseberry, blackberry, plum, damson and cherry. Pips from crab apple and grapes were also
present. Fragments of decomposed timber in the upper fill probably represented the remains
of wooden cover. The fills may date from the latest domestic use of the Rectory. The pit was
superseded by drain [55] in the late 19th century.

Two more brick and sandstone culverts [67 and 96] ran across the western side of the Yard,
apparently from the north wall of the west range of the Rectory, and a wooden box pipe [499]
was laid from the Rectory to a square pit [553] adjoining the west side of cesspit [94]. These
were possibly associated with alterations to the building in 1783 or 1814.

Rectory (figs 18–19)

In its fully-developed form the Rectory comprised three principal blocks (A–C, shown on 
fig. 18). Block A appears to have been the earliest, perhaps the post-Civil War rebuild. At the
east end block B may be Collinson’s 1814 enlargement. Block C, which had an apsidal east
end, appeared between 1770 (Hutton) and 1830 (Oliver), and may have been part of the
refurbishment of c. 1783 by the then Rector, Richard Fawcett (Oxberry, 12], though in one case
this is referred to as being internal alterations.

The structural remains of Block C accessible for excavation comprised a north-facing wall
[25] extending c. 3.7 m east of the Phase 4 building. The wall was built of sandstone rubble to
1 m above original ground level, with heavily tooled, squared and dressed ashlar above 
(fig. 19). The east facing wall of the extension contained a semicircular bay or apse on a
squared base. Only the basement level survived, lit by a window [27] half way between the
doorway and the north-east corner. This had splayed reveals, rendered internally with a slot
in the render showing that there had been an internal wooden sill. The stone ‘frame’ had
sockets for seven square iron bars set on the diagonal.

Within Block C were three cellars or basement rooms. At the west end was a passageway,
aligned north-south and measuring 5.2 m by 2.84 m, accessed from the cobbled alley and yard
to the north through a doorway. The west wall [37] was of brick, laid in English Garden Wall
bond, with two blocked openings [40 and 41]. The former may have led to a staircase, rising
southward to ground floor level. The northern jamb of opening [40] corresponded to the
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termination of an L-shaped section of substantial masonry to the west [39], creating a small
bay 2 m long north-south by 1m wide east-west. The sandstone culvert [125] had apparently
run from the north wall of this chamber to empty into the cesspit [94]. It is possible that the
‘chamber’ held a sink or copper, or formed part of the internal sanitation arrangements for
the Rectory.

On the east side of the passage the character of the walling was markedly different, being
of sandstone rubble, heavily rendered and lime-washed. Two doorways later blocked by brick
pillars [29] and [33] gave access into brick-vaulted cellars, 1.89 m high to the springing of the
vault, divided by a brick wall [26]. Only the northern cellar could be excavated and fully
recorded; the south cellar lay too close to an infilled gasometer pit where contaminants had
been found during ground investigation. The northern doorway had square sinkings in the
flagstones to take a timber doorframe.

The inner faces of the walls of the northern cellar were heavily rendered with lime-washed
mortar, which preserved the outlines of wooden shelving along the north and south walls.
The floor was flagged with rectangular sandstone slabs [72], fractured down the centre of the
cellar from heavy usage. The traces of shelving, the barred but unglazed window providing
ventilation, and the evidence for wooden doors, suggest that these rooms were used for
storage, possibly of wine and foodstuffs. A nest of leather buckets, probably fire buckets,
found in the cellar probably dated to the late 19th-century usage of the building as the North
Eastern Railway Muniment Office.

In Block A, access to the cellar from the east was remodelled, with brick flanking walls, and
the opening of the flue/copper [141] in the north wall (fig. 15) was blocked by sandstone
rubble walling [135]. Subsequently the cellar was floored with a mixture of reused brick,
sandstone flags and some large sandstone blocks. Incorporated into this flooring at intervals
were pad stones with rectangular sinkings for timber uprights, some apparently associated
with joist holes in the cellar walling, indicating the positions of internal partitions. One ran
across the width of the cellar creating a sub-room 3.10 m x 3 m. Two other lines of sockets run-
ning westwards from this partition, 0.8 m off the walls, were possibly supports for wooden
racks or shelves.

Subsequently a brick and stone built culvert [174] was inserted through the floor, running
the length of the cellar, and capped with sandstone slabs. The drain fell slightly to the east,
with traps for cleaning out at the west end and at the east stairwell end. At the west end of
the cellar the culvert turned sharply to the north, with the trap close to the north cellar wall.
The drain line was continued north-eastwards through the Rectory building and out into the
Yard through a wooden box pipe [499] inserted by a combination of tunnelling under load-
bearing walls and trenching.

The eastern access was later blocked by a wall [100] and henceforth access to the Block A
cellar was only through a doorway in the north-east wall from the cellar under Block C. It is
probable that this doorway and the blocking of the eastern access were part of the construc-
tion of Block C. 

The south wall of the building [356] survived in fragmentary condition, built of sandstone
rubble 0.92 m thick and bonded with white lime mortar. Possibly associated with the latter
part of Phase 5 were two brick-lined pits. One [337], with a stone flag base, had been inserted
into the south face of wall [356] and contained a sheet lead cylinder 0.29 m high with a flanged
circular base and top 0.24 m in diameter. The truncated ends of two lead pipes protruded
from the top plate, and another resembling a spout from the upper part of the cylinder. The
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function of the cylinder is not clear, but it presumably is associated with the water supply to
the Rectory. Another, larger, pit [254], 0.53 m deep, lay some 2m to the north and within the
Rectory footprint. This was also floored with stone slabs but was empty.

Phase 6. (1837 to early 20th Century) (figs 18 and 20)

NW

Substantial dumps of industrial waste and building rubble accumulated in the NW area, and
were up to 1.6 m deep against the east end walls of the Rectory and the Yard. These included
tap slag, fragments of vitrified brick kiln-lining and probable crucible fragments, probably
from the John Abbot’s Park Iron Works which developed east of Maiden’s Walk after 1835
(ARCUS 1998). Amongst the debris, close to the Yard wall, a dump of early 19th-century cera-
mics may have been cleared out of the Rectory when it was converted into the ‘Brandling
Arms’ in 1837.

Yard

Almost certainly associated with the ‘Brandling Arms’ the Yard was enclosed, with a north-
south orientated range of outbuildings on brick footings [19, 20 and 129] on its eastern side.
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Fig. 20 Area A: aerial view looking north-east, showing Phases 5–6 NW, Rectory and 
Garden areas.
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This may have been stabling. Wooden battens embedded in the floor surface at the north end
[111] may have been part of an internal fitting. Between this building and the Rectory was an
area of river cobbles [21] with sandstone flags forming an apron to the doorway. The cobbled
area was wide enough to admit a cart or carriage, and could have served as a covered
mounting/alighting area. Set in the cobbles was an iron grating to a culvert [417] running
east. Two other culverts [288] and [418] originated within the outbuilding. The latter was
capped with half-round sandstone ridge tiles of the form shown on the early photograph of
the Rectory (fig. 25), which may have come from alterations to the Rectory in or shortly after
1837.

Between 1858 and 1889 the Yard was roofed over. The outbuilding was demolished and the
Yard wall was rebuilt on a footing of sandstone rubble [17/18 and 22/23]. New drainage was
provided by a ceramic pipe [55] running from a brick shaft against the east wall to the main
drainage in Oakwellgate. A dog burial near the north east corner of the Rectory probably
dates from this period (see below Animal Bone).

Rectory

Subsequently ground levels in the former Yard were raised above the threshold of the north
door to the Rectory, and three steps [32] were built leading up from within the central base-
ment room to this level. Bricks used to support the steps were by Lucas of Eighton Banks and
Dunston 1841–1938, Lily of Rowland’s Gill c. 1901–1975 and T. Blyth & Sons of Birtley Station
1858–1978 (Davison 1986, 158, 171). The remodelled access was later blocked with brickwork
[31]. Perhaps at the same time the cellars were infilled, with brick piers [29 and 33], incorpo-
rating bricks made by Stephenson of Throckley 1857–1986 and Lily of Rowland’s Gill
1901–1975 (op. cit., 174), inserted in the apse doorways, presumably as additional support for
a remodelled building above. This may have been c. 1915, when the property was extensively
if not wholly rebuilt for the Judge Brand Polish Company (TWAS T311 1915/23).

Garden

A large brick and sandstone culvert [162], was laid parallel with the south wall of the Rectory,
and subsequently replaced by a large diameter ceramic pipe [260]. Two intercutting pits [268
and 270] may have been cesspits. The brick sleeper walls [51] were identified as belonging to
the offices and testing room of the Gateshead Gas Works, constructed in 1889 (TWAS T311
1889/100). Post-dating construction of the Gas Inspector’s Office were a number of services
[101, 148, 191, 197 and possibly 321].

area b (robson’s yard)

Phase 1. ?Pre-medieval (fig. 21)

The area had been heavily terraced, and all features were truncated. Cutting the natural
subsoil, and only visible at that level, were short lengths of two parallel, slightly curving,
ditches with rounded terminals. Both entered Area B from the south-west and ran for bet-
ween 5.4 m and 7 m, stopping short of the northern boundary of the site. The largest and
deepest of the two ditches [1124] was steep-sided, 1.6 m wide, and survived to a depth of 
1.1 m below subsoil level, with a shallow break of slope to a flat base. After primary silting
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Fig. 21 Area B: Robson’s Yard,
principal medieval and earlier
features.

Fig. 22 Area B: Robson’s Yard
looking west, showing ditches [1122]
and [1124], 13th–14th century features
[1063] (foreground) and 1100 (centre
left). Scales 2 m and 1 m.
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the ditch had been filled with a compact deposit of yellow clay with grey/brown lenses and
then by a mid-dark brown clay. Ditch [1122], the smaller of the two, was also steep sided but
only 0.95 m wide. It survived to 0.4 m deep below subsoil level and had a concave base. The
fills were similar to [1124]. The date of these features remains uncertain, though two very
small and heavily abraded sherds of pottery were recovered from the fills. One of these was
possibly Samian which would suggest a post-Roman date. Both ditches were cut by features
of c. 14th-century date and their alignment was quite different to the orientation of the later
buildings on either side of Oakwellgate, which also suggests these are early features.

Phase 2. Medieval (figs 21–23)

The earliest surviving medieval activity belonged to the 13th century. This was represented
by a large pit [1105] 0.4 m deep, filled with a light-mid brown silty clay, a shallow north-south
linear [1094] filled with a dark grey-brown sandy clay, and by fragmentary deposits. The
latter were cut by two circular pits [1063] and [1100], 3 m in diameter (see fig. 21). Pit [1100]
had vertical sides and was cut through the sandy subsoil. It was excavated to depth of 1.2 m
without being bottomed. Some of the fills of pit [1063] contained 13th to 14th-century pottery,
a few seeds of weed species and fragments of burnt bone. These two features are interpreted
as the remains of bell or crop pits. In this area of the site the uppermost coal seams are
relatively shallow, at c. 5 m below ground level, and mining within the urban area in the post-
medieval period is well attested. Feature 1094 may be part of a structure built parallel to Oak-
wellgate, possibly associated with the bell pits

A north-south orientated gully or ditch [1007/1088], 0.9 m deep with frequent small stake-
holes in the sides and base was interpreted as a medieval boundary. Feature [1116], some 
0.2 m to the east of the gully, may represent post settings for an associated boundary feature
(fig. 23).

Phases 3 and 4. Early post-medieval (c. 1600 to Civil War) and post-Civil War (c. 1650 to 1700)
(not shown on plan)

Broadly mid-17th-century activity was represented by silty soil overlying the medieval crop
pits, and by a heavily truncated deposit of dark brown clayey silt at the east end of the site.
The abraded and fragmentary nature of the pottery in the latter suggests it was a garden soil,
an interpretation supported by the formal gardens shown to the east on 18th- and early 19th-
century maps. At the eastern end of the site, within the arched opening in the west wall of
Oakwellgate Station [1056], was a truncated ditch or gully [1080], 0.4 m wide, running south-
east to north-west and containing fragments of sandstone roofing flags. This may be a
drainage feature associated with the gardens. The roofing flags may have derived from the
building or buildings belonging to the Rectory and shown on 18th-century maps (Thompson
1746) as encroaching into the north-east end of Area B.

Phase 5 (18th Century to c. 1837) (not shown on plan)

At the eastern end of the site, close to the northern jamb of the opening referred to above, was
a fragment of culvert or drain built of re-used bricks and sandstone slabs. The drain ran
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north-west under a wall footing of flagstones and brick, which lay on the line of the south
wall of the building shown by Thompson.

Oakwellgate Station, construction of which began c. 1835 and was completed by 1838, was
built as a ‘shell’ of sandstone walls some 11 m high, the interior of which was then filled with
waste from the Park Iron Works. The northern façade of the station mound was of sandstone
ashlar, pierced by twelve arches with brick-turned vaults containing chutes for dropping coal
and other materials into carts for landsale. The section of wall excavated in Area B was
founded in a two-stage cut consisting of a shallow gully, possibly a ‘marking-out’ feature,
within which a narrower trench was dug and closely packed with mortared sandstone rubble
forming a projecting (60–100 mm wide) foundation some 0.5 m deep upon which the station
mound wall [1056] was raised. Three post sinkings on the edge of the inner cut were probably
left by the standards of timber scaffolding. The foundation trench was infilled with clay, ash
and rubble.

The arched opening in the western retaining wall [1056] was vaulted and ran 2.8 m east
into the station mound. It had a concrete floor and ended in a wall of sandstone rubble which
was not keyed into the masonry of the arched opening and appeared to be a secondary
blocking. This feature may have been intended, as was clearly the purpose of the arches on
the north side, to serve a ‘drop’ or chute within the raised platform for delivering materials
to carts at street level.

159the excavation

Fig. 23 Area B: Robson’s yard, medieval ditch [1088] showing possible stakeholes. Scales 1 m
and 10 cm.
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Phase 6. 1837 to 20th Century (not shown on plan)

By 1858 (OS 1) the footprint of the Area B building had completely changed from that shown
by Oliver in 1830 (see fig. 2 c and d), suggesting that the plot was totally remodelled when
Oakwellgate Station was constructed. Little physical evidence of this redevelopment had
survived later terracing. The north and east walls of the remodelled buildings fronting Oak-
wellgate were of brick on a broader sandstone rubble foundation. The remains of another
building to the east had walls of roughly-squared sandstone blocks forming an east-west
orientated range against the south side of the burgage plot. Abutting the north side of this
building was a stone-walled ‘outshot’, marked on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey, floored
with handmade bricks. A little to the west a circular brick feature may have been the base of
a hand pump. The northern boundary of the plot was later redefined by another brick wall,
on sandstone rubble footings, probably built in 1854 when the Oakwellgate Public Baths and
Washhouse were constructed. Finally, probably in the mid-20th century, the site was terraced
and a concrete floor to the latest building was laid

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

No Roman deposits or features were found, and only a small number of abraded sherds of
Roman pottery, suggesting that the east side of Oakwellgate lay outside the area of settlement
in the Roman period. This is in marked contrast to the evidence for intensive occupation at
Bottle Bank, only some 150 m to the west (Bottle Bank report).

Medieval

No evidence was found to support the suggestion that an early church or monastery stood
east of the church, though the curving ditches found in Area B may represent the boundary
to a post-Roman settlement, possibly even monastic, with a focus on the site of the church of
St Mary. At present the archaeological evidence is too limited for firm conclusions to be
reached.

Once established, church sites, being consecrated land, tend not to move, and the present
church of St Mary, on its promontory site, was almost certainly in existence by the mid 12th
century. A church or monastery would have had an associated burial ground, but with the
exception of one small skull fragment and the mid 17th century roadside burial, no graves or
human remains were found.

Though documentary sources clearly identified Area A as being part of the ‘Lawless Close’,
the spelling ‘Lawless’ is almost certainly a corruption of ‘Lawses Close’ or ‘Laws Close’,
which is how the area is named on 18th century estate plans (TWAS BP 1/112, GPL CAB A
1/16) and this form of the name can be traced back at least as far as 1690 (GPL CA/2/9).
‘Lawes’ or ‘lawses’ may be a surname, or a geographical term for its position on the escarp-
ment , like the ‘lawe’ at South Shields; the misspelling has either given rise to, or been used
to justify, the tradition that this was the scene of the murder of Bishop Walcher in 1080. It is
also possible that the tradition of an earlier church to the east of St Mary’s arose from finds of
re-cycled architectural fragments from the existing church, such as those built into the
retaining wall of the NW area. The TWM evaluation report (HER1991/10) of a wall ten
courses high incorporating a piece of dressed stonework almost certainly refers to this
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feature, although at the time it was interpreted as giving weight to the tradition of the early
church.

The late 12th/early 13th century pottery referred to as ‘South Curtain Wall’ (see Medieval
and Early post medieval Pottery below) provided the earliest evidence for occupation and
activity on and around Area A. The fragmentary structural remains associated with this
ceramic material were not uniquely identifiable to function, but their presence together, on a
site opposite the church and on the site of the known later rectory, strongly suggests that this
was the house of the medieval parish priest. The first recorded incumbent of St Mary’s was
Robert de Plessis in 1275, but the ceramic and structural evidence suggests that a separate
rectory building had been established by c. 1200.

The suggested medieval Gateshead Rectory appears to have been a stand-alone structure,
measuring c. 10 m north-south by 17 m east-west, with a cellar below the central part of the
range (fig. 2a). Not enough survived to determine if it had been wholly stone-built, or if the
surviving walls had carried a timber-framed superstructure. Nor could internal arrangements
be distinguished, though a building of the size suggested could have accommodated features
typical of rectories of this period: a rectangular hall, with screened passage at one end,
opening off the entrance doorway and a kitchen and perhaps a buttery beyond. Where there
was a first floor it might contain a solar reached by an external stair tower, later by an internal
staircase. There might also, as at Gateshead, be a cellar below. Some rectories had to house
assistant priests or clerks, as well as general helpers, and there was a duty of hospitality
which might even involve a guest chamber. [PM1]

The re-use of fragments of ecclesiastical masonry in the retaining wall in NW area is of
interest as evidence for alterations to St Mary’s church in the 16th century. Part of a decorated
medieval grave cover of possibly 14th century date ‘found in Oakwellgate. . . June 1837 in laying
the Gas Pipes into the late Rectory House’ (SANT R An 65), may have been another example of
recycled material from the church.

North and east of the medieval Rectory, ploughing grooves indicate an agricultural
environment. This was the field later known as ‘Law’s Close’, and subsequently as the ‘Rector’s
Field’, separated from the Bishop of Durham’s Park to the east by a boundary probably
following the path known as Maiden’s Walk. Trial trenching across this path suggested it
represented a medieval boundary ditch which went out of use and was infilled in the post-
medieval period.

South of the Rectory, in Area B, evidence for medieval coal working shows an early co-
existence between industry and domestic occupation, which later became a characteristic of
the eastern part of the town.

Post-medieval

No direct evidence for military activity associated with the Civil War was found in the exca-
vation, but within Area A there were dumps of building debris associated with broadly mid-
17th century finds, suggestive of repair or reconstruction. The most likely source for such
debris is the Rectory, which documentary sources suggest was largely demolished at the time
of the 1644 siege of Newcastle. The scale of destruction may have been exaggerated since
Dibden’s 1836 description of the Rectory states that ‘a part is at least of the time of Charles, or
even James I’. (Oxberry Mss 114). Nevertheless from 19th century illustrations (figs 24–25) it is
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clear that the Rectory was significantly re-built or re-modelled some time after the Civil War,
possibly as late as the third quarter of the 17th century.

The female burial in the NW Area appears to be a graphic legacy of the Civil War on
Tyneside, possibly a consequence of the outbreak of witch-hunting in Northumberland and
Durham in 1649, which was in part a manifestation of the heightened social tensions
prevailing in the immediate post-war period. On the 26th March 1649 the Common Council
of Newcastle was petitioned for action against suspected witches, and a Scottish witchfinder
was subsequently engaged to undertake the necessary examinations, culminating on the 21
August 1650 with the execution of fifteen female and one male witch on the Town Moor.
Evidence for a similar witch-hunt south of the river is given by entries in the parish accounts
for St Mary’s church, again in 1649: ‘Paid at Mris Watsons, when the Justices sate to examin the
witches, 3s. 4d’; and ‘for trying the witches, £1. 5s’. Other sources show that, following their trial,
the Gateshead witches were carried to Durham gaol (Clephan 1880, 230). Further details are
lacking, but a subsequent entry in St Mary’s accounts ‘for a grave for a witch, 6d’. suggests at
least one was executed, and the body returned to Gateshead for burial at the parish’s expense.
The unusual location of the grave, outside the churchyard but opposite the east end of the
church, and on the periphery of the urban area, together with its orientation and dated finds,
are strong circumstantial evidence for identifying this with the witch burial recorded in 1649.
The burial of an excommunicant in a similar location is recorded at Hart, County Durham, in
the late 16th century (Fordyce 1857, 243n).

The excavation in Area A revealed important evidence for beginnings of manufacturing
activity: clay tobacco pipe manufacture dating from the mid-late-17th century, and contem-
porary brick-making, which continued into the early 18th-century. Both were industries that
depended upon a good fuel source, wood, or where that was not possible, coal. The latter at
least was readily available in Gateshead. The fragments of mid-17th century clay tobacco pipe
‘muffle kiln’ and associated wasters were the first excavated pipe-making waste of this date
to have been found on Tyneside, and are comparable with kiln waste of mid-late 17th century
date from Rainford, Lancashire (Peacey 1982) and Oyster Street, Plymouth (Fox and Barton
1986). This material exemplifies Gateshead’s early importance as a centre for the pipe making
industry on Tyneside, in which it became pre-eminent in the later 17th century, the pipe
makers’ guild being chartered in 1675. The site of the kiln itself was not positively located in
the excavation. Although the maker, or makers, cannot be identified, the family of one 17th-
century pipe manufacturer, Arthur Mould, had property in Oakwellgate, and from at least
1691 until 1714 the pipemakers Michael Parke, his father George, and John Thompson,
occupied premises nearby on the east side of the High Street.

The brick kiln to the north of the Rectory represents a technological advance on the clamp
kiln, being a permanent structure of brick and stone with brick flues, floor and a stokehole to
the south. The kiln, possibly measuring 4 m x 6 m, is comparable with examples of similar
date at Runsell Green, Essex (Drury 1975), Flintham Hall, Nottinghamshire (Alvey 1980,
118–122) and Atherstone, Warwickshire (Scott 1975, 89). During the subsequent Watching
Brief, scatters of brick wasters and possible traces of other brick kilns were noted to the east
of the Rectory, and a possible pond to the east of the kiln, giving substance to Bourne’s 1736
description of the area as the ‘Brick Kiln Field’. Other local industry is indicated by the
presence of articulated partial animal carcasses among rubbish dumping in the NW area, on
the east side of Oakwellgate. These suggest the removal of hides for leatherworking rather
than butchery for food.
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Fig. 24 The Rectory c. 1865 (enlarged from ‘Newcastle-upon-Tyne in the
Reign of Queen Victoria’ by John Storey) (Courtesy of the Society of

Antiquaries of Newcastle upon Tyne).

Fig. 25 The Rectory from the south-east, photographed by E. Dodds in the
1880s, showing alterations for the ‘Brandling Arms’ public house 

(Courtesy of Gateshead Public Library).
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In the Garden area, narrow trenches cut into the clay and sand subsoil, some orientated
east-west, others north-south, are interpreted as bedding trenches, providing a cultivatable
depth of soil. The latest finds from the fills were broadly of the second half of the 17th century,
suggesting that post-Civil War Rectory boasted a formal garden: one certainly seems to be
shown on Isaac Thompson’s map of 1746.

Apart from the well-preserved basements and apsidal east end, the excavation did not
significantly add to an understanding of the appearance and internal organisation of the post-
medieval Rectory. It is probable that much ground-level detail was lost when the car park was
constructed. Archival evidence is surprisingly scanty for such an important building: only
three views showing elevations of the Rectory, all 18th–19th century, are known to exist, and
there are no detailed descriptions. Isaac Thompson’s map of 1746 shows the south façade of
the post-Civil War Rectory as being two stories high with a large, possibly arch-headed,
doorway at the west end and three dormer windows in the roof. The western part of this
building is almost certainly that shown on John Storey’s ‘bird’s eye’ view of Newcastle 
c. 1865, and in the only known photograph of the Rectory, taken in the 1880s.

Both views show a number of structural details which did not survive to be identifiable
archaeologically. Storey’s view is particularly useful as it shows the south and (obliquely) the
east facades, and the roofscape, of the Rectory before significant alteration in the later 19th
century. Storey clearly depicts the fenestration and doorways in the south façade, where two
construction phases are shown. The western door is evidently that shown on Thompson
(1746), as are the windows on either side. To the east a projecting façade with a monumental
arch-headed doorway (closely paralleled by that at Reading, Greyfriars, designed by Sir John
Soane (Savidge 1964, plate XXII) probably represents remodelling and enlargement of the
Rectory in 1814. The photograph shows the west and south-west facades of the building to
have been of squared ashlar, possibly with projecting string courses at the level of the heads
of the ground floor windows and the sills of the first floor windows. A ‘Dutch’ gable, a style
fashionable in the late 17th and early 18th centuries (e.g. Keelmen’s Hospital, Newcastle,
1701), is just visible forming the gable of the north wall.

By the time of the photograph the ground floor walls forming the south-west angle of the
Rectory had been replaced by a timber public house frontage for the ‘Brandling Arms’. Of the
five west-facing windows at first floor level, one appears to have been built ‘blind’, and two
others filled with rendered blocking. The remaining two appear to have been vertically-
sliding, six over six pane sashes. At ground floor level two windows are evident, one shut-
tered, the other blocked. At the north-west end of the façade there appears to be a blocked
doorway.

In both views the roof is covered with pantiles, with sandstone ridging to the hips and
brick chimneystacks, and there is no evidence for the dormers visible on Thompson.
Evidently the roof had remodelled, possibly when Collinson enlarged the east end of the
Rectory in 1814, which probably produced the range south of the apse, shown projecting
forward of the south elevation on Storey’s view (fig. 24).

THE FINDS

Unless otherwise specified the individual finds sections are by the principal authors (John
Nolan and Jenny Vaughan).
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the pottery
(figs 26–42,  table 1)

Introduction

Approximately 10,000 fragments of pottery weighing over 171 kgs were recovered during the
excavation, the largest assemblage to have been recovered from Gateshead. Five of the sherds
were Roman. Three others were possibly also ‘pre-medieval’ but were too small to identify.
The rest of the assemblage ranged in date from the 12th to 19th centuries and was divided into
two main groups: an ‘early’ group of medieval and early post medieval date, and a late group
of later 18th and 19th century material. This report is concerned only with the first of these,
about 5,600 sherds. It is hoped that the later group, mainly from the NW and Yard areas, will
form a separate study at a later date.

The Roman Pottery

Christine Howard-Davies

Three of the fragments were from the Rectory and one each from the Yard and NW areas. All
were in poor condition, abraded and probably affected by soil conditions that may well have
made the fabrics appear softer than they were originally. Their condition raises the likelihood
that all had ‘travelled’ significantly from their original place of deposition. The small assem-
blage, listed below, would seem to fit most comfortably within the later 2nd to mid 3rd
centuries ad.

* A sherd of foot-ring from a hemispherical terra sigillata bowl (Dragendorff form 37). East Gaulish,
probably Trier. Rectory [357]. RP1

* Body sherd of terra sigillata, precise form uncertain. Fabric colour suggests an East Gaulish
origin, possibly Rheinzabern. Rectory [396]. RP2

* Rim sherd from a beaker or similar small vessel. Cream-white fabric with black inclusions.
Brownish colour coat fading to yellow over rim. Nene Valley ware. NW [468]. RP3

* Out-turned rim sherd from a wide-necked vessel of uncertain form. Soft, sandy greyware.
Rectory [170]. RP4

* A sherd of upright jug rim. Hard-fired sandy greyware. Yard [303]. RP5

The Medieval and Early Post-Medieval Pottery

Jenny Vaughan

Abbreviations used in the text

BD (Bastion Ditch) — Ellison 1983
BF (Blackfriars) — Fraser, Hawman and Vaughan 1987
BW (Border Wares) — Pearce 1992
CC (Cannon Cinema) — Vaughan 1994b
CD (Castle Ditch) — Ellison 1981
MH (Mansion House) — Vaughan 1995
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Norwich — Jennings 1981
OS (Orchard Street) — Vaughan 1993
Pit — Ellison 1979
SCW (South Curtain Wall of Castle) — Edwards 1966

Methodology

The assemblage was sorted as far as possible according to the established local/regional
fabric types. Weights and counts of each type per context were recorded in an Access database
table, together with brief comments on vessels, using a system of numbers and letter codes
devised by the current writer for recording other Tyneside assemblages. The letter codes are
abbreviations of the names or descriptions in common use in the area. These appear unab-
breviated in the list of types to allow concordance with previous reports.

After assessment two elements in the assemblage were selected for more detailed recording
and analysis (see below). These were an early medieval group (Group A) concentrated in the
Rectory, and the post medieval material from the NW area (Group B). During this phase of
the work vessels were recorded. These were mainly identified from one or more form ele-
ments (rim, base, etc.) but a few are represented by fragments which clearly did not belong to
any of the other vessels (e.g. with distinctive decoration). In this report the statistics relating
to these two groups include numbers of identifiable vessels present, but not rim and/or base
percentages (where measurable) though these were recorded in the archive as a matter of
course.

Distribution of the assemblage

Fig. 26 shows the distribution across the four areas. Figs 27 and 28 allow comparisons of the
assemblages from the different areas by count and weight.
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The Rectory area produced the greatest quantity of pottery of 12th to 13th century date,
though significant amounts also came from the Garden. However, much of the medieval
pottery (63%) in this area occurred in contexts representing 17th century activity. The
apparently large proportion of later medieval material (Fabric Group 8) here is mainly due to
one context ([332]) — the heavy vessels typical of this fabric group often skew statistics based
on weights or counts. The majority of later medieval (i.e. late 14th to 16th century) material
came from the Yard. All areas also produced 17th century material but in small quantities,
apart from the NW area where 70% was post medieval.

Key to pottery fabric group (FG) numbers used in charts

(For more detailed descriptions see below)

2 Early medieval types
3 Coarse gritted wares
3.1 Light firing wares
4 Buff wares
4.1 Buff white wares
5 Orange buff
6 Gritty /sandy wares
6.1 Early glazed wares
7 Reduced greenwares
8 Later reduced green glazed wares (as RG4)
9 Post medieval reduced green glazed wares (RG5)
10 Medieval (general)
11 Scarborough and similar wares
12 French whitewares
16 Early Rhenish stoneware
17 Cologne Frechen stoneware
18 Westerwald stoneware
19 German slipwares
20 Low Countries redwares
22 Imported whitewares
23 Miscellaneous imports
24 Cistercian ware
25 Early blackware
26 English whitewares
27 English redwares
28 Tin glazed earthenwares
29 Staffordshire -type wares
30 Other post-medieval types

Medieval Pottery:  background

The first stratified medieval pottery to be published from Tyneside was that from the South
Curtain Wall of the Castle (SCW; Edwards 1966). This included a relatively large group which
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appeared to be contemporary with the construction of the Curtain Wall — assumed to have
been in the latter part of the 12th century. Attention was drawn to particular fabric types and
groups of vessels, including the distinctive form of jar now called South Curtain Wall type
(SCW), but a type series as such was not defined. A few sherds of SCW type were also present
amongst material from Tynemouth published the following year (Edwards 1967, 73).

Large quantities of pottery have been recovered and published from excavations on Tyne-
side since then, and in 1981 the foundation of our understanding of the 13th to 16th century
pottery sequence in Newcastle was established in the Castle Ditch report (Harbottle and
Ellison 1981). The discovery of the Dog Bank pottery kiln, which had an archaeomagnetic
date in the 12th century (O’Brien 1988, 31), was a major development but, as none of the area’s
consumer sites produced significant quantities of Dog Bank wares or any SCW, the relation-
ship between them, and the earlier part of the pottery sequence, remained unclear. SCW was
known to be present amongst material from Black Friars and the Castle but these assemblages
had not yet proceeded to full analysis and publication.

It was thus of some interest that several of the distinctive SCW jars were recovered from
the Oakwellgate site, associated with other sandy/gritty fabrics, both light and dark firing,
and including some distinctive forms in buff fabrics also paralleled by material from the
South Curtain Wall excavations. This group of pottery was therefore selected for further
study. The quantity and range of other medieval pottery present was such that analysis was
unlikely to add much to current knowledge.

Since this analysis was completed work on the assemblage from Newcastle castle (Vaughan
and Sage 2006) has led to a much clearer picture of local pottery in the 12th to 13th centuries
emerging. In particular it has established that there is little, if any, overlap between Dog Bank
type gritty wares and the SCW type, and that the latter type is short-lived, disappearing again
at some point in the first half of the 13th century.

The early group from Oakwellgate is relatively small (compared to the Castle assemblage)
but for comparative purposes, and by virtue of its Gateshead context, remains of great
interest. The vessels are described and discussed below.

Context [357] produced the largest quantity of this material. Rectory contexts related to
[357] (either stratigraphically or through sherd links) and those which produced South
Curtain Wall types were included in the study together with a smaller number of contexts
from the Garden which had produced similar material. A few of the vessels included in the
Group, and some selected for illustration, were from contexts where later material was also
present (e.g. no. 6 — SCW type — and nos 12 and 13 from [170] which had cross joins with
[357]). These contexts are not included in fig. 29 although the vessels are included in fig. 30.

Early Post-Medieval pottery:  background

Large post-medieval assemblages have been recovered and published from Newcastle, but
the nature of these assemblages had left unanswered several questions about the changes in
ceramic consumption during this period (see Vaughan, this volume, pp. 251–255). In the NW
area there was a sequence of relatively unbroken post medieval deposits from the late 16th to
the early 18th century, which included a small early 17th century pit group (fig. 31). Some of
the earliest deposits produced pottery which was not immediately comparable with types
known from Newcastle assemblages. It was considered that this sequence had the potential
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Fig. 29 Group A pottery.

Fig. 30 Group A vessels
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Fig. 31 Pottery from the early post-medieval contexts in NW area.
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to answer some of the questions which had arisen from the study of the Newcastle material,
and it was thus selected for further study.

The Vessels (figs.  32–42)

Notes on the fabric types present are given below with each section followed by the catalogue and
descriptions of illustrated vessels. This includes context information followed by the archive vessel
number. The 17th century pit group is shown together at the end of the catalogue.

Medieval Types

The work on the Newcastle Castle assemblage, referred to above, included a programme of scien-
tific analysis, carried out by Alan Vince, which led to a review of the local type series and some
changes to the terminology and groupings of fabric types previously used (Vaughan and Sage
2006). This was largely a result of establishing that the early green glazed wares (see FG. 6.1),
previously described as ‘reduced’, were in fact made from similar clays to some light-firing wares.
The grey colour of the ‘reduced’ fabric actually being the result of a high unburnt carbon content
in the clay, rather than the reduced firing of an iron rich clay as had previously been assumed.
Where relevant the changes are noted in the appropriate sections below.

2 Saxo-Norman — early medieval types

The group includes:-
Newcastle Dog Bank ware (Bown 1988, 33 et seq)
A coarse gritted fabric — inclusions can be very large (several mm) but are variable. Only small
numbers of sherds were present here.
South Curtain Wall (see catalogue entry for no. 60 in Edwards 1966)
Distinctive jars with everted angular rims, often with thumbed decoration, in dark grey cored
gritty/sandy fabric with margins and surfaces varying from pink to buff to orange, sometimes
lighter grey. The fabric contains moderate to abundant medium quartz grit, and mica is visible on
surface.

Group A — 16 vessels

There were only ten fragments of Dog Bank type ware from this group of contexts, none were form
sherds. This is consistent with the pattern seen at Newcastle Castle (see above) where this type and
SCW do not appear to overlap. Also included in FG 2 were three fragments in a very light grey hard
fabric with well-sorted fine sand and very dark grey surfaces. Rounded body fragments indicated
a globular vessel and this was identified as a blue grey ladle of 12th century date. (Jennings 1981;
Edwards 1966).

Most of the vessels in FG2 are the South Curtain Wall type described above or are similar either
in form or fabric. 

1 As SCW60. Rectory [357] V2
2 As SCW26. Rectory [357] V3
3 Slightly everted and pointed rim. Rectory [427] V8
4 Less out turned rim with small finger impressions. Similar rim in Rectory [334]. Garden [132]

V5
5 Form as SCW60 but no finger impressions. Sooted. Garden [163] V6
6 As above. Garden [214] V4
7 A thicker-walled fragment but same basic form with finger impressions. Dark grey fabric with

only very thin lighter grey margins. Sooted. Garden [364] V9
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There was one other finger-impressed rim. The same form also occurred in a dark grey/buff fabric
with lighter surfaces. Three other rims were undecorated. One of these, with a profile very similar
to no. 5 above but smaller, was in a finer gritted dark grey fabric with buff surfaces similar to the
early green glazed wares (see Mansion House p. 176 and fig. 27).

8 The form of this rim is basically the same, without the finger impressions. Garden [364] V7

Two other small fragments were again a similar fabric but had embellished rims
similar to the Tees Valley type (and see 29 and 36 below). A small fragment of a strap handle in [357]
seems to be the same fabric. 

3 Coarse gritted wares

Coarsely or abundantly gritted wares of late 12th to 13th century date. This group includes coarser
gritted varieties of types in group <4>  <5> and <6>.

Group A — 22 vessels

Fifteen of the vessels were in light firing fabrics. Of the others four were oxidised, i.e. with orange
surfaces and therefore possibly iron rich fabrics. The others may owe their colour to the unburnt
carbon element in the clay referred to above.

9 Very dark grey fabric with rough surfaces. Club rim with rounded outer edge. Two other
vessels with the same simple rim form occurred, one in a finer oxidised gritty fabric. Rectory
[427] V72

10 Coarse oxidised gritty fabric. Similar in form to gritty buff vessel see 13 below. Rectory [437]
V78

11 Coarse oxidised gritty fabric, some red inclusions, gritty surfaces. A similar pointed rim was
in a finer fabric with buff surfaces. Garden [163] V11

12 Gritty buff fabric. As SCW37 — club rim with internal hollow. Similar vessels in both buff and
oxidised gritty fabrics occurred at Prudhoe. Rectory [170] V53

13 Gritty buff fabric. Rectory [170] V54
14 Gritty buff fabric with ill-sorted large quartz inclusions. Clubbed rim with finger impressions

along outer edge. Rectory [334] V34
15 Pink surfaces with buff core, inclusions sparse but coarse. Similar to MH8 and OS2 in form

and fabric. Possible occurrences also at Black Friars. Rectory [357] V37
16 Gritty buff fabric with grey core. Small thin walled vessel with beaded upright rim.

Rectory[544] V27
17 Gritty buff. A similar rim was in a pink-buff gritty fabric. This ‘embellished’ rim form occurs

amongst the SCW assemblage (see note under no. 58 p. 114) and also at Prudhoe. Similar to
Tweed Valley types (see Lindisfarne ill. 8). See also no. 23 below. Garden [237] V25

18 Gritty buff fabric, thin walled. Hooked rim. Garden [562] V85

A vessel represented only by base and body fragments was in a distinctive thinly thrown light
buff/brown fabric with partial grey core. Inclusions were frequent fine with moderate to sparse
medium quartz and some mica. The surfaces were gritty and there were finger marks inside sug-
gesting it was hand built.

4 Light firing wares and 4.1 Buff white ware

Wares made in buff or white firing clay are a common type throughout the north-east in the
medieval period. Some appear quite early (i.e. late 12th /early 13th century) such as those which
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Fig. 32 Medieval Pottery (1:4).
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occurred amongst the South Curtain Wall assemblage and at Prudhoe (Bown in manuscript Fabric
7), and the relationship between these and buff white wares as defined by Ellison in the Castle
Ditch report (Ellison, 1981, 105) is not yet clearly understood. These buff white wares were the
dominant type in the later 13th and first half of 14th centuries.

Fabrics in the general light-firing category (FG 4) are varied but tend to contain moderate quanti-
ties of medium to fine, and reasonably well-sorted, quartz. Tyneside buff white ware (FG 4.1) has a
clay matrix which appears silty rather than sandy and the inclusions of moderate quartz and sparse
red and black ferrous grits are characteristically variable and poorly sorted. Occasional pale grey
rounded mudstones (sometimes larger than 5 mm) are also characteristic. There appears to have
been a kiln producing this type in Gateshead but only a small quantity of the material, evidently
collected during construction work on the Gateshead flyover (Manders 1973, 62; Addis 1989, 118
and note 92), has so far been located.

There appears to be a general chronological progression from softer whiter fabrics to harder
fired, darker, fabrics. The darker, more iron rich variant of buff white ware, referred to as ‘orange
buff white’ in some reports, is included in FG 4.1 in the charts.

Group A vessels — 19 vessels (all Fabric Group 4)

19 Pinkish buff moderately gritted fabric with light grey core. Form similar to QS92 but also to
SCW without the finger impressions. Sooted. Rectory [357] V10

20 Buff with slightly pinkish surfaces. Small spots of yellow glaze on exterior surface. Rectory
[366] V50

21 The buff fabric has very noticeable red iron oxide inclusions up to 1mm, otherwise inclusions
are medium to fine quartz. Undercut outer edge to rim, see SCW101. Rectory [367] V40

22 Pink gritty fabric with light grey core. Everted undercut rim with small patches orange or
green glaze. Rectory [367] with fragment from 170. V63

23 Buff fabric moderately gritted with medium to fine inclusions, occasional red iron oxide.
Embellished rim form see no. 17 above. This example is similar to Prudhoe 47. Rectory [437]
V41

24 Buff white gritty fabric. Surfaces discoloured. Patch of greeny/yellow glaze. Upright rim with
internal bevel/lid seating, curved outer edge. Rectory [593] V59

25 Buff white fine gritted thin thrown hard fabric. Light grey internally, buff to light buff brown
exterior. Rim undercut on outer edge forming ‘collar’, slight internal bevel. Garden [132] V28

26 Some similarity to 20 and 24 above. Garden [562] V84

5 Orange/orange buff wares

This category covers wares similar in appearance and inclusions to buff wares but apparently using
a more iron-rich clay. The work on the Castle assemblage has shown that some orange sandy
(rather than coarse gritted) fabrics occur quite early in the sequence.

Group 1A vessels — 2 vessels

27 Hard light grey fabric with pimply orange surfaces. Small fragment. Rectory [357] V21

6 Unglazed sandy/gritty wares and 6.1 Early glazed wares

Formerly FG 6 included early Reduced Greenware types and ‘oxidised gritty’ ware both originally
described in the Castle Ditch report as ‘iron rich’ wares (Ellison 1981, 102). The glazed wares will
now be referred to as ‘early glazed wares’. They often have whitish or buff surfaces (where
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unglazed) with a grey core and the current writer has previously included unglazed wares in simi-
lar fabrics (‘buff grey’ wares) in FG 6, i.e. dark grey fabrics with buff or off-white surfaces (e.g. in
Vaughan 1995). As the darkness of the grey core is now understood not to indicate the iron content
of the clay all grey fabrics with buff surfaces have been included in this group, though it should be
pointed out that the relationship of this group to the buff wares of FG 4 needs to be better esta-
blished through further scientific analysis. Addis suggests that her types 13 to 16 (various pink,
pink grey, buff and buff grey wares) found in Durham may all be related (Addis 1980, 63).

Glazing is often restricted to zones or patches, e.g. on the shoulder and on top of the handle, rims
and bases being frequently unglazed. Consequently glazed and unglazed fragments from the same
vessel, if not actually joining, can be catalogued as different fabric types. This may well have hap-
pened in this assemblage as quite large parts of glazed vessels were present which could not be
linked to rims.

Some of the pottery in the unglazed group FG 6.0 (approximately 20%) does appear to have a
higher iron content with orange or light red surfaces. These have been catalogued as ‘oxidised grit-
ty’ wares although the term ‘gritty’ is more generally used to indicate wares with ‘pimply’ surfaces,
and those where at least a proportion of inclusions are larger than 0.5mm (i.e. types in FG 2 and 3).
The term is used here to allow concordance with earlier reports.

Both glazed and unglazed types in this group occurred in the earliest phases (i.e. 12th century)
at the Castle and appear to continue in use into the second half of the 13th century.

Group 1A vessels — 25 vessels (5 glazed)

Four of the unglazed vessels were more iron rich (‘oxidised gritty’). The majority are grey fabrics
with buff or pinkish buff surfaces.

28 Undercut rim. Residual. V13
29 Orange buff fabric with pink tinge, fine pimply surface and grey core. Clear throwing ridges.

Embellished rim with bevel for lid seating.

Rectory [291] Fragments from [275] join. V42

30 Fine moderately gritted grey fabric with buff surfaces. Small splash green glaze, no sooting.
Form similar to SCW40 and MH3, clubbed with internal hollow. Fragments from several
contexts in Rectory including [357] V1

31 Grey fabric with buff surfaces. Square clubbed rim with fingertip impressions along top.
Rectory [357] V14

32 Hard finely gritted grey fabric, buff external surface where not sooted. Rectory [357] V71
33 Hard dark grey fabric with buff external surface. Similar to Prudhoe 41. Rectory [366] V48
34 Pink surfaces some large red iron oxide inclusions. Club rim with grooving along outer edge.

Small patch of greeny yellow glaze. Rectory [463] V47
35 Dark grey finely gritted fabric with buff exterior. Square clubbed rim similar to SCW37. Rim

in frag from 322 not joining garden [163] V12
36 Oxidised gritty fabric — orange/buff margins and surfaces, grey core. External flange as Tees

Valley type. Garden [261] V30. Three other vessels in the group had oxidised (i.e. orange)
rather than buff surfaces.

The following are early green glazed vessels. They are all jugs.

37 Only small patch glaze along top of rim but probably from glazed vessel. Rectory [290] V56
38 Splashes and zones glaze — surfaces buff where unglazed. Rectory [291] V55
39 Similar to RG3. Pale green glaze speckled with dark, buff surfaces where unglazed. Base with

flange? same vessel. Rectory [324] V58
40 Rim similar though thinner than 30. Plain strap handle with groove has glaze on top. Oxidised

surfaces where not glazed. Garden [132] V39
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7 Reduced greenwares

A general category for vessels showing mixture of ‘early’ and ‘late’ characteristics, e.g some visible
quartz inclusions but glazing as later reduced green glazed ware. The dating probably overlaps
with RG4. The group includes part oxidised wares

8 Later reduced green glazed

Reduced greenware type 4 (see Ellison 1981), is a hard dark grey clean fabric with good glaze cover.
It occurs in large quantities in 15th century deposits in Newcastle. Vessels are typically large, heavy,
jugs and cisterns thus in charts showing quantities weight proportion is usually bigger than frag-
ment count.

9 Post-medieval reduced green glazed wares

Reduced greenware type 5 is generally glazed inside and out. It is lighter than RG4, softer fired
with a grittier texture and dates to the late 15th to 16th century. Forms include large heavy cisterns.
Post-medieval reduced green glazed wares which are not in this tradition may be catalogued under
no. 30.

41 Large bowl with out turned rim and applied frill. Rectory [222] with joining fragments from
[231].

The same context also produced fragments of a dripping pan in this fabric though very uneven
glazing has given this vessel a very mottled reduced/oxidized appearance.

10 Medieval (unprovenanced)

General medieval category.

Group A vessels — 1 vessel

A thinly-thrown base with thumbing in a fine, fairly smooth pinkish buff fabric with occasional
medium inclusions, notably red. The fabric has a grey core of varying thickness. Vessel has patchy
greenish glaze and a thin applied strip.

11 Scarborough and similar wares

The quantity from this site was very small. Jugs with lustrous green glaze and applied decoration
are typical. Yellow glazed vessels with applied decoration in brown are also common. For other
types, fabric description and development see Farmer (1979) and Bown (1988, 45 et seq.). Dating in
Newcastle seems to be mid 13th to early 14th century.

12 French wares

Fine white wares e.g. from Saintonge which can occur from the 13th century onwards. Quantities
were very small.

16 Rhenish stoneware

The earliest imports to Newcastle were of Siegberg and Langerwehe wares in the late 14th century.
The majority of the fragments were Raeren type or not clearly identifiable. Raeren occurs from the
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15th century reaching peak in early to mid-16th. One fragment of Siegberg was present in NW area
but not in the Group 1B contexts.

Group B — 5 vessels

?Langerwehe: Four fragments in pinkish buff ‘proto’ stoneware, grey/buff glazed exterior with
small dark flecks. These included a small fragment of inturned rim, possibly a conical necked
beaker as CD271. [99] joins [381], with fragments [63] and [77]. Probably a 15th-century vessel.

Raeren: Three mugs, and a small but distinctive fragment of a panel jug of late 16th century date
(from [77]).

17 Cologne/Frechen Stoneware

Usually a dark grey stoneware often with brown speckled salt glaze. Mid 16th to 17th century.
Similar stonewares, ‘bellarmines’, were also made in England in the 17th century.

Group 1B — 11 vessels

42 Bellarmine. The mask appears to have horns. Glaze is dark brown, only slightly speckled,
interior light brown with some runs. [71] V306

43 Bellarmine. Dark brown glaze with orange peel speckling though area round mask is mainly
grey. Light brown interior. [83] V307

A large part of a bellarmine was present in [77] V. 310. A fragment with bottom of a beard in [131]
was possibly another.

44 (not illustrated) Medallion. Underfired/discoloured. [49] V353

A fragment of one other medallion had some blue colouration.

One plain base, with characteristic wiremarks, was in an underfired pinkish fabric. 

18 Westerwald

Light grey stoneware with cobalt blue areas. This type first appears in the 17th century (as an
import) but it is still being made today.

Group 1B — 3 vessels

45 Base of jug found during watching brief in the NW area.

The base of a smaller vessel came from [64] V304, and a small chip of neck from [49]. V305

19 Weser and Werra

German slipwares. Werra is a red-bodied ware, while Weser can vary from near white and buff to
pink and light red. Werra seems to occur in smaller quantities in this country. Early 17th century
date.

Group 1B — 10 vessels

46 Dish/bowl. Unusual quartered spiral pattern. Non joining fragments from [83] and [117] V338
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All the vessels were ‘open’ flatwares — dishes or bowls. One abraded base fragment was Werra,
the rest were Weser.

20 Low Countries redwares

These occur from the 14th century onwards in the Castle Ditch at Newcastle. They reach a peak in
the 16th century and continue into the early 17th. Fabrics vary but they are characteristically
sandier and more orange than the English redwares. Quantities drop markedly in the later 17th
century.
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47 Dutch slipware plate with a man, possibly carrying a banner (see a similar subject Norwich
544 on a Werra vessel) Rectory [212]

Group 1B — 45 vessels

(‘Other vessels’ in table = two frying pans and a colander)

Jars/cooking pots

This type of vessel would normally have a ring base or three feet but although six vessels were
represented by feet not enough survived to tell if they were jars, bowls or skillets, all of which could
have tripod bases. The small cooking pot from pit [218] was the only complete profile. See below
no 138 — only this and two other vessels were sooted.

48 Dull red fabric with grey core, greyish unglazed surfaces, some spots greenish glaze inside
and along rim. Only a short section near handle so rim form is unclear. [131] V108

49 Collared rim. Fabric as V108. [131] V109
50 With neck lid seating, similar to CD170 — simple profile. Sooted exterior, dark brown glaze

inside. [131] V111
51 Small section of rim — neck lid seated form as CD172. Brown glaze with some iron speckling

internally, run of greenish glaze externally. [122] V127
52 Lid seated neck with external cordon similar to OS32. Burnt. [83] V141
53 Lid seated collared rim. Some similarity to CD221 (a bowl) and also to no. 56 below which

seems to be an open vessel. Fully glazed. [117] V131
54 Collared lid seated vessel as OS29. Dark brown interior glaze. [89] 154

Bowls

These are open vessels with a height (assumed to be) a third or more of the rim diameter. Low
Countries bowl forms often have one or two vertical or horizontal handles and have evidently been
used for cooking, or at least warming food. These forms have sometimes been referred to as
‘porringers’.

55 Bowl? Small rim fragment with triangular external cordon. Greeny yellow glaze. [165] 125
56 Bowl? Lid seated collared rim. Some similarity to CD221 Unglazed.[122] V128
57 Bowl? Abraded simple rim with stub of horizontal handle. [89] V153

Frying pan

58 Pinched handle. Abraded. [89] V152

Bowls and Dishes

59 Horizontal lug handle with relief fleur-de-lis highlighted with slip blobs. Hole either side
under ‘petals’. [122] V130

60 Dish with collared rim, slip trailed decoration as CD205. [131] V122
61 Dish? Small section of rim with small/narrow collar. Sooted fragment with part of pulled foot

from possibly same vessel. [131] V123
62 Dish? Very abraded rolled rim, grooves round top. [89] V137
63 Dish — rolled rim like BF56. Internal slip and green glaze. ?Low Countries. [112] V351
64 Dish — folded rim. Some copper staining. ?Low Countries [89] V224
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22 Imported whitewares

Whitewares were being made in the Low Countries from the 14th century but do not occur in large
quantities until the 17th century. Whitewares were also being made in the Rhineland (at Cologne
and Frechen) by the 16th century.

Group 1B — 4 vessels

Nos. 65 and 66 below are paralleled by Norwich 927 (although this had green external glaze). There
it is described as ‘Dutch’ and dated from the 16th to the early 17th century.

Jar/cooking pots

65 Cooking pot as Norwich 927. Fully glazed yellow, burnt handle. [83] V318
66 Miniature cooking pot. Two feet were present. Burnt and sooted beneath. This attractive little

vessel is approximately the size of a modern tea cup. [60] and [89] V319
67 Jar. External flange internal yellow glaze. [131] V322

Flatware

68 Sandy fabric, rim with external flange similar to OS57. External green glaze, internal yellow.
[89] V326

23 Miscellaneous/occasional imports

All but two of these fragments were from the NW area. One was a very small fragment of a
Martincamp flask from the Yard. The other was a rim with the stub of a handle of Jutish ware (see
below) from the Garden. A few fragments of a Martincamp flask type 3 appeared to be intrusive in
a medieval context in the NW area.

Group 1B — 6 vessels

(Other vessel = flask)

Martincamp type 2, v. 345 [131], four fragments of flask including the bottom of the neck. 16th
century.

Low Countries Greyware?: v. 355 [117], a jar rim similar in form to redware no. 49.

North Italian slipware: v. 346 [89], a rim fragment with marbled green, brown, tan and white glaze.
17th century.

Beauvais double slip sgraffito

This is a late 16th-century type.

69 Abraded base. White slip coat is scratched through to underlying red coat to give brown lines.
Yellow glazed surface has green/blue stain. [131] V337

Another vessel was represented by a fragment in [83].
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Jutish Ware

This unusual import, at first mistaken for a very early residual vessel, was identified by Alan Vince
and thought to have been the first such vessel found in this country. However a fragment had
earlier been published unidentified in the Pit report (Ellison 1979, no. 40; I am grateful to Ian Reed
for drawing my attention to this). Fragments of a large vessel have also recently been recognized
amongst unpublished material from Newcastle Castle, and a group of at least six of these vessels
were recovered from closely dated mid 17th-century contexts in the Augustinian Friary in Hull in
1994 (Evans 2004, 61).

This pottery was made by women in Jutland where there was a long tradition of hand-made
black pottery production reaching its apogee in the 18th and the first half of the 19th century, but
continuing into the 20th century (Vincentelli 2003, 20–21). Vessels have characteristic burnishing,
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giving a shiny dark grey appearance, to the upper side of the rim and interior upper part of body.
The exterior is rough and a light buff brown. Apart from the fragment from the Garden mentioned
above there are three others (possibly all from the one vessel) in Group B. The fabric of the illus-
trated vessel was analysed by Alan Vince who was able to match it with material from Viborg.

70 Large jar (2 fragments). A small rim sherd in [60] may be the same vessel. V359

24 Cistercian ware

Very small quantities were present. It is generally indicative of 16th century date though produced
from late 15th century.

Group 1B — 4 vessels (11 fragments)

No specific forms could be identified from the small fragments present but they are probably all
drinking vessels. Three vessels were from [131], two with applied strips. The fourth vessel was
represented by a handle fragment in [302].

25 Early blackware

Black glazed red earthenware — mostly mugs, first appear in the late 16th but are also made at the
same production centres as red slipwares (e.g. Harlow in Essex) in the 17th century.

Group 1B — 19 vessels

71 Mug, thick walled and straight sided. [131] with joins [165] and [83]. V250
72 Mug, possibly two handled. Form as BF78. Light red fabric with dark brown glaze [122] V249
73 Mug. Dark red, part reduced fabric with burnt glaze — possibly Cistercian ware. [122] V253
74 Rim. Dark greyish red fabric. [89] V258
75 Base — club form with ridges above. Sandy orange red fabric. [9] V260

26 English whitewares

English whitewares of post-medieval type — 16th to 17th century. This includes Southern or Border
(i.e. Surrey/Hampshire border) wares and possibly Midlands yellow wares. Green (copper) and
brown (manganese or iron) glazes occur as well as yellow in combinations of any two.

Group 1B — 22 vessels

Six are green glazed, thirteen are yellow, one is yellow and green, and two are brown.
Jars
76 ?Chamber pot with green internal glaze (though this fades to yellow in one patch). Similar to

some Border ware chamber pots but less ‘chunky’ (Pearce 1992 fig. 39 no. 322). [115] V323
77 ?Chamber pot, full cover of pale yellow glaze with one or two brown spots. These are caused

by the cinder-like inclusions in the fabric which has a closer and more laminar appearance
than the other whitewares. [83] V325

Two other possible chamber pots were v. 332 similar to BW 315 and v. 335 similar to BW 333.
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Bowl — see Pit Group

Flatware

78 Green internal glaze. Similar to Norwich 908. [117] V320
79 Yellow internal glaze. [115] V324

Another flatware was represented by a base with internal green glaze, similar in appearance to ill.
78 but the wrong size to be the same vessel.

Apart from one green/yellow glazed vessel the ‘mugs/jugs’ listed were all represented by handles
or scars from handles.

27 English redwares

Light red-brown earthenware with lead glaze; this is the 17th-century type and includes slipwares.
These are often not closely dateable but are distinct from locally made red earthenwares (or
‘brownwares’) of later 18th to 19th century date.

Group 1B — 97 plain, 79 slip decorated vessels

(‘Other vessels’ plain = 5 skillets and a dripping pan
‘Other vessels’ slip decorated = two candlesticks and a money box)

The majority of this group were Metropolitan type wares with many of the forms present in New-
castle assemblages. The vessels in the pit group ([217] and [168]) were different. Three (101, 103,
104 see below) of them had areas of green glaze (light and darker) caused by partial reduction of
the fabric. Although outwardly similar the pipkin 101 was in a more coarsely gritted fabric,
perhaps because it was more thinly thrown and was to be used for cooking. This is not usual on
Metropolitan type wares or Low Countries imports although one or two vessels with a similar
appearance occurred at Black Friars and were tentatively identified as Lower Rhine products (BF
10 and 11, Vaughan 1987, 89). One other vessel from [131] was also similar although harder fired
and almost totally reduced. 102 was not in a Metropolitan type of fabric either, see below, but the
flat clubbed base is a typical English redware form.

Jars/cooking pots

80 Pipkin — with external lid seated rim as CC1 and 2. [83]. V142

There were three other vessels of this form.

Three other vessels were represented by feet.

81 As BD14. With lid seated neck. Two others this form. [83] V144
82 As BD13. Seven others of this form, two had vertical loop strap handles. [83] V145
83 As BD14 but ridged outer edge. [49] V179
84 As BD13 but more in-turned. Hard/fused fabric with black internal glaze. [49] V180
85 Collared rim with lid seat internally. Sandy fabric, orange glaze. [12] V174

Skillet (see Pit 9, BF25, 26, 27).

86 Glazed red brown internally, with runs externally. Sooted. [83] V136
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Fig. 36 Blackwares, English redwares and slipwares (1:4).
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There were four, possibly five, other skillets of this form, which is basically a small bowl with spout
at right angles to a straight handle. These are sometimes called ladles. They are similar in form to
Border ware skillets (Pearce 1992, fig. 30). With reference to the discussion about forms it should be
pointed out that many of these vessels have the same body profile as porringers (ibid fig. 26), the
distinguishing features being the handle and pouring lip. Border ware porringers are also found
sooted.

Mugs and Jugs — plain

87 Jug as BD11 with cordon at base of neck. Bubbly glaze. [83] and [71] V148
88 Mug base. Small but thick walled. [89] V164
89 Base of straight sided vessel. Dark brown glaze. [12] V261
90 Mug/jug base. [89] V358
91 Mug or jug with patch of encrusted decoration — white quartz chips in a clay matrix. Dark

brown external and internal glaze although inside the cover is thin in parts. [88]. V188

This form of decoration is found on Border Whitewares. V348 was another encrusted vessel,
probably a mug, from [131]. It was in a dull red sandy fabric with green external glaze. The
encrustation was in a wide band below at least 3 cordons and had been applied in a matrix of
slightly lighter clay. The internal surface of the fragment was partly unglazed.

Mug/jugs — slip decorated

92 Large rounded jug, very flaky glaze blackish brown with yellow wavy line pattern. [83] V186
93 Jug? Straight sided with ‘firtree’ and wavy line decoration. Yellow on light brown. [71] and

[88]. V187
94 Jug? [71] and [12] V192
95 Hard dark red fabric, dark brown glaze. [52] V191

Money box

96 Reduced fabric, dark brown glaze some slip trailing. Unglazed internally. Part of coin slot
visible. Another base of the same size and form may have been another money box but no coin
slot or decoration were evident. [83] V189

Bowls — plain

97 With vertical loop handle. [83] V146
98 As Pit10, sooted. [83] V147
99 As BD54 but no slip decoration. Sooted base. [88] V166
100 Similar to Pit 13. [115] V185
101 Hard mostly reduced fabric with therefore green tinged glaze. Horizontal side handle. [131]

V119

Bowls — slip decorated

102 As BD55. [12] V197
103 As BD55. [71] and [88] V199
Nine other examples of this rim form.
104 As BD54. [513] V208
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105 As BD54. [83] V209

There was one other bowl with this rim form.

Other flatwares (‘plates’)

These are not strictly speaking plates in the modern sense but conform more to the definition of
‘flanged dishes’ used for the similar Border Ware forms from London (Pearce 1992, 9).

Diameters:-
180–200 mm — 6 vessels
240–260 mm — 4 vessels
280 mm — 16 vessels
300 mm — 1 vessel
320–330 mm — 4 vessels

Vessels were selected for illustration to shown the range of designs as well as form. The most com-
mon rim form is rolled or folded (e.g. nos. 106 to 108 below). About two thirds of the vessels had
this form.

106 Rolled rim as BD43. Brown glaze. Pyramid of slip dashes. [566] V201
107 Rolled rim. Interlocking arcs on flange, pyramid of slip dashes and other decoration. [122]

V202
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Fig. 37 English redwares and slipwares (1:4).
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108 Rolled rim. One fragment badly burnt. [83] with fragments from [89] and [88]. V215
109 Rolled rim. [83] with fragments from [89] V219
110 Possibly base of 109. [83] V232
111 As BF51. Reversed slip. No flange. [49] V203
A white slip coats the upper surface with trailed decoration in an iron rich clay thus giving a brown
on yellow design rather than the usual yellow on red-brown. There was another dish represented
by a chipped rim, probably rolled — V204 from [71] — and a small fragment of pie-crust type rim
in [115] which appeared to use the same technique.

112 As BF51. Iron rich grits in fabric, dark red external surface. [12] V207
113 As BF51. Sooting round edge of rim. Flaky glaze with concretion. [83] V220
114 Similar form to BF51 and BF57. Fragments from [83] and [89] not joining. V212
There were three other vessels similar to 112 to 114.

115 Rim — cut or knife trimmed, then finger pressed. Slip trailing quite thick and orange, fabric
very similar to Metropolitan type. [131] V121

116 Hooked rim. Brown glaze, sooted edge to rim. [115] V242
One other rim was slightly hooked — V235 from [83].
117 Small triangular rim. [12] V245

Other forms

118 Candlestick. [71] V195
119 Candlestick. [12] V196

28 Tin-glazed earthenwares

Most of these are ‘Anglo-Netherlands’ tin glazed wares, it is not always possible to distinguish the
products of the two industries. An off-white to cream, sometimes pink often quite soft earthenware
with white tin oxide glaze. Generally indicative of later 17th century date, when fairly large quanti-
ties of these wares were imported into the North East, but production occurred from late 16th to
late 18th centuries.

Group 1B — 59 vessels

Not all the vessels were represented by form sherds but were distinguished by distinctive patterns.

120 Moulded fragment with yellow, brown and blue painting. Provenance uncertain but possibly
a fecondite dish made in London, a copy of Palissy vessels. (Jonathon Horne pers. comm.)
[131] V271

121 Fairly thick fragment decorated both sides in green, brown, ochre and yellow. Montelupo
(Italian). [99] V301

Anglo-Netherlands ‘delftwares’

Eighteen of the open vessels had polychrome decoration, two were plain, and the rest had just blue
decoration. One of the plain and two decorated vessels appeared to be from fluted or lobed dishes.

Bowls

122 Blue, ochre and yellow design. [83] and one [117] V63
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Fig. 38 English slipwares — no.111 ‘reversed’ — (1:4).
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123 Wobbly blue painting. Design similar to BD37. [83] V264
124 Blue, yellow and ochre design. Pinkish fabric. [83] V67

The other bowls had everted or slightly hooked rims like BF113 and similar to 124.

Other flatwares

125 Lobed or fluted dish. Yellow and blue painted decoration. Copy of a Faenza crespina in
compendario style. [63] V98

126 Dish similar to BD38. Non joining fragments. Blue, yellow and ochre design. Pink fabric with
red iron oxide inclusions. [64] V265

127 Dish similar to BD37. Pattern is stylised flower as CC14. Pink tinged fabric. [71] and [88]. V268

Two other dishes had similar rim forms.

128 Dish. Pattern as 127, rim form different. [83] V269
129 Ring base pattern of ochre and blue crosses very similar to CC12 but placed on intersections

rather than in grid squares. [83] V262
130 Bowl.Simple rim, pinkish fabric. [83] V270
131 Ring base, with central ochre flower motive, other decoration in blue and yellow. [83] and [89]

V276
132 Simple rim with yellow and blue decoration. Burnt. [83] V277
133 Ring base with hole pierced through. Blue and ochre design with manganese/brown line. [83]

V292
134 Tall ring base, blue painting. [89] V295
135 Fragment of base with shoe in stirrup in brown on green and blue background with some

yellow. [115] V302

Hollow wares

A small rim fragment of a Malling jug occurred — V356 [131]. It had cobalt blue exterior glaze with
a mixture of tin and lead glaze internally. Malling jugs were produced in the second half of the 16th
century and occurred in the latest phases of the Castle ditch filling in Newcastle (Ellison 1981, 161).

136 Hollow vessel. Simple rim straight sided vessel. External blue painting. [83] V285
137 Mug. Splayed base with manganese speckled exterior. [89] V272

Two other vessels had manganese (purple) speckled exteriors; a splayed base and fragments of a
small globular vessel — probably another mug. These, together with the two plain vessels (see
below), are English.

Three drug jars were represented by rims, one with blue and purple decoration, the other two
just blue. One of the two plain vessels was a mug with pinkish tinged glaze. There was another
possible mug but other fragments were small and vessels could not be clearly identified.
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Fig. 40 Tin-glazed wares (1:4).
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29 Staffordshire type wares

Buff bodied earthenwares with brown slip trailed patterns. Its presence generally indicates late
17th — early 18th century date but very little has so far been found on Tyneside. Only seven
fragments were present.

Group 1B — 1 vessel

A small base fragment with some feathered/combed decoration. V352 [49].
Two other small fragments possibly Staffordshire type. Two brown glazed vessels (represented by
a rim and a base fragment — both small) were catalogued as Whitewares.

This one vessel was included with ‘other post med’ in the vessel table.

30 Other post medieval types

This covers fragments with early post -medieval characteristics either of fabric type or form
(although very few form sherds were present) but not clearly identifiable. Some may be dis-
coloured redwares or post-medieval reduced greenwares.

Group 1B — 3 vessels

One small mug base probably a reduced redware (V348 [131]), two abraded flatware rims with slip
coating in light orange/brown fabrics (V354 [63] and V357 [60]).

Pit [218] Group

138 Imported redware. Small cauldron with foot and scar of another. Vertical loop handle over the
foot. Heavily sooted. V106

139 Imported redware. Bowl with horizontal side handle, brown interior glaze, sooted externally.
May have deep collar as Norwich 966 but handle attachment obscures form. From upper layer
of pit. V124
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140 English Whiteware. Large bowl with yellow internal glaze sooted externally and flaked. A
Border Ware ‘wide bowl’ see Pearce 1992 fig. 22. The date range for these vessels is late 16th
to 17th century. V317

141 Redware Pipkin. Fully glazed, except for some small areas round base and on handle, slightly
hooked handle. Glaze brown with green patches where fabric has reduced. The angled base
form is typical of English vessels. V101

142 Jar. Sandy orange fabric more like Low Countries redware but form is as English redwares.
Glazed externally with thin wash round base inside. Sooted. V102

143 Bowl. Fully but unevenly glazed with green patches. Inclusions mostly fine — less than
0.25mm with very occasional large iron oxide. V103

144 Large dish with white clay dots in triangular shaped groups inside and in circles round rim
flange. Rim is similar to rolled form of Metropolitan wares but with a groove round outer face.
The decoration is not typical of the Metropolitan vessels found on Tyneside but it is found at
Harlow (Davey pers comm.) where there were several kiln sites producing slipwares. Fabric
is a hard red brown with abundant very fine sand. The glazed surface is dark reddish brown
and the underside of the vessel is soot blackened. A vessel with a very similar pattern was
found in London at Capel House, dated to the first half of the 17th century (Julie Edwards and
Lucy Whittingham pers comm). V105

145 Dripping Pan. Possibly oval or sub rectangular with spout at corner. Similar fabric to 138 and
140. Appearance of glaze also similar although on surviving fragment there is only one patch
externally and internal cover is thin and uneven. V104

Early post medieval pottery from North West area

This group consisted of 370 vessels from 33 contexts. The earliest context in the sequence [302]
was 16th century. It contained no clay pipe or English redwares though Cistercian ware,
German stoneware and Low Countries redware were present together with some fragments
of later reduced greenware. The end of the sequence was the early 18th century, represented
by [77] which also produced a few intrusive fragments of later 18th century material. How-
ever, cross-joins indicated that many of the contexts were closely related, including the con-
texts producing the largest numbers of vessels ([83] and [89]). The division of the group into
sub-phases was thus neither practical nor likely to produce meaningful statistics, and fig. 31
and table 1 present the group as a whole.

A certain amount of medieval material was present (i.e. pottery types 2 to 11). This material
was catalogued by type but not included in the vessel analysis. The minimum numbers of
vessels have been estimated from the form elements to present a more complete picture
graphically. Fig. 31 (Pottery from the early post-medieval contexts in the NW Area) shows number
of vessels, sherd count and weights for each fabric type as percentages of the total. Only post-
medieval material (FG 16 to 30) was catalogued by vessel, and a breakdown of the forms is
shown in table 1.

It is admitted that there are some inconsistencies in this approach. Some Low Countries
redwares and German stonewares, as well as early Cistercian ware, can be late medieval and
therefore contemporary with later reduced greenwares. On the other hand reduced green-
ware type 5 is a 16th-century type. However, the reduced greenwares have almost totally
disappeared by the end of the 16th century whereas the continental imports continue into the
17th century, making them sometimes more difficult to date closely.

The classification of vessel forms has been kept fairly simple in the table. In large assem-
blages of substantially complete vessels, specific terms such as porringer, pipkin, cauldron,
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Fig. 42 Pottery from Pit [218] (1:4).
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may be useful if generally accepted. However, their use, particularly in any statistical
analysis, becomes problematic if applied to fragmented material when the presence of
features which define a type and often its use, such as handles, feet or evidence of heating,
can only be established in a small proportion of the vessels present. Experience may enable a
correct identification, but if the system of classification cannot be applied objectively to the
majority of vessels in an assemblage any statistics produced may be misleading. The same
term can also have a different definition depending on the type of pottery and the person
writing. It should also be born in mind that, for example, a jar may have a variety of uses
which may change during the life of the vessel, and a form used as a chamber pot in one
household may be a cooking pot in another.

In the archive catalogue some specific terms are used when appropriate and to allow cross
referencing to other reports, but the terms used in the table are defined as follows:

? — form sherds which could not even be assigned to a broad category such as ‘hollow wares’ or
‘flatwares’.
Bowls — open vessels with height equalling 1/3 or more of rim diameter.
Flatwares — dishes, ‘plates’, and other open vessels which could not be more closely defined.
HV (Hollow vessels) — general category for closed vessels.
Mugs/jugs — Hollow wares with handles for holding liquids.
Jar/cooking pots — closed vessels used for a variety of purposes (as chamber pots, for cooking
or food storage).
Other — a variety of other forms, see under individual sections for vessels included in this
category.

197finds:  pottery

? bowl flatw hv jar/cp mug/jug 0ther Totals

16.0 Early stonewares 5 5

17.0 Cologne/Frechen 11 11

18.0 Westerwald 3 3

19.0 German slipwares 4 6 10

20.0 Low Countries red 11 9 5 1 15 3 44

22.0 Imported whitewares 1 3 4

23.0 Misc imports 3 2 1 1 7

24.0 Cistercian 4 4

25.0 Blackware 19 19

26.0 Whiteware 6 1 3 5 1 6 22

27.0 Redware 24 11 3 13 30 11 6 98

27.1 Slipwares (red) 15 53 3 6 3 80

28.0 Tin glazed 3 8 35 10 3 59

30.0 Other post med 2 1 1 4

Totals 44 48 111 33 51 70 13 370

Table 1 Group B vessels.
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This group is discussed in more detail, with reference to the Bottle Bank assemblage (Bottle
Bank report) and those from Newcastle, elsewhere (see Vaughan, pp. 251–255). 

Pottery from Robson’s Yard

Excavations in this area produced 291 fragments of pottery weighing just under 3 kgs. Two
fragments from the ditch feature [1081] were possibly Romano-British but were too small and
abraded to be diagnostic. The rest of the small assemblage ranged in date from medieval
(possibly as early as the 12th century) to 19th century, although only a small quantity of
material could be confidently assigned to this latest date. Fragments of pearlware and cream-
ware on the one hand, and only one small fragment of transfer printed willow pattern on the
other, suggested that most of the later activity in this area was late 18th century. Most of the
medieval pottery was of 13th to 14th-century type with only a few fragments of later medie-
val material. The 16th and 17th centuries were also represented by only a handful of sherds.

clay pipes
(figs 43–50,  tables 2–5)

Jenny Vaughan

Over 3,700 fragments of clay pipe were recovered, the great majority being plain stems. Just
over 17% were bowls, bowl fragments, or stems with a maker’s mark or decorative features
which have been catalogued in detail using the Tyneside type series introduced by Lloyd
Edwards (Edwards 1987; 1988) with reference to Parsons’ types for later items (Parsons 1964).

It has been known for many years that Gateshead was the centre of clay pipe making on
Tyneside from the later 17th century onwards, although no physical evidence had ever been
found. Furthermore, there has never been any substantial assemblage of clay pipes from the
town itself. The Oakwellgate excavations produced both. Fragments of kiln wall incorpo-
rating clay pipes and wasters were present in both mid 17th-century (fig. 43) and later 18th-
century deposits. The latter deposits also produced large quantities of the pipe clay strips
used for support in the kiln. The pipe assemblage itself covers a full range from very small
late 16th/early 17th-century bowls to large later 18th-century types and briar copies of the
late 19th century, and includes many decorated examples.

Makers’ marks (i.e. marks which would have included the initials or maker’s name)
occurred on 148 items although eighteen of these were too partial or indistinct to identify. The
makers represented are shown in table 2 with their dates. Some are known only by their
initials, while others are identified with known makers because the initials match. There must
always be an element of doubt with these identifications, and the remarks regarding, for
example, William Sewell and Thomas Parke, below, should be read with this caveat. Only
Type D and Parsons d have names rather than just initials. Examples of all except those
marked with * have been illustrated.

Of the marks present the base stamp ‘TK’ is not a Tyneside mark and may perhaps be
Dutch; ‘RP’ has been identified as Roger Postell, of Newcastle. Two other makers known only
by their initials (‘NW’ and ‘GC’) are thought also to be Newcastle pipemakers working bet-
ween 1635–75. Of the later pipes one stem was clearly marked ‘C. TENNENT BERWICK’ and
the possible Nugent pipe (see table 2) was certainly a Newcastle maker. Two other stems were
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Table 2 Clay pipe makers.

Maker Marks Comments Dates

John Bowman 7 type C 1645–1689

GC 3 type A 1635–1675

Colling family? 1 type E Rose on left C on right 1700–1729

Edward Crages 1 type D 1678–1717

Thomas Elsdon 1 type E, 2 Parsons e Parsons e is initials only in 1811–90 
shield, see ill. 183. 4 other 
possible type E. Parsons lists 
two Thomas Elsdons, hence 
long date range.

Joseph Fawell 1 type D 1693–1708

F .J. Finn 1 Parsons d 1891–1908

CG 1 type C See Mansion House no. 63 m.-l. 17th c.
and 64

Gallon? 2 Parsons d 19th c.

John Grayson 1 type B 1653–1654

Thomas Hardy 1 type E Two of possible T. Elsdon 1850–1858
could equally be T. Hardy!

Leonard Holmes 1 type C, 9 type D 1671–1707

TK 1 base stamp Similar to type B but smaller

Patrick McKenna 1 Parson d 1867–1882

Arthur Mould 3 type E 1713–1736

T. Nugent?* 1 Parsons d Only T.N. . ./. . . STLE visible 1889–1899

George Parke* 1 type D 1695–1706

Michael Parke* 1 type D Possibly another but first 1692–1737
name missing

Thomas Parke 1 type B, 1 type C, May be father and son 1667–1687
4 type D

Roger Postell 1 type B 1658–1659

John Rodchester* 1 type D, 1 type E 1688–1718

AT 47 type E 18th c.

C. Tennent 1 Parsons d 1873

John Thompson 2 type D 1683–1690

NW 11 type A, 6 type B 3 other possible type A, 1 type B 1635–1675

Henry Walker 4 type C, 1 type D 1 other possible type C 1674–1699

Edwards numbers each maker’s stamps and the abbreviation LE no.# in the catalogue refers to
this numbering. NL = Non local, YB = Yorkshire bulbous, T# = Tyneside types as defined by
Lloyd Edwards (Edwards 1988), P# = Parsons type (Parsons 1964)
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attributable to a member of the Gallon Family (fragmentary marks . . . ON, see. Ill. 219), who
worked in North and South Shields as well as in Gateshead in the 19th century. The rest of the
names are Gateshead makers, all of whom worked between the later 17th and the end of the
19th century.

The most commonly found makers’ marks of the early Tyneside type are ‘GC’ and ‘NW’.
Usually ‘GC’ marks far outnumber those of ‘NW’, and the presence of so many of the latter
in this assemblage might suggest that this maker was based in Gateshead rather than New-
castle, which has generally been assumed.

The most frequently occurring maker’s mark is ‘A T’ on the spur. This occurred associated
with the 18th century pipe-making waste ([318] NW) and many, if not all, of these pipes must
be wasters. As this is manufacturing waste, ‘A T’ was presumably a Gateshead maker, but
there is no one recorded with these initials, if the convention of first name initial on the left
side of the spur or heel and that of the surname on the right (seen from the smoking position)
is being followed. However, there is a Taylor Ansell who had property in Pipewellgate in the
second half of the 18th century, and it is possible that a batch of pipes was produced with the
initials reversed. For another example of this see Parsons (1964, 245 note 47) and also the
Bottle Bank report. The ‘A/T’ pipes are associated with unmarked bowls decorated with the
arms of the House of Hanover. Parsons (op cit) mentions that Taylor Ansell produced pipes in
1770 to celebrate the release from prison of the politician John Wilkes. Whether the same
maker would also have produced royalist propaganda is an interesting speculation.

The mid 17th-century kiln material from the NW area could not be linked to a maker as
none of the associated pipes (Type 2) was marked. Several Gateshead pipe makers could have

Fig. 43 Fragment of mid-17th century muffle kiln wall strengthened with pipe-wasters (1:2.5).
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been making pipes c. 1650 but only one, William Sewell, marked pipes of this early type and
no ‘WS’ stamps were present. Thomas Parke who died in 1675 could have been making pipes
this early and he is suggested as the maker of a previously unrecorded type B stamp (see
below and ill. 203). Hitherto the earliest known stamps assigned to Thomas Parke have been
type C. However, the bowl of ill. 203, though incomplete, is obviously much larger than a 
type 2 and may not even be a local product. Another possible candidate for our unknown
maker is Arthur Mould who lived in Oakwellgate and was the grandfather of the later Arthur
Mould whose pipes were present on the site (see nos 177 and 214). There is, however, no
evidence that the first Arthur Mould made pipes. His son Robert did, but is perhaps too
young to be considered (1659–1703, Edwards 1988).

At the time of Edwards’ study only thirty-two of the 140 recorded 17th and 18th-century
pipemakers on Tyneside were known to have marked their pipes, although since then the
marked pipes of two more makers, George Liddell and Taylor Ansell, have been found.
Marked items are only ever a small percentage of an assemblage and the number of marks
associated with complete bowls is even less. As can be seen from table 3, which summarises
the assemblage, the majority (nearly 70%) of the catalogued items were unmarked bowls or
bowl fragments. The number of items (30) with no bowl type or mark represents stem frag-
ments with either rouletting, some other form of decoration, or mouthpieces.

Lloyd Edwards’ Tyneside clay pipe typology published in 1988 was based on and
expanded those of Parsons (1964) and Oswald (1983). Edwards’ study concentrated on the
pipemakers and their stamps, bringing together a large and extremely useful body of data.
The bowl typology was used as an aid to refining the chronology of the stamps and relied on
illustrations with minimal verbal descriptions. Thus it is not always clear exactly what defines
a type and what variation of size or shape is acceptable, especially when illustrations of the
same type differ considerably between the three publications. For the later Parsons’ types it
is also unclear whether ribbing or other decoration is part of the definition. This is not
intended to be a criticism but rather to point up the difficulties inherent in attempting to
apply type series devised by others too rigidly to a large varied assemblage such as this one
(See no. 160 and comments related to Type 13 below).

Mark types:  (Types A to F are Edwards’  Tyneside types)

Type A — heart shaped stamp on usually heart shaped base (initials) 1635–75.
Type B — round stamp on base (initials) 1655–75.
Type C — lozenge mark on stem (initials) 1670–80.
Type D — oval marks on stem, name in full or abbreviated. 1675–1710.
Type E — initials either side of spur/heel. Surname usually on right. Edwards’ date range is
1680–1750, but as it is used by Taylor Ansell (died c. 1782) and George Liddell (died 1762) in the
later 18th century (Vaughan 1994, no. 119 and Bottle Bank report) and both Thomas Elsdon and
Thomas Hardy in the 19th century, it evidently continued to be used by some makers.
Type F — name on stem with incuse decoration (one fragmentary example only — ‘GEO . . .’)
1780–1820.
Parsons type d — name along stem. Often place of manufacture or type of pipe on the other side.
Parsons type e — name or initials on the bowl.

Listed under ‘loz’ and ‘other’ in the tables are possible makers’ marks which use symbols rather
than initials or names. The ‘loz’(lozenge) mark is similar to type C but without initials (see nos. 165
and 207). Three listed under Type E are Edwards’ sub-type 4 which has roses on both sides and no
initials.
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Bowl types:

Tyneside Types 1–3 are distinguished by increasing size. They have sub-types ‘a’ and ‘b’: ‘a’ having
a so-called ‘chinned’ bowl. Nos 155 and 161 below are perhaps the clearest examples of this. Bases
of these types can be either round or heart shaped, the latter normally outnumbering the former by
a factor of 2 or more to 1: at Oakwellgate 48 were round and 58 heart-shaped. The sub-type and
base shape are indicated in the catalogue in the form ‘a/r’ ‘a/h’ etc. 

Types 4 and 6 are spurred pipes, 4 being similar in size to Type 1. Type 5, which is slightly bigger,
did not occur here.

Type 7 is another flat based type. It is thicker than Type 3 and has a less well defined base. Several
examples here were intermediate between the two.

Types 8 and 9 are increases in size of the spurred type. ‘D’ stamps are most frequently found on
Type 8 bowls though they do occur with Types 6, 9 and 13.

Type 10 is similar to Type 9 but with a round base. The ‘T10?’ in the table is rather smaller than this.

Type 13 has a round base. In the 18th century bowls tends to become more upright with the mouth
parallel to the stem. Because of the association with the dump of workshop waste this is the most
numerous type present — see no. 178. Most of the fragmentary bowls listed under ‘heeled’ will also
be of this type. The shape is more flared than Edwards’ Type 13. No. 176 was also listed as Type 13
but when viewed together the difference is quite marked, highlighting the problems of type defi-
nition discussed above. Type 14 is perhaps closer in shape, but is a spurred pipe.

Type 15 is a large pipe with a long forward spur. The decorated pipes 182 and 183 perhaps best
illustrate the shape, though they are more flared than Edwards’ example. NB: All the decorated
pipes have been classed as ‘decorated’ rather than under a ‘T’ or ‘P’ number.

Parsons 16 is a smaller spurred bowl. Parsons 17 is a similar shape but ribbed with swags round
the top. There were two incomplete examples of this type but as it is unclear in Parsons’ original
article whether the ribs or other decoration are part of the type definition, all the ribbed pipes are
listed together in the tables.

Parsons 18 are spur-less briar copies. Bowls with side lugs do not appear in any of the type series.

Bowls listed as ‘spurred’ are incomplete. Most are 18th or 19th century types.
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BOWL MARKS

TYPES TA TB TC TD TE TF Pd Pe loz base other none totals

17th c 4 3 3 10

NL 6 6

YB 11 11

YB? 5 5

T1 1 1 13 15

T2 5 1 36 42

T2/3 3 2 5

T3 9 6 39 54

T3/7 2 8 10

T4 1 1

T6 1 1 31 33

T6? 5 5

T6/8 1 17 18

T7 11 11

T7/10 1 1

T7/YB 5 5

T8 1 2 1 15 19

T8? 6 6

T9 1 1 11 13

T9? 3 3

T10? 1 1

T13 25 2 45 72

T13/14 4 4

T14 1 1

T15? 3 3

P16? 1 10 11

P18 1 8 9

heeled 30 58 88

spurred 3 3 23 29

decorated 3 2 5 50 60

ribbed 2 3 10 15

side lugs 3 3

none 13 20 1 8 7 1 30 80

totals 24 11 15 24 64 1 9 2 9 1 15 474 649

Table 3 Clay pipe marks and bowls.
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No. bowl bore maker context

146 NL 7 Very small with heart shaped base 131

147 NL 8 Very small pipe with flat round base. Possibly 217
a London type

148 NL 7 Wide mouth, is the size of T2 with heart shaped 83
base. Cf. Dutch pipe no. 7 (Atkinson and Oswald
1972) but that pipe has a very small base.

149 NL 6 Does not look like local type. Spurred pipe longer 83
than T5

150 NL 7 Slender pipe bowl — similar to 2a  oval base? 56
not local

151 T1? /h 6 Very small bowl 473

152 T1? /h 8 Very small bowl — may be non local 376

153 T1 b/h 7 117

154 T4 7 Very small spurred pipe as Bastion no. 5 89

155 T2 a/h 7 88

156 T2 b/r 7 104

157 T2 b/h 7 113

158 T2 a?/h 7 GC Large letters above symbol with partial border 89
above

159 T2 b/h 7 GC Faint but seems to be a previously unrecorded 332
stamp. Six pointed star with dot either side 
beneath letters.

160 T? /r 7 John I G does not appear to be as LE no. 5 with stars. 
Grayson The bowl shape is rather unusual so this IG may

not be the local maker John Grayson. 89

161 T3 a/h 7 Roger R P in simple round stamp. cf BF no. 7 71
Postell?

162 T3 b/r 7 89

163 T3 b/r 7 NW Very clear example of stamp. Not matching any 60
previously recorded examples

164 T3 b/r 8 NW Possibly as LE no. 3 with dots below initials but
this has distinct hole in middle of dots. 83

165 T6 7 Four fleur de lis 52

166 T7? 7 Oval base, thinner than T7? Rouletting round stem 119

167 T7 8 Rough heart shaped base 566

168 YB 7 With large round base 48

169 YB 6 344

Table 4 Clay pipe catalogue (figs 44–50).
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170 T8 6 With rouletting round stem — broken across. 112

171 T8 7 CG Cf. BF unpub. no. 399. C? G either side of cannon.
Stars above and below initials on this one. 48

172 T8 7 John Possibly as LE no. 7. See also 213 below. 7
Thompson

173 T8 7 Thomas As LE no. 5. See 203 and 204 for other 74
Parke Thomas Parkes.

174 T9 6 ?rose at top of each side spur 121

175 T9 6 Joseph Possibly as LE no.3 99
Fawell

176 T13? 7 Colling Rose on left, C on right. Bowl is more parallel sided 77
family? than other T13s.

177 T13 5 Arthur A/M lying on sides. See 214 for a different mark. 77
Mould?

178 T13 5 AT Small round heel 318

179 T13 5 Star or wheel rather than rose. Right side of heel 84
chipped off. Shape as AT pipes

180 P15? 5 Small plain bowl with spur. Shape similar to
Parsons 15 but that has decoration 151

181 P16? 5 Spurred bowl with mark — not initials ?shield.  1
Perhaps in imitation of the arms of Gouda found
on Dutch pipes of 1730s and on. Shape is not 
Dutch. 2 examples of this mark.

182 decorated 5 Thistle on each side of bowl. Eight other examples. 318

183 decorated 5 Arms of House of Hanover. At least 32 other
examples. 263

184 decorated Heraldic — ?crenellated shield with unicorn on right 5
side and ?horse/unicorn on right. Two examples.

185 decorated 5 Thomas Prince of Wales feathers on left, anchor on right — 54
Elsdon? similar design amongst material from Blackfriars 

(unpublished pipe 597). Left side of spur is chipped 
but possible squashed E on right. Wheatears front, 
large foliage at back.

186 decorated 5 Thomas Shield with man on right with bow, stag’s head 1
Elsdon? on left. Initials on shield appear to read T E

187 decorated 5 Small flared bowl. Three masted sailing ship on right 5
side, anchor on left. Similar design amongst material 
from Blackfriars (unpublished pipe 634).

188 decorated 5 Masonic emblems. Small circle and dot at top of both 
sides of spur. Three examples 92

No. bowl bore maker context

Table 4 Clay pipe catalogue (figs 44–50) (continued).
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189 ribbed 5 Ribbed with horizontal band above. Circle and dot 
each side of spur. Two examples. 129

190 ribbed 5 Star on each side of spur. Wheatears front and back. 2

191 ribbed Thomas Wide ribs with wheatears front and back. T/H 2
Hardy? on spur.

192 ribbed 5 Elaborate ribs with arcading — wheatears front other 
foliage back. 97

193 ribbed Small ribbed bowl with wheatears front and back 5

194 ribbed Wide ribs — with wheatears front and other, larger 1
foliage on back.

195 P18 5 Cross hatched heart on either side of bowl 75

196 P18? 5 CORK and emblems on back of bowl 92

197 P18 5 Bulbous bowl — briar copy 92

198 side lugs 4 Large bowl with side lugs 92

199 side lugs 4 Late bowl with side lugs 129

200 5 Decorated stem — decoration ‘unrolled’. Another 7
similar example in [5]

No. bowl bore maker context

Table 4 Clay pipe catalogue (figs 44–50) (continued).
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No. maker context

201 TK Small round base with circular mark TK in border. ?Dutch 83

202 NW Very small heart impression, letters only 1.5 mm high but 83
do appear to read NW.

203 Thomas Parke I? TP in clear round base stamp similar to CC Ill.34 ‘DP’ stamp. 77
Bowl is incomplete but about size of T7. Tyneside stamps A
and B have only been noted on bowl types 1 to 3. There is a 
first Thomas Parke who died in 1675.

204 Thomas Parke T P with fleur de lis top and bottom as LE no. 1 14

205 John Bowman I B with fleur de lis top and bottom 48

206 Henry Walker H W with fleur de lis top and bottom 61

207 ? Four fleur de lis 56

208 Leonard Holmes L H with fleur de lis top and bottom 202

209 Leonard Holmes As LE no. 3 stamp 115

210 Leonard Holmes Similar to LE no. 4 stamp 112

211 Leonard Holmes Similar to LE no. 4 stamp 214

212 Edward Crages Possibly as LE no. 3 but bottom half of stamp missing. 202
Back to front ‘S’. 

213 John Thompson As LE no. 2 stamp 1

214 Arthur Mould A/M with ?crown above each letter 74

215 ? Rose with spot behind each side 77

216 ? Nine petalled rose on each side. Stem shows signs if kiln
vitrification. 7

217 Patrick McKenna [B]URNS CUTTY on other side of stem 377

218 F.J.Finn GATESHE[AD] on other side of stem 44

219 Gallon? Bands of decoration (shown unrolled) on each side with 5
enclosed mark . . . ON/ST . . . Another possible example in [15].

220 Charles Tennent Small incuse unenclosed letters. BERWICK on other side of stem. 5

Table 5 Clay pipe catalogue: marks without bowls (fig. 50).
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Fig. 44 Clay pipes (1:1).
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Fig. 45 Clay pipes (1:1).
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Fig. 46 Clay pipes (1:1).
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Fig. 47 Clay pipes (1:1).
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Fig. 48 Clay pipes (1:1).
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Fig. 49 Clay pipes (1:1).
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Fig. 50 Clay pipes (1:1).
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221 (fig. 51) Bird whistle in form of a hen sitting on a nest. Dark grey fabric with green glaze.
Probably 17th century. (SF. 1 [14]).

Two possible gaming counters made from red tile were recovered from a medieval context in the
NW area, and a disturbed medieval context in the Garden. A wig curler was found in the late 18th
century deposit [318 NW].

ceramic building material

Bricks

Bricks were present in all areas of the site. Only the more complete and measurable fragments
(approximately 250) were retained for study. Brick fragments made up a significant
percentage of the inclusions in some deposits so although some data relating to discarded
fragments was recorded in the archive, there was no attempt at quantification. The most
recently published Tyneside brick type series is that given in Fraser et al. (1995, 185–7).

Medieval

Fragments recovered from medieval deposits and features were mainly small and abraded.
Most were of fabric types known from previous Tyneside excavations (Harbottle and Ellison
1981, 171–2; Fraser op. cit.), i.e. Type 1 soft yellow buff, Type 3 (a small brick) and 5 (large) are
slightly harder sandy yellow/buff/pink.

Bricks of medieval type were also found with 17th-century brick in mid-late 17th century
contexts. The largest quantity came from pit fill [210] in the Garden. Of the retained frag-
ments, three were post-medieval brick types: mid-red, hard-fired and heavy with shallow
frogs. The majority were medieval types 1, 3 and 5. Many of the latter were complete, or large
fragments showing little abrasion, sharp breaks and with mortar adhering to their faces.

215finds:  clay pipes,  other ceramic objects

Fig. 51 Bird (chicken) whistle
(scale 5 cms).
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These are taken to represent brick-built structural elements of the pre-Civil War Rectory,
deposited as part of clearing-up and reconstruction in the post-Civil War period.

Post Medieval

Bricks occurring in assemblages dated to the second half of the 17th century such as contexts
[210] and [391] (Garden) and [464] (NW area), were commonly mid or dark red, sometimes
with reduced cores, and sometimes with inclusions of sandstone grit. Where not obscured by
mortar the upper faces were rain-pocked or wiped, and the lower faces had impressions of
grass or straw, and narrow, shallow scraped frogs. These bricks were 100 mm–115 mm wide
and between 40 mm and 53 mm thick. Those from the NW area were predominantly
associated with the brick-making activity identified there, three fragments showing evidence
of being kiln lining. Late 18th to early 19th century contexts produced bricks which were
hard-fired, heavy, with wiped upper faces and shallow scraped ‘frogs’ on the lower. Dimen-
sions were typically 225 mm x 108 mm–110 mm x 65–70 mm (contexts [45] and [326]).

Brick samples were also recovered from datable structures such as Oakwellgate Station. A
sample from the vaulting of the arches of the north façade had dark red margins (a reduced
core, and large (c. 12 mm) white inclusions, possibly burnt sandstone. All surfaces were very
uneven, the upper bedding face was rain-pocked, the lower had a slight scraped ‘frog’.
Typical dimensions were 216 mm x 108 mm x 64 mm.

Discussion of bricks

The small quantity of medieval brick, either in medieval contexts or residual in later
dumping, suggests relatively limited usage in buildings on the site. As many of the bricks
were small, lightweight and under-fired, they would not have been practical for large
elevations or load-bearing structures. It is possible that usage was confined to internal
features such as hearths or ovens, or for chimneys. It would appear that such features were
constructed in the 14th to 15th centuries and survived until the destruction of the Rectory in
c. 1644.

Apart from those associated with the 17th century brick kiln, the dating of post-medieval
bricks remains problematic. Apart from relatively minor dimensional variations, the overall
appearance of bricks from structures built in the late 18th century (e.g Lemington Glass Cone
1780) and in the 1830s (Oakwellgate Station) varies little, and shallow, ‘combed’ frogs (if they
are such) occur across this period. The brick from Oakwellgate Station platform was certainly
made before 1838 (by which date the station mound was built), but could have been ‘old
stock’ when purchased by the Brandling Junction Railway. The transition from the hand-
moulded brick form to the larger, denser and heavier, smooth-faced and more sharply-angled
press-moulded and wire-cut brick seems to have taken place c. 1860–70.

Roof tile

A total of 241 fragments of rooftile were recovered of which 156, from later contexts (i.e. those
which produced transfer-printed ceramics), were discarded on site. Eighty-five pieces, princi-
pally from earlier contexts and with measurable dimensions, were retained for analysis. The

216 excavations at oakwellgate,  gateshead, 1999
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majority of the rooftiles were pantiles, only a few fragments could be positively identified as
plain (flat) tile. No complete profiles were recovered.

Five fragments of buff-white, coarsely gritted and splash-glazed rooftile of medieval type
were recovered from medieval contexts, all but one from the NW area. As so few fragments
were found it seems unlikely that the medieval Rectory had a tiled roof.

A number of small pieces of pantile from securely medieval deposits can be considered
intrusive, though it is possible that a few fragments from 16th century contexts are contem-
porary with those deposits. Two fragments of pantile from the Castle, Newcastle upon Tyne,
in contexts dating to the second half of the 16th century, are thought to represent imports from
the Netherlands (Harbottle and Ellison 1981, 173). Apart from these, all firmly stratified pan-
tile fragments were recovered from post-Civil War to early 19th-century contexts. The earliest
photograph of the Rectory (c. 1850) shows the building entirely roofed with pantiles. A small
number of pantile fragments, and one piece of flat tile, were recovered from Robson’s Yard.
The largest group (19 fragments) were from a context possibly related to the construction of
Oakwellgate Station.

Pantile fabrics were consistently mid-dark red, hard-fired and sandy, with one wiped
(upper) face and one rough. Thicknesses varied from 10mm to 23 mm, though the largest pro-
portion were between 15 mm and 16 mm. Large moulded nibs were present on the rough face.
One small fragment, which could actually be a plain (flat) tile, had an unused nail hole
pushed through the west clay. A number of fragments had traces of white mortar adhering to
one face, usually the wiped surface. It is presumed that this was mortar sealing the overlap.

Floor tile

A very small and badly fragmented assemblage of twelve fragments was recovered. None
were found in Robson’s Yard. Three fragments came from contexts dated to the late medieval
period or to the 16th century [302 — NW; 309 — Yard; 222 — Rectory]. The remaining nine
fragments came from 17th-century deposits: [99,113, 122, 131] — NW; 180 and 473 — Garden].

Eleven of the fragments were plain glazed medieval tiles. The glazes were mostly dark
green, a few were yellow. The fragmented nature of the assemblage precludes any meaningful
analysis of size or form, though two joining fragments belonged to a small tile 115 mm square.
Thicknesses ranged from 26 mm–31 mm. Five edge fragments showed a bevel, and one of
these had a stacking scar on its base.

One corner surface flake from a large quarry tile in a mid-red sandy fabric with occasional
small gritty inclusions, from a 17th-century context, [131] — NW, may be post-medieval.

The condition and predominantly residual occurrence suggests that all fragments had been
subject to considerable movement, and that none came from within the Rectory building. It is
possible that all the medieval floor tile derived from St Mary’s Church.

Wall Tile

Six very small fragments of tin-glazed (Delft) wall tile were recovered from stratified 17th —
late 18th century contexts: [47] [99] [344] — all NW; [215] — Garden]. Two fragments were
plain and four had traces of blue painted decoration, none large enough for the pattern to be
identifiable. These fragments could have derived from internal alterations to the Rectory.

217finds:  bricks,  tiles
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the glass

Glass vessels, objects, bottles and working waste (fig. 52)

Hugh Willmott

Introduction

A large quantity of glass, 645 fragments in total, was recovered. Much of the glass was
relatively modern and has not been included here. Nevertheless, a significant assemblage of
post-medieval glass remains and this can be divided into three categories; vessels, objects and
working waste.

All the glass is in good condition, although most fragments have undergone some level of
surface weathering and decay, which is entirely consistent for an assemblage of this date.

This glass assemblage contributes to wider understanding of glass use in England during
the post-medieval period, an area that until recently has not received the academic attention
it is due. It also adds to a growing corpus of glass that has been excavated in the Newcastle
area, and helps confirm some unusual trends that appear to be particular to the region (see
below).

Vessels

Twenty-two fragments of finewares (twenty-one vessels) were found dating from the 16th to
the 19th centuries. They cover a wide variety of drinking and serving vessels.

The most common vessel was the wine glass. The earliest, (16th century), are fragments of
base-rings from two soda glass pedestal goblets (222–3). Pedestal goblets were formed from a
single paraison of glass, folded and manipulated to form a stem and open bowl. Such goblets
were high quality imported vessels, and sometimes further decorated with enamelling
although none survives here. They are correspondingly rare in England, although a similar
near-complete example with complex enamelling was found at Wood Hall, Yorkshire
(Willmott 2002, 71).

A slightly later soda glass goblet base was 224. This is the fine folded-under edge from a
goblet made from three separate pieces, the most common type in the first half of the 17th
century. Unfortunately it is not possible to identify the stem or bowl form of this vessel. Like-
wise a further fragment of goblet or cordial glass base is hard to reconstruct (225). Dating to
the 18th century, it has a thick flaring base and is made in a lead glass, although its stem form
is uncertain.

There were three fragments from goblet bowls. 226 and 227, in soda glass, are common
forms of the first half of the 17th century (Willmott 2002, 57 fig. 53). The first is U-shaped, the
second trumpet shaped and decorated with optic-blown vertical ribs. Unfortunately, as with
the bases, the rest of the form is impossible to reconstruct. 228 is a complete trumpet shaped
sherry or Madeira goblet bowl with facet-cut ovals. It was made in unweathered lead glass.
This dates to the mid-19th century.

Unlike the others goblet 229 is made from green potash glass. It is a fragment of enclosed
base-ring pedestal goblet of a similar form to the soda examples (222 and 223). Unlike the soda
examples, potash pedestal goblets were a domestic product of the latter 16th century, being
found on production sites such as Hutton, North Yorkshire (Charleston 1972, 148) and
domestic sites such as Gracechurch Street, London (Oswald and Philips 1949; Willmott 2000).
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Fig. 52 Glass vessels and other objects (1:2).

Fragments from four beakers were recovered. 230 and 231 in green potash glass are both of
the pedestal variety and decorated with optic-blown vertical ribs. These like the pedestal gob-
lets were made from a single folded paraison. They were common vessels of the late 16th and
early 17th centuries, (Willmott 2002, 46–7), and a similar example with optic-blown ribs has
been found in Newcastle (Ellison 1981, 168 no. 406). Of the same date is the rim fragment of
another beaker (232). This one is in soda glass and from a larger cylindrical vessel decorated
with an applied spiral trail that was then blown into a vertically-ribbed optic mould. This had
the effect of impressing the trailing and creating a chequered effect. The so-called chequered
spiral-trail beaker was made in the southern Netherlands (Tait 1967) and the Spessart region
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of northern Germany (Wamser 1984). These are relatively common finds in England; a similar
vessel was recovered from the Cannon Cinema site in Newcastle (Vaughan 1994b, no. 42). 233
is the thick flat base from a lead glass beaker or tumbler. It is 19th century, and such vessels
are common finds on urban sites.

A small fragment 234 came from a flat green potash glass dish rim, with an under-folded
edge. Although not common, small potash dishes are found on a number of early to mid 17th-
century sites and similar examples are known from Yorkshire at Sandal Castle (Moorhouse
1983, 229, no. 75) and Wood Hall (Willmott 2002, 71). Two fragments from jars (235 and 236)
were also recovered. The former is from a small lead glass jar with thick black weathering, the
latter a much larger potash vessel. Both would have been used for the temporary storage of
foodstuffs, although the lead glass example may well also have been used at the table.

The remaining vessels were all used for longer term storage. Perhaps surprisingly, given
their normally ubiquitous presence, only one fragment from a plain globular potash flask was
found (237). This was a low pushed-in base with a distinct pontil mark. This vessel, of 16th or
early 17th century date, could have held a variety of liquids. More common were fragments
from at least five phials. Four, 238–241, were of a broad cylindrical variety and made in a good
quality potash glass. 238 was decorated with optic-blown vertical ribs and 241 with hexagons
or lozenges. These are typical products from the 17th to the early 18th century. Slightly later
is a taller cylindrical phial (242), this example is probably 18th century.

As with most urban sites the most common type of vessel glass was post-medieval wine
bottles. Most were highly fragmented and none can be reconstructed to produce full profiles.
A minimum of at least thirty-seven can be identified.

Wine bottles sometimes have stamped seals applied to them. These contain the owner’s
initials and sometimes a date (eg Noel-Hume 1961). One example was found (243) from an
onion or bladder wine bottle, stamped with a heraldic shield divided into quarters. Two of
these diagonally opposed contain a single lion rampant, whilst the remaining two contain a
set of three roundels or shells. Unfortunately it was not possible to identify the owner.

The remaining bottles represent most of the forms produced between the 17th and 19th
centuries. The earliest, dated roughly 1650–80, are the so-called shaft and globe variety, of
which three can be identified. Slightly later are two squatter onion or bladder-shaped bottles
of c. 1680–1720. Only one example can be identified of the more transitional squat cylindrical
form of the mid 18th century. This was a development away from the more globular-bodied
early forms, but it still had not attained the fully developed tall cylindrical shape of the later
18th- and 19th-century wine bottle. This last form, of which a minimum of thirty-one were
found, dominates the assemblage.

Objects

There were a number of objects that could be classified neither as vessels or bottles. Most were
sections of tubing, of which 244 is distinct from the others. It is narrow and thin with a definite
fire-rounded end, and made from a fine soda glass. It would seem to have been made for a
very specific purpose and comes from an 18th-century context. The other sections of tubing
are made in a potash glass (245–250). Although they might appear to be portions of jug spouts
or alembic arms, they are completely different from any known examples. Likewise several
show evidence for rough tooled manipulation (245 and 247) and one is even twisted (250).
Published reports on excavations at the Castle (Newcastle) contain similar tubing (Ellison
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1979, no. 52a; Ellison 1983, no. 90) whilst an unpublished assemblage from the same site has
examples almost identical to the Oakwellgate finds. As yet there is no functional explanation
for these tubes and their localised Tyneside distribution. It is extremely unlikely that they are
manufacturing waste, as similar finds are not forthcoming from excavated furnace sites.

Two other objects, both made of lead glass, were recovered and are illustrated: an unusual
hollow handle (251) and part of a fine solid-rod pestle (252). The former was clearly intended
to hold a tanged object. It is too small to have been a table knife, but might possibly be an item
such as a fruit knife or even a letter opener. It appears to be 19th century. Glass pestles were
commonly used by doctors and apothecaries in the 19th century.

Working waste

Five pieces of rough green glass lumps were found, all of which contain many impurities,
smuts and air bubbles. These are consistent with ‘pot-metal’, a type of glass produced in the
early stages of the manufacturing process. This rough lump glass was removed from the
crucible and broken-up before being re-melted to further refine and improve it. Other
evidence for glass-working comes from three fragments of pulls or runs. These were the
elongated runnels of glass that were either accidentally spilt during glass-working, or
deliberately dripped to test the heat and viscosity of the glass about to be blown.

Such a small quantity of working waste, from mainly 19th century contexts, is not an
indication of glass working on this site which would generate a far greater quantity of waste
as well as crucible fragments. It probably derives from glassmaking in the wider area, an
industry that was established in Gateshead by the 18th century (Willmott 2005, 141–44).

Catalogue 

(* indicates the item is not illustrated)
222 Fragment from a pedestal goblet. [123] Rectory. 16th century.
223 Fragment from a pedestal goblet. [552] Yard. 16th century.
224 Fragment of goblet base. [55] Rectory. Early to mid 17th century.

*225 Fragment of goblet or cordial glass base. [199] Yard, 18th century.
226 Fragment of goblet and stem merese. [122], NW. Early 17th century.
227 Fragment of goblet bowl and stem merese. [49] NW. Mid 17th century.
228 Goblet bowl. [55] Yard. Mid to late 19th century.
229 Fragment of pedestal goblet. Diameter 64mm. [89] NW. Late 16th century.
230 Fragment of base from a beaker. [267] Yard. Late 16th to early 17th century.
231 Complete base from a pedestal beaker. [9] NW. Early to mid 17th century.
232 Rim from a cylindrical beaker. [44] Rectory. Late 16th to early 17th century.
233 Tumbler base. [84] Yard. 19th century.

*234 Dish rim. [52] NW. Early to mid 17th century.
235 Fragment of a small jar. [93] Yard. 19th century.
236 Fragment of rim from a large jar. [45] NW. 18th century.

*237 Fragment of a flask. [210] Garden. Late 16th to early 17th century.
*238 Base from a broad cylindrical phial. [131] NW. Early to mid 17th century.
239 Cylindrical phial. NW. Mid to late 17th century.

*240 Fragment of a plain broad cylindrical phial. [117] NW. Mid to late 17th century.
*241 Fragment of pushed-in base from a phial. [131] NW. Early to mid 17th century.
242 Complete rim and neck from a phial. [86] Yard. 18th century.
243 Near complete seal. [45] NW. Early to mid 18th century.
244 Tube, with a fire-rounded end. [156] Yard. 18th century.
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245 Fragment of curving thick tube. [89] NW. 17th century.
246 Fragment of slightly curving tube. [131] NW. 17th century.

*247 Two joining fragments of thick distorted tube. [63] NW. Late 17th century.
*248 Fragment of tubing. [99] NW. Late 17th century.
*249 Fragment of tubing. [152] Yard. Late 17th to early 18th century.
250 Two joining fragments of twisted tube. [156] Yard. Late 17th to early 18th century.
251 Complete handle with pinched end. [93], Yard. 19th century?
252 Fragment of thin solid pestle rod. [93] Yard. 19th century.

Window glass

Apart from modern clear window glass in 19th-century contexts there were two main types
present. The majority of fragments were of light green metal with varying degrees of gold
iridescence. Over 60% (109 fragments) came from 17th-century deposits in the NW area. A
small number of fragments (19) from the Garden were very different and generally had an
opaque dark brownish appearance produced by corrosion products. Pit [285/487] produced
fragments of lead cames together with window glass of this type still attached.

The cames had held small rectangular quarries c. 22 mm long and 50mm wide. However,
other associated fragments of glass indicated other quarries of different shapes and one small
fragment from the same pit had grozed sides with corners of 72° and 106°. This could be a
diamond shaped quarry but if so it would only be about 30 mm long. Another fragment, 
30 mm across with two 90° corners, had three thin red oxide painted lines. Pieces varied in
thickness from 1 mm up to 2 mm. A few fragments of this type of glass were more transparent
and had a blue green tint.

This small group may be medieval, particularly as it includes a painted fragment. The
presence of cames with glass attached suggests this was waste from demolition, repair or
alteration to a nearby structure, perhaps the clearance of Civil War damage to the medieval
Rectory or St Mary’s church.

The light green glass is Ellison’s Type 1 metal (1979, p. 169). Most pieces were small with a
thickness of between less than 1 mm and 2 mm. One of the earliest 17th-century contexts [131]
NW produced six pieces which varied from less than 1mm to a slightly curved heat sealed
edge which was just over 2 mm thick. This may be indicative of crown glass, as are the one
or two larger pieces from other contexts with varying thickness. However, the few other edge
pieces present appeared to be straight, indicating cylinder or broad glass. The small size of
fragments made it difficult to be sure. Both types have been found in 16th and 17th century
contexts in Newcastle.

One other fragment from [83] NW was nearly 2 mm thick and had a distinctive white
iridescent patina on both surfaces. This may have been the result of particular burial con-
ditions although other pieces in the same context were unaffected

stone building materials
figs 53 and 54

Architectural stonework

S. A. Harrison

Nineteen pieces of architectural stonework was recovered, all but one from the retaining wall
[9] built on the east side of Oakwellgate in the 16th century. Seventeen of the pieces are of the
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local sandstone which has a large-grained texture, accentuated on many of the pieces by
weathering. Two others (259 and 265) are of a much softer, yellow-coloured stone and have
similar, late 13th century, types of moulding detail, suggesting they came from the same
feature, or building campaign.

Four different types of angled splayed jambs were represented, most likely from the
internal jambs of windows or doorways. Two examples, illustrated by 253, had a hollow,
probably accommodating a detached nook-shaft, worked on the angle, flanking which the
transition to the main wall face is worked with a small curve. On the opposite side there is
chamfer and then the angled splay of the reveal. There is diagonal tooling on the bed face.
Two other examples, illustrated by 255, had a filleted roll moulding. One face is dressed but
the other is broken away, so it is not possible to be sure if the jamb was a squared reveal or if
it was splayed. Another jamb 261 from context [394] in the Rectory has a deeply splayed jamb
with a plain roll moulding set in straight angled hollows and clear traces of diagonal tooling
marks. In the main these jambs seem to be of 13th century date. The variety displayed
suggests several building campaigns, or that they were sourced from more than one structure.

Two pieces of lancet window head, illustrated by 256, would have formed a window 
c. 370 mm wide. Externally there was a simple chamfer with a squared return, and no hood-
mould. A squared rebate on the internal face was for glazing or shutters. A voussoir (265) from
a window or door head in soft, yellow-coloured stone, appeared to have a geometric tracery
pattern, though too damaged to be identified. Traces of bolster tooling survived on the bed
joint face. A small stone (264 — not illustrated) with curved outline may have been part of a
small pointed opening.

Four fragments of chamfered buttress plinths or cappings (illustrated by 260 and 263)
indicate a substantial building with pilaster buttresses. A small gable apex finial (262) shows
the pitch of the gable, probably c. 52 degrees, a very common roof pitch, outlined with an
angled hoodmould. At the apex there are the remains of a triple roll cresting that runs along
the ridge, intersected by another triple roll set transversely and supported by a small
transverse gablet rising at each side from the main part of the gable block. The triangular face
of each gablet was recessed with a square hoodmould. There is a socket in top, presumably
for a small finial or cross, indicating it came from a church or chapel.

Two pieces of a stringcourse or overhanging eaves cornice (illustrated by 254) had a large
quarter hollow along the edge below a plain top, and two unusually-shaped stones (257 and
258) may have been corbels.

The variety of features in the assemblage suggests they were either scavenged from a
ruined building, or that it was the product of restoration of a church. The eastern gable finial
of St Mary’s church is very similar to 262. Much of the rest of the church has been rebuilt or
altered, and apart from a blocked up 12th-century window in the north wall of the chancel
that appeared to have a roll moulding on the internal angle, nothing else in the building
appeared to match these loose fragments.

Roofing Flags

Twenty-five fragments of roof flags, consisting of flat pieces of yellow-buff fine-grained
sandstone split along bedding planes, were recovered. None were complete. Fixings were by
nail holes, apparently one per flag, which were commonly punched and then reamed to 
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c. 15 mm in diameter. Thicknesses ranged from 14 mm–28 mm, though one particularly large
flag, context [83], was 35 mm thick and had a very roughly chiselled hole.

One fragment of a ‘wrestler’ c. 150 mm wide and 15 mm thick from the 17th-century
deposit of building rubbish [210] in the Garden suggests that this may have been part of the
form of roofing used on the pre-Civil War Rectory. Examples of wrestlers have been found in
mid-late 16th century deposits at the Castle and in a 17th-century context at Black Friars,
Newcastle upon Tyne, though this appears to be a form of roof-ridge more usually associated
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with rural vernacular architecture in northern Co. Durham and south Northumberland (Har-
bottle and Ellison 1981, 173).

The largest group of roof flag fragments (13) came from the Garden deposit [210] men-
tioned above. Another group of eight came from a 17th-century context in the NW [122]. It is
possible that the pre-Civil War Rectory was roofed with sandstone flags, or that such flags
were used at eaves level, in conjunction with pantiles above, a form of roofing which is still
to be seen in rural parts of Durham and Northumberland. The heavy stone flags along the
edges of the roof are less easily lifted by strong winds.

One complete Welsh slate, with several small nail holes indicating re-fixing, measuring 
400 mm by 190 mm, came from context [118].

Some large half-round sandstone hip or ridge stones were found re-used as drain covers in
the Yard. Similar stones are visible on the only known photograph of the Rectory c. 1850.

other stone objects
(figs 55 & 56)

266. (fig. 55) Large and well finished mortar, in fine grained slightly micaceous yellow sand-
stone. Square base with two opposing corners rising to broad grooved ribs for handles. The
other two corners rise to shallow relief mouldings below projecting spouts. Probably
medieval. Found during the Watching Brief to the north-east of the Rectory.

Fig. 54 Gable apex finial (1:8).
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The rim fragment of another mortar in a medium grained sandstone was recovered from a
possible 14th–15th century context ([303] Rectory). It was about 120mm in diameter with a
shallow projecting spout formed as part of a tapering rib, a shallow incised cordon and
possible external ribbing. The beginning of the internal basal angle survives, suggesting that
it was approximately 70 mm deep.

Two possible whetstones or sharpening stones in fine grained micaceous sandstone, were
recovered from the early 17th-century pit [218] in NW area (fig. 56):

267 Use wear on all faces, with incised grooves one large face and small stab marks on other.
Broken in two and incomplete.

268 Smaller than above, broken with two deep score marks on one face, traces of use on another.

Another whetstone or hone from the same pit was made of dark grey slate. It was 179 mm
long, 33 mm wide and 17 mm thick, and showed signs of use on the edges and on one face.
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Fig. 55 Stone Mortar (1:5).
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Fig. 56 Whetstones (1:2).

A possible hone, broken and discoloured by heat, was found in Robson’s Yard [1018]. It
was 128 mm long and 53 mm wide, square-sectioned in a fine-grained micaceous sandstone
with wear from use on all faces and two opposing edges.

Two sandstone balls were recovered, neither quite spherical and both showing signs of
possible use as hammerstones. One was 55 mm maximum diameter (from [153] — NW) and
one about 95 mm diameter from the back fill of an earlier evaluation trench [171] Rectory.

A small sandstone disc was possibly a gaming counter [63] NW. Two rather larger and
roughly-shaped sandstone discs were possible ‘pot lids’ [471] Yard.

coins

R. J. Brickstock

A full catalogue is available in the Archive Report

Fifteen coins were found of which five were of late 18th or 19th century date, mainly half-
pennies. The earliest coin was an English silver sixpence of the reign of Elizabeth (1558–1603).
The nine other coins were of 17th century date and these are discussed below.

Five or six copper coins (sf. nos. 3, 4, 9, 17 and 32, and probably no. 21) are 17th-century
Scottish turners (2d pieces) of the reigns of Charles I/II (1625–1685); a further three or pos-
sibly four (sf. nos. 16, 26 and 36, and no.21 if it is not a ‘turner’) are French issues of Henry
IV/Louis XIII (1589–1643).

Sites in Northumberland and the north-east generally, regularly produce a proportion of
Scottish currency that appears to have circulated fairly readily, at various periods, alongside
the English coinage. Certain types of French small change, of which some denominations had
direct Scottish equivalents (e.g. the Scottish ‘turner’ derived from the French ‘double
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tournois’) also circulated in Scotland in quantity and found their way into northern England.
Seventeenth-century ‘turners’, in particular, are frequent finds in this part of the country,
many of them to be associated, no doubt, with the movements of the Scottish army during the
Civil War period.

The dating of the various issues of ‘turners’ under Charles I and Charles II has, however,
been the subject of much debate During the 1630s ‘turners’ were produced bearing an obverse
of a crown over the initials C R (for Carolus Rex), with a large numeral II between C and R (C
II R) to indicate the 2d denomination. By contrast, in the years following 1677 Charles II’s
‘turners’ bore the legend CAR.II , clearly denoting the ruler rather than the denomination.
Various issues in between, however, are more problematic: large quantities of ‘turners’ are
found bearing a smaller numeral II to the right of the crowned CR, while equally large num-
bers bear the crowned CR without a numeral at all. Stewart (1967) ascribed these two types
to the last years of Charles I (actually 1642–50, going into the period after Charles’ execution)
and the first years of Charles II (1663 and following), respectively, arguing that the II was a
mark of value (as it had been hitherto). The most modern study (Bateson 1997), however,
reverses the order, which requires the II to denote the monarch rather than the denomination.

This change would be of considerable significance for the dating of this assemblage but for
the poor state of preservation of the coins. Sf. nos. 3 and 9 might once have borne the numeral
II to the right of CR: they are not of the 1630s pattern (C II R) but cannot be tied down any
more closely than the period 1642–1668. The rest of the ‘turners’ are still less legible, three
belonging to the period 1632–1668 (sf. nos. 9, 17 and 32), while the last (sf. no. 21) is a 17th-
century issue but may even be its French equivalent denomination (double tournois) rather
than a ‘turner’.

The possibility, therefore, that this assemblage contains issues of the reign of Charles II can-
not be ruled out, but it seems more probable that most, if not all, of the Scottish and French
issues here represented (i.e. nine of the fifteen coins recovered) should be associated with the
activities of the Scottish troops during the 1640s (and thus explaining the preponderance of
‘foreign’ coinage over English).

the metalwork

Iron

Some 153 iron objects were recovered and x-rayed although eighty-four of these (55%) were
from 18th-century, or later, contexts. The majority of the objects were nails, or probable nail
fragments. One small broken knife blade was recovered from a medieval deposit in the
Garden area and two horseshoes, both measuring c. 110 mm across, were recovered from the
Yard. They appeared to be associated with the medieval ploughing activities in this area.
Fragments of two other horseshoes came from medieval and post medieval contexts in the
NW area.

269. (fig. 57) Horseshoe with three nail holes on one branch, and possibly four on the other,
which terminates in a calkin. The inner profile resembles a pointed arch, characteristic of
some later medieval horseshoes and possibly a result of final shaping of the shoe (Clark 1986,
3). The presence of a single, square-headed, nail suggests that the shoe was lost in use.

Of the remaining items, even those from the 19th century contexts were on the whole too
fragmentary or corroded to identify. Of more recent interest was the shell of a Second World
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Fig. 57 Iron horseshoe no. 269 (1:2); bone objects no. 270 and 271 (1:1).

War fireguard’s helmet from Area B. It was stamped ‘AMC 2 1941’ on inside of brim and ‘M’
(medium?) on outside, and was pierced around the base of the crown with paired holes for
attachment of lining and with internal loops for chinstrap (both missing). Much of the
original green paint remains.

Copper alloy

Twenty-four copper alloy objects were recovered, most of which were fragmentary and
unidentifiable. Of these, twelve came from contexts earlier than the late 18th century, and
included three pins and a narrow wire ring. The rest were unidentifiable. The only clearly
identifiable later objects were a button with inlaid pattern, a simple sub-rectangular double
loop buckle frame and part of a buckle plate.

Lead

A quantity of small lead fragments found in a shallow medieval pit ([584] NW) were inter-
preted as debris from lead casting. There were eight other lead objects, three of which were
from 17th century contexts, and the rest were later. The only identifiable objects were a lump,
possibly used for securing an iron fitting in a wall, and window cames. More fragments of
window came were found together with the glass still in situ (see Window Glass).

organic artefacts

Worked Bone (fig. 57)

Five worked bone objects were found in stratified contexts. A decorated ?handle came from a
medieval deposit (ill. 270 [161] NW), and a possible medieval stylus handle from a 19th
century deposit (ill. 271 [55] Yard). A fragment of a bone comb with fine teeth on one side and
coarse on the other came from pit [218], dated to the early 17th century. Two spoons and a
plain knife handle came from 19th-century contexts in the Yard.
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Fig. 58 Wooden objects from Pit [218].

Fig. 59 Basket from Pit [218].
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Wood

Pit [218] contained several wooden items which are of interest for their rarity. A wooden bowl,
a ‘float’ and a hollow container with a stub ‘handle’ on the lid, possibly a child’s rattle are
shown in fig. 58. There was another more fragile wooden platter or bowl. A thin piece of
wood, approximately 85 mm x 145 mm, was covered in fine scratch marks. This may be a
writing tablet, originally covered in wax.

The largest organic item was a basket made of woven sedge — high levels of the seeds of
this plant were found in the soil sample taken from the pit. The precise form could not be
determined as it was only possible to recover and conserve a part, but the circular base
portion was about 250mm in diameter (fig. 59). 

Leather Shoes (fig. 60)

A quantity of shoe leather was recovered from pit [218] in the NW area. Much of it was very
fragile and fragmentary but at least five shoes were present. One (ill. 272) was almost
complete and had a plain vamp with a pair of holes for fastening. It was of welted
construction and had a stacked heel held together with wooden pegs. The slashed vamp with
insole (ill. 273) was one of a pair. Other fragments belonging to these shoes showed that they
were made with rands (see below). The two other shoes were more fragmentary though they
were of welted construction, probably a pair.

Slashing is a 16th century fashion which had died out in England by about 1615 although
it continued to be used in Scotland (Vaughan 1983, 209). The pair here would seem to confirm
the suggested very early 17th century date for the contents of this pit (see above). Many of the
fragments have multiple stitch holes indicating a substantial amount of restitching and repair.

The shoes from the 16th-century Castle Ditch assemblage in Newcastle were of welted con-
struction (Vaughan 1981, 184–90) whereas those recovered from the 17th century Bastion
Ditch were made with rands (Vaughan op cit and no. 152 fig. 21). The welt is a narrow strip
to which the insole, upper and sole are attached. The rand method uses a wider strip which,
after the insole and upper have been attached, is folded over and braced across the underside
of the insole. The diagonal impressions of the bracing thread are usually visible. The sole is
then attached with fine small stitches through the fold.

The combination of manufacturing techniques on the shoes in the pit may also reinforce the
early dating although, of course, this group of finds is quite small and there could be specific
local factors.

Other leather

The remains of four buckets were found in the infilled apsidal cellar at the east end of the
Rectory. All were in poor condition, the leather having been crushed and dried. They were
constructed of two sections: a body, 250 mm high and widened at the top, fastened with a
lapped and riveted side seam, and a circular base section c. 145 mm diameter, with a moulded
flange by which it was riveted to the body.

The closely spaced rivets, eighteen on the side seam and thirty-two fastening the base, were
copper alloy, with flat heads c. 15 mm diameter to the inside, and copper alloy washers 
c. 12 mm diameter to the exterior. The mouth of each bucket was surrounded by holes from
close stitching, presumably for a binding and strengthening strip also carrying the handle, as
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there were no other traces of attachment. Several of the buckets had traces of having been
painted white.

The rivets and washers appeared machine made, suggesting the buckets were mid-late
19th century. Possibly they fire buckets associated with the later re-use of the Rectory
building.

textiles

Penelope Walton Rogers, the Anglo-Saxon Laboratory

Introduction (fig. 61)

Twenty-five fragments of textile were recovered from post-medieval deposits in the north-
west part of the site. The earliest pieces are from the early 17th-century fill of pit 218 (F84, F85,
F86), there is a single fragment from the early 17th-century fill of cut 166 (F88), and the rest
are from a mid 17th-century deposit in cut 164 (F81, F82, F83). Eight different fabrics are
represented: two coarse woollens, a worsted satin, two hair textiles and three linens (table in
Archive Report).
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Fig. 60 Shoes from Pit [218] (1:2).
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Some of the pieces are clearly garment parts, while others may be from household furnish-
ings. They can be compared with the particularly large collection of 16th- and 17th-century
tailor’s offcuts excavated across the river at the Castle, Newcastle upon Tyne (Walton 1981,
1983), and with smaller groups of textiles from Dudley Castle, West Midlands (Walton Rogers
1992), Pontefract Castle, West Yorkshire (Walton Rogers 2002), High Street/ Blackfriargate,
Hull (Walton 1987), and miscellaneous sites in Norwich (Crowfoot 1993). There are also some
clothed bodies from wayside burials in Scotland (e.g. Henshall 1952), which help fill out the
picture for rural clothing.

Coarse woollens, F82 and F88

Two wool textiles are thick, heavy fabrics (F82 and F88), which have no evidence for dye and
which are slightly matted in a way that suggests a limited amount of soft-finishing. The fibres
of F88 are moderately pigmented, which means that the wool has come from a sheep with a
brown fleece. Coarse fabrics such as this occur at the lower end of the range of 17th-century
clothing fabrics (Walton 1983, 220) and it is likely that the undyed ones were also used for
blankets.

Fine worsted satin, F81

Five large pieces have been woven in satin weave, from fine yarns which at first sight
resemble silk (F81). In fact, the fibre is wool, which has been combed before spinning, to give
a smooth fine yarn. The satin weave gives a lustrous surface to one face and that is the side
which is generally worn facing outwards. F81 has been folded several times and, judging
from the wear on the outer edges of the folds, used with the smooth face inwards. This sug-
gests that it is an old fabric, re-worked.

This is almost certainly an example of the fabrics known at first as ‘russells’, and later as
‘Norwich satins’ (Beck 1886, 280–1). These were classified as ‘worsteds’ (as distinct from
‘woollens’ which were not made from combed wool) and Norfolk, especially Norwich, was
the centre of production. Coarser worsteds had been produced since the medieval period, but
the introduction of Dutch and Walloon weavers, with new technology, in the second half of
the 16th century encouraged the manufacture of lighter, finer fabrics (Lipson 1921, 22–24).
Their arrival can be charted in the Newcastle collection, where there is a twill weave which
imitates satin in the 15th- and early 16th-century groups, replaced by true satin weave in the
middle of the 16th century (Walton 1981, 195). By the third quarter of the 17th century, a
patterned version, satin damask, had emerged (Walton 1983, 222–4). The Oakwellgate
example is plain throughout, as were four examples from 17th-century Dudley Castle (Walton
Rogers 1992). All examples recorded so far have a standard warp count of 28–30 threads per
cm, which probably reflects their production under guild regulation.

The folded and worn appearance of these pieces is reminiscent of a reused, folded strip of
patterned silk which was found lining the front opening of a wool garment, probably a doub-
let, from mid 17th-century Pontefract Castle (Walton Rogers 2002).

Goat hair garment, F84/F86(i)

The fragments recovered from different layers of pit 218 all seem to be the same. They are
clearly the remains of a garment, as there are cut edges and seams present. They are medium-
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coarse and woven in a ‘broken twill’. In this, the twill diagonal changes direction so
frequently that it gives the fabric a deliberately rough, rather bumpy surface. The fabric is
slightly matted, perhaps from fulling. The fibres are a combination of fine, 7–18 microns
diameter, combined with coarser hairs, 75–110 microns. The finer fibres are non-pigmented
and the coarser densely pigmented, indicating an overall grey (white and black fibres
together). These features suggest the winter coat of domestic goat but the surface of the fibres
is not well enough preserved to confirm this identification. Remains of a brown tannin-based
material were detected. It is possible that this is staining acquired during burial from the
associated leather and wood, but if a tannin dye such as alder bark or oak galls had been used,
it would have darkened the natural grey of the fibre to a brownish black.

Goat hair is probably often missed in textiles because of its resemblance to wool. It has been
identified in the past in sacking fabrics, and in a small group of coarse textiles from Dudley
Castle (see below, hair textile F83), but it may have been more commonly used for clothing
than is generally realised. Broken twill is a rare weave and the only examples previously
recorded from post-medieval sites are two mid 16th-century pieces from Newcastle, which
are 10/S x 9/S per cm (Walton 1981, cat. no. T400–401, 194–5)

The garment these textiles come from is most likely to have been a jacket or coat. One of
the fragments is 170 mm wide, with seams on either side and a curving top edge. With it was
a second, more tattered piece of similar shape. In the 16th and 17th centuries, sleeves of coats,
doublets and jackets were often made from two or three panels, joined by seams which ran
from the armhole to the wrist (Arnold 1985). These pieces can be matched with the sleeves of
garments worn by a traveller buried at Gunnister, Shetland, in the late 17th century (Henshall
1952). The Gunnister coat, jacket and shirt were all made from plain wool twills. The jacket
had been made from a grey wool, similar to the goat hair in the Oakwellgate pieces.

Hair textile, F83

The weave of a small offcut piece (F83) is completely obscured by a very dense pile, which
makes the cloth 2.5 mm thick and which seems to have been produced by brushing. The fibre
is a coarse animal fibre, perhaps the summer coat of goat, but certainly not wool. There are
fibres with dark and light pigmentation present, indicating an overall brown colour.

Napped fabrics, where the surface of the cloth has been teaselled and sheared were
commonplace for middle-class coats and jackets in the 17th-century, but F83 is much coarser
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Fig. 61 Textile weaves.
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than these and has not been sheared. Three textiles of this sort were found at Dudley Castle,
where they could be confidently identified as goat hair (Walton Rogers 1992). They were 
3 mm thick and contrasted so much with the better quality fabrics at that site, that it was
thought they might represent the remains of a saddle-cloth or horse blanket.

Linens, F85(i), F85(ii) and F86(ii)

The three linens include two coarse examples, F85(i) and F85(ii), and one of medium quality
F86(ii) (see table 6). The fibres are black and carbonised, but it is possible to see from the
silhouette that they are plant-stem fibres which have been processed down to the individual
filaments, except for F86(ii) which has been left only partially processed. The fibres look most
like flax, although F86(ii) could be hemp. Because the fibre has not been fully processed,
F86(ii) would have had a slightly stiffer, more canvas-like quality than the other two.

In the 17th century, linens were used extensively for undergarments, shirts and bedlinen.
They are rare in the archaeological record, because cellulose fibres are subject to fungal attack.
They have probably survived here because they have been charred, and thus lost the organic
fraction of the fibre which is attractive to fungi. Some linens preserved in equally unusual
conditions at Norwich include tabby-weave textiles similar to those from Oakwellgate.

Comment

The textiles from Oakwellgate are likely to represent the sorts of fabrics used by artisans and
agricultural workers. They incorporate coarse wool fabrics with little soft-finishing and
include several pieces which are made from natural fleece colours, at a time when white wool
was preferred because it allowed the textile to be dyed. When compared with the tailors’
offcuts found at the castle in Newcastle, it is clear that these pieces fall at the lower end of the
range. The only piece which might have had more value originally, the worsted satin, had
almost certainly been re-used and may have been second-hand. The linens are also coarse and
probably represent the sorts of fabric hawked around the countryside in the 17th century by
petty chapmen (Spufford 1984, 118–9). In 1642, one Newcastle chapman, William Mackerell,
had in his shop linens as low-priced as 10d per yard (compare this with fine Holland at 5s per
yard), and ‘cloath’ (probably plain wool tabby) at 11d per yard (Spufford 1984, 186–190).

human remains

Extracted from a full archive report by Pia Nystrom.

A human skeleton was recovered from feature [164] in the NW area. The remains are those of a
female, estimated to have been between thirty-five to forty years old at time of death. She stood
approximately 1.55 m in height and was fairly muscularly built. More than 95% of the skeleton was
present and in a fairly good condition. The skull was well preserved and fully articulated.

The individual, although clearly female, is of a robust build and shows a multitude of skeletal
traits indicating a physically strenuous lifestyle involving repetitive work. She may have done a lot
of walking and climbing, or straining the lower back and hip region while lifting heavy loads.

No unusual pathological conditions could be detected and there was no skeletal evidence as to
the cause of death. Fractures noted on the left second and third ribs (and possibly right second rib)
were the only evidence of trauma, but as they were healed could not have been the cause of death.
The individual appeared to have been in a fairly good state of health prior to death, aside from
some severe periodontal disease, with only limited age-related degeneration of the skeleton. 
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animal bone

Based on the full archive report by the late Judy Cartledge.

Quantification

A total of 4,383 fragments were examined, of which 2,643 fragments were identified. The remaining
unidentified fragments included all rib fragments and vertebrae, apart from the two upper neck
vertebrae, axis and atlas and the group of fused vertebrae from the lower back known as the
sacrum. Eighteen fragments were fish species. Forty-six bones were identified as bird bone. These
are described separately below.

The total of identified mammalian fragments was 2,578. Species include sheep/goat, cattle, pig,
horse, fallow and red deer, dog, cat, badger, hare and rabbit. The majority of the bones come from
sheep and cattle. The occurrence of other species, pig, deer, horse, hare and rabbit bones, is much
more sporadic. The sheep/goat bones were examined using various criteria and considered to be
exclusively sheep. Most of the deer bones have been recorded as fallow deer. Where the cat and dog
bones occur in large numbers they have been recovered as partial skeletons.

The condition of the bone was very good, much of it hard and dark. There was evidence of carni-
vore gnawing on some bones.

Late medieval material

There was a relatively small amount of bone from earlier periods. The late medieval deposits
produced mainly cattle and sheep (91% of the identified fragments) with a smaller amount of pig
(8.4% of the identified fragments). Some of the layers produced a range of bones and probably
represent general, possible food, refuse. However, one large 14th to 15th-century deposit, [306],
consisted almost entirely of cattle horn cores and horn core fragments. Two associated layers, [358]
and [425] each produced parts from the same young pig skeleton and more cattle and sheep skull
fragments.

17th-century material

The 17th-century deposits produced the majority of bone. Of the securely stratified deposits, 96%
of the bones were identified to the main stock animals, cattle, sheep and pig. Of these, 61% were
sheep, 37.5% cattle and only 1.5% pig.

The cattle, sheep, pig and fallow deer bone show signs of butchery and the carcasses were
probably destined for consumption. The equine fragments also showed signs of butchery. The fact
that the cat and dog bones occur chiefly as skeletons could be an indication of natural deaths,
However, one large dog skeleton from context [12] has butchery marks. Dog bones from other
layers also showed cut marks. This could indicate that the carcasses were skinned and the skins
used, and it is possible that the carcasses were also used for food. Most of the cattle and sheep bone
come from a range of body parts suggesting general refuse. However, three contexts ([210] [89] and
[64]) produced high proportions of sheep metapodials. The metatarsals and metacarpals of equine
species and ungulates, i.e. deer, cattle and sheep, are dense and straight, and because they are low-
meat carrying bones they are less likely to be broken up by food preparation processes. These
properties make them useful for making bone tools but also means they are more likely to survive.
Their frequency as waste in these contexts argues against an industrial usage.

Sheep

Horned skulls were present, a few very robust, the majority less so. This can be a male/female
variation within a breed. Some of the less robust horns indicated pathological depressions
described as thumb-prints which may be the result of either malnutrition or milking stress
(Albarella 1995). Wither’s height estimates produced one 17th century measurement of 
618 mm. The small amount of mandibular evidence indicates 44% of the mandibles came from
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sheep that had died between 42 and 60 months according to Grant’s (1975) criteria. 19% came from
animals under one year. 78% were dead before they were five years old. This suggests that the
animals were killed before they became decrepit so that the meat, fleeces and skins would be in
good condition. The presence of horned sheep may indicate that wool was not the priority as horns
do considerable damage to fleeces (Armitage and Goodall 1977).

Cattle

Several of the 17th-century horns fall in the long horn category, i.e. minimum length of 
200 mm (Armitage and Clutton Brock 1976). One was a huge cowhorn with a length measurement
of 300 mm from context [80]. It should be noted that this classification is not an indication of breed.
Amongst breeds that were present in the 17th century with long horns, is the Longhorn itself,
which originated in the Craven district of Yorkshire but spread over most of England. In the 18th
century the breed was a dairy or dual-purpose breed (Wallis 1986). Two 17th century withers height
estimates were 1.19 m and 1.145 m if the cattle were cows, and 1.2375 m and 1.193 m if they were
bulls. The few mandibles come from animals which were either killed at a very young age or else
survived into adulthood. As with the sheep, the cattle were killed whilst they were still in good
condition suggesting meat was a priority. The presence of very young animals may indicate that
milk was also important since in a dairy economy a number of animals are killed very young.

Dog

Dog bones, including one formal burial, occurred in contexts ranging from the 17th–19th centuries.
Withers’ heights were measured at 390–650 mm, showing a range from medium-sized to large
dogs. The burial ([58]) was close to the apsidal east end of the Rectory. The dog was a large adult
(height estimate 550mm) whose skeleton showed signs of pathology: the shafts of the long bones
were swollen and bent and the epiphyses of several of them showed lipping. This could be an
indication of rickets (Andrew Chamberlain pers comm.) and can be caused by a poor diet.

Cat

This was represented by a skeleton in excellent condition from early 17th century pit fill [217], and
the partial skeletons of at least three animals from [313].

Bird

There were forty-six fragments of bird bone, occurring in small amounts throughout the site.
Twenty-four were identified as domestic fowl (chicken) and nineteen as goose species. There was
also a single humerus from a duck species from context [64] and a single tarsometatarsus from a
raven from context [131]. One was identifiable only as a tibiotarsus fragment. Several of the chicken
bones came from small fowl or bantams and three belonged to juvenile birds. There was some
evidence of butchery, chiefly in the form of cut marks on the goose fragments.

Context groups

Some of the larger and more interesting deposits of bone are described below.

Context [12]  (17th-century drain fill)

This contained a range of mainly butchered cattle and sheep bones, a goose bone and a rabbit
femur. There was also a skeleton of a large male dog. The teeth showed this animal to be adult, but
lack of wear indicated it was not old. This dog had possible chop marks on the skull and pelvis and
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definite cut marks on the metapodials and humerus. The mandible and metapodials showed signs
of pathology underneath some of the cut marks. There were two mandibles from adult sheep, two
from lambs under 6 months old, and a canine from a male pig.

Context [49]  (mid/late 17th century deposit)

This context had a complete range of sheep bones and seems to represent general domestic waste.
There was also a complete, though broken, horse mandible. Based on the wear patterns of the
incisors and cheek teeth, the age of the animal has been estimated as five to six years. As horses can
live into their twenties and beyond this is a young age for a horse to die. The jaw contains residual
canines suggesting it was a female.

Context [71]  (17th-century demolition deposit)

This context produced 190 identified fragments in good condition. 64% of the fragments were
sheep, mainly adult, represented by all parts of the skeleton and suggesting general domestic
refuse. The only sign of pathology was one sheep humerus with penning elbow. The other frag-
ments are chiefly cattle (34%). The evidence of the four mandibles suggests adult animals (over 40
months), but there are several long bones from very juvenile cattle, certainly under a year old.

Context [89]  (17th-century demolition deposit)

This contained 338 fragments. The bone was in excellent condition though there was evidence of
carnivore gnawing. The bulk of the assemblage was sheep (52% of the identified fragments) and
cattle (38%), with small amounts of pig (four) dog (nine) and horse (four). As with contexts [64] and
[210], this context produced a high percentage of sheep metapodials — 39% of the identified sheep
fragments. There were two very long cattle horncores which fall into the long horned category (see
above).

Most of the sheep bones came from adult animals, but there was a proportion (17%) of sub-adult
bones — adult-sized bones with unfused epiphyses — and one femur fragment from a neo-natal
lamb. Of the cattle bones half came from adult animals. 20% from sub-adult animals and 30% from
juveniles.

An equine scapula and calcaneum both have butchery marks.

Context [131]  (17th-century context)

This produced a large amount of bone: 649 fragments (not including fish) were recorded, of which
418 were identified. About half (205) were sheep. The rest were largely cattle (138) with smaller
amounts of dog (37), pig (30), horse (two), fallow deer (one), and cat (one).

The majority of sheep bones were adult but there were a small percentage of juvenile (3.5%) and
sub-adult (14%) bones. It should be noted that young sheep bones are small and porous and less
likely to survive. The five mandibles showed a wide age range from under six months to over 60
months. The sheep horn cores fell into two categories; one robust horn and seven more light-weight
smaller horn cores. Four exhibited ‘thumbprint’ depressions (see above). Many of the bones were
complete and possibly some came from articulated remains. There were several sheep skull halves.

13% of the cattle long bones came from juvenile animals. Three of the six mandibles also came
from juveniles. One of the cattle horn cores was very long — 260 mm — putting it into the long
horned group. It was a porous bone and thus probably from a young animal. The other six cattle
horn cores were shorter, and although length measurements could not be obtained from all, those
that were taken fell into the medium horned category.

The dog bones were mainly from two incomplete skeletons of medium-sized adult animals.
Their heights were both estimated at 397 mm. There was no definite evidence of butchery, though
it is possible that the spine had been cut off one of the scapulae. There were bones from at least two
other dogs, one much larger (height estimate 643 mm).
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Context [210]  (17th-century demolition deposit)

Most of the bones appeared to be waste — i.e. low-meat carrying. 69% of the sheep bone fragments
were metapodials which were less splintered than those in the comparable context [64]. One of the
cattle distal metacarpals had been cut and polished. There were two bones from a juvenile pig.

Context [306]  (14th/15th century — fill of pit [355])

There were 102 identified fragments, all in very good condition, consisting chiefly of cattle
horncores and horncore/skull fragments (55), with one sheep, two pig and four cattle bones. The
high number of horncores may suggest waste from a horn workshop. The horn cores provided only
a few length measurements, ranging from 175 mm to over 210 mm, and straddling the medium and
long horned categories (Armitage and Clutton-Brock 1976). Several incomplete horncores with
large basal circumferences might have produced longer measurements.

Context [358]  (fill of a late medieval ditch [361])

The bone included an incomplete half-grown piglet skeleton (less than one year old). More of this
skeleton was found in the underlying layer [425]. The rest of the assemblage consisted of cattle and
sheep, particularly horncores, a horse foot and the radius from a large dog (height estimate 
640 mm). The two cattle horn measurements fell into the medium horned category. One of the two
sheep horns was very robust and measured 240 mm.

archaeobotanical analysis

Based on the full archive report by Alison Cox.

Introduction

Of the thirty-eight samples submitted for environmental assessment, nineteen were identified as
potentially worthy of further archaeobotanical study. Some of the material recovered was ‘fresh’,
being preserved in waterlogged or clay rich contexts. Many of the samples from these contexts
contained large quantities of material. A number of other samples produced relatively small
quantities of remains. In general, these were samples containing carbonised, as opposed to fresh,
material although some comprised a combination of fresh and charred plant remains.

Unfortunately, many of the samples taken from the medieval contexts were particularly poor.
The Garden samples contained little or no fresh plant remains as a result of the free-draining aspect
of the site. Discussion of the urban flora has thus mainly been limited to those samples, dating to
the 17th century, which contained natural floristic elements. The remains of cereal crops were also
more numerous in this period on Site A, but there was a notable concentration in Robson’s Yard.
Evidence from the later 19th century suggests the collection and exploitation, if not cultivation, of
a number of fruit shrubs and trees.

Common elements in many of the samples were seeds identified as Ficus spp. and Potentilla
alchemilloides, however, as these are uncertain identifications discussion of samples has ignored
their presence.

Methodology and Quantification

Samples were wet-sieved to extract plant material. The details of the methodologies used are in the
full archive report. Most samples were processed in full but some particularly productive samples
were sub-sampled.

A unit of quantification was assigned to particular plant parts. These were the embryo for cereal
seeds, the glume bases and culm nodes of glumed wheats and the rachis internodes of the free
threshing wheats and rye. In order to avoid the over, or under, representation of partial elements a
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half count was awarded to cereal seeds split through the embryo, and wild species split through
the central axis.

Reconstructing the urban environment

The plant materials found on urban settlements represent a variety of floristic elements
incorporated into deposits by different mechanisms:
* plants used by man, such as fruits, nuts, cereals, herbs, fibre and medicinal plants.
* plants brought accidentally onto site, such as weeds of cultivation, heathland, moor land and

waterside plants collected alongside others used by man.
* plants incorporated through the natural dispersal mechanism of surrounding vegetation, or

transported by human or animal means.

It is only through cultural activity and processes that plant remains may become carbonised and
incorporated into archaeological deposits. In contrast, waterlogged remains represent material
incorporated through natural agency and, therefore, maintain an unmodified record of a site’s
immediate vegetative landscape.

The processes of carbonisation and waterlogging preserve different types of material. The
remains of fruits, nuts and natural vegetation are common in waterlogged deposits, whilst cereals
and the weeds of cultivation tend to be more consistently recovered as carbonised material,
resulting from contact with fire during their processing, cooking or disposal. See figs 62 and 63 for
the composition of the samples.

Plants used by humans: Crops

The paucity of the finds of carbonised plant material makes an interpretation of the site’s crop
economy somewhat limited and the importance of cereal crops to the local population particularly
difficult to demonstrate. However, some carbonised cereal remains, grains and fragments of chaff,
were found in samples from [132] (12th/13th century, Garden), [472] (12th/13th century, Rectory),
[131] (mid 17th century, NW), [217] (early 17th century, NW), [300/301] (late 17th century, Garden),
and particularly in [1087] and [1098] (13th–14th century) from Robson’s Yard. These represent crops
which were used and possibly produced at or near the site.

Three varieties of wheat were recovered including emmer (Triticum dicoccum) from [132],
bread/macaroni wheat (Triticum aestivum/compactum) from [132], [1087], [131] and [217], and spelt
(Triticum spelta) from [472] and [1098], in addition to finds of rye (Secale cereale) from [131], and
[217], 6-row barley (Hordeum vulgare) from [1087], [1098] and [217], 2-row barley (Hordeum
distichum) from [1087] and [217] and oat (Avena sp.) from [132], [472], [504], [527], [1087], [1098],
[131] and [301]. Unfortunately the relatively low incidence of cereal remains means their economic
importance, relative to one another, is difficult to infer although some more general comments on
the use of cereal crops are possible.

Quantitatively the most common cereal was barley, although wheat and oat were the most
consistently present cereals in samples containing crop remains, and it may be that these were also
of particular economic importance. Consistency, rather than abundance, has been taken as a
measure of economic importance due to the altering affect taphonomic processes can have. The
process of carbonisation has been demonstrated to be responsible for the differential preservation
of cereal. Experiments by Boardman and Jones (1990) revealed that wheat, and free-threshing
wheat (Triticum aestivum/compactum) in particular, was less likely to survive the process intact. This
may explain the consistent but low-level incidence of Triticum aestivum/compactum within the
Oakwellgate samples.

In contrast, the relatively low incidence of rye cannot be explained by taphonomic processes,
and most probably reflects its lesser importance in the local economy.

Evidence for agricultural activity spanning the late medieval and early 17th century period is
shown by plough furrows to the north of the Rectory, though there is little evidence for crop
production in the environmental samples taken from this period of occupation. Samples from con-
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texts [131] and [217] did contain some carbonised grain and rachis internodes of rye and the free-
threshing wheats. [217] also contained examples of hulled barley grains and the rachis internodes
of the 2-row variety, and two grains, tentatively identified as oat (Avena sp.), were also recovered
from context [131]. The elements which distinguish cultivated and wild forms of oat were not
recovered from the site but the presence of grains in samples containing mostly charred crop
material suggests their use was domestic. 

The dominant species within the samples from Robson’s Yard were also oat and barley (2-row
and 6-row), with spelt and the free-threshing wheats, inseparable on morphological grounds,
present in lesser quantities.

Although crop remains were slightly more common in the medieval contexts, the actual species
represented did not differ significantly from those found in the post-medieval period (16th to 17th
century). However, two varieties of wheat (Triticum spelta and Triticum dicoccum) present in the
medieval ditch fills were notably absent from later contexts, whilst rye was absent from samples
earlier than the late 16th century. None of these species, however, were found in any abundance or
consistency, and their absence may represent the peculiarity of taphonomic processes or the
impurity of medieval wheat crops in comparison with those of the later period. The various cereals
have slightly different growth requirements and produce different products useful in animal hus-
bandry and the production of food and beer.

Barley is a particularly hardy cereal with a short growing season. It has both winter and summer
varieties, and produces flour with a high nutritive value that can be used in the making of bread.
However, its low gluten content means it may have had a more important use as malt, used in the
brewing of beer. For this, the two-row variety was preferred because of its lower protein content.
The straw is also useful as animal feed and bedding (Hill 1937).

The conditions required for the cultivation of oats may explain the dominant position of this
cereal within samples from medieval ditch fills [1087] and [1098]. The cultivated form of oat (Avena
sativa), is well adapted to cool temperate regions, has lower sunshine requirements and is less
exacting of soil conditions than many of the other cereals. With a high water requirement, con-
ditions would have been suitable to its cultivation, and would have produced satisfactory yields on
soils of reasonable fertility. Oats have a long history of use in the making of porridge and broths.

The primitive wheats, such as emmer and spelt, are particularly hardy crops capable of growing
in conditions of poor soil fertility and limited water resources. These traits are also found in the
free-threshing wheats, although a 90-day growing season is required for its maturation, and a
period of vernilization needed before the crop can develop fully (Renfrew 1981). Both spring- and
winter-sown varieties exist, although the latter is known to produce greater yields. The wheats
grow best on loam and clay soils, and free-draining clayey soils in the area would have provided
the conditions required for its cultivation.

More than any other cereal, wheat is grown for its flour. With its high gluten content, and
complementary high nutritive quality, ‘strong’ wheat flour, especially Triticum aestivum flour, was
often used in the making of bread, while ‘weak’ flour was used to produce biscuits and hard loaves
(Renfrew 1981). The grains of emmer and spelt, however, may have been consumed in much the
same way as those of oat and barley, in porridges and gruels.

There is little evidence for the large-scale production of cereal crops. Finds of by-product chaff,
the glume bases and rachis internodes of processed cereals, perhaps suggest that the remains
became incorporated into the deposits in a form other than as fully processed grain. The presence
of chaff may relate to the use of cereal by-products for hay or thatch. However, archaeological
evidence of arable land to the north suggests that crops were being grown, and it is possible that
cereal products were among these.

The small number of cereal seeds per sample and presence of heavy chaff elements indicate that
the incorporation of cereal products was as a result of slow accumulation rather than the bulk
dumping of agricultural waste. While the presence of grain, rachis internodes and large weed seeds
(see below), represent agricultural cleanings, their density indicates the deposition of small-scale,
household, quantities of the cereal cleanings required for day-to-day consumption. (Ethnographic
evidence has identified this practice, notably in wet areas, due to the better preservation afforded
to cereals that are stored unprocessed (Hillman 1981)).
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Fig. 62 Composition of the environmental samples.

Fig. 63 Comparison of quantities of harmful or poisonous plants in the samples.
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Other plants used by humans

A number of Linum sp. seeds were found in samples from contexts [472], [217] and [93b], though
those present in the first two samples were only tentative identifications. However, seeds from
sample [93b] could be identified to the species cultivated flax (Linum usitatissimum), the fibres and
seeds of which are used in the production of linen and linseed oil (Polunin 1969; Stace 1997). A seed
of Spergula arvensis, a weed associated with flax cultivation, in the same context may suggest that
flax was present as a result of its use on site. Cultivated flax does, however, occur on the boundaries
of fields where it was once grown as a fully cultivated crop (Stace 1997). Otherwise it would appear
to be an uncommon feature of the urban environment.

Four of the samples contained high levels of the seeds of sedge (Carex sp). Finds of the
perigynum, the outer sheath that protects the ‘nut’, in contexts [93b] and [217] were tentatively
identified as the species C. paniculata (Greater Tussock-sedge). This species often produces dense
stands, c. 1 m in diameter, and its stems grow to 0.6–1.5 m in length. It is possible that these solid
stems were collected for basket making or animal feed: context [217] contained a woven sedge
basket which was probably the source of the remains in this sample. Sedge requires a wet and
shady environment and was possibly collected from the riverside.

Brassica nigra (black mustard) seeds were recovered from three samples ([131], [217] and [93b]),
but it was only in sample [169] that finds of Brassica/Sinapsis sp represented a significant proportion
of the sample. These two genera consist of members of the mustard family, and include a number
of species cultivated for their seeds and oil; however, they also occur as common garden escapes
along waysides and in waste places (Clapham et al 1987).

Incidentally introduced plants

Relatively few seeds within the samples appear to represent material brought incidentally onto the
site. However, a few seeds of arable weeds were present in samples containing cereal remains.
Samples from [1087] and [1098] both included charred corn marigold (Chrysanthemum segetum)
seeds, a common weed of acid arable soils (Clapham et al 1987). [1087] also included an example
of corn cockle (Agrostemma githargo) which is another common, and troublesome, arable weed. The
seeds of other plants associated with cultivated ground were also found, including Galeopsis
tetrahit, G. angustifolia, Stellaria media and Euphorbia helioscopia. These were not charred, but may
have been incorporated with the cut crop, on human clothing, footwear and animals or by means
of natural dispersal.

The natural vegetation

Many of the plant remains recovered represent the vegetation of the surrounding habitats; seeds
that were naturally dispersed and incorporated into deposits. The nature of the deposits and the
density of plant remains within them suggest a slow accumulation. The general trend suggested is
of an environment dominated by the flora of disturbed and waste ground. The common stinging
nettle (Urtica dioica), sorrel (Rumex spp), henbane (Hyoscyamus niger), orache (Atriplex spp.) and fat
hen (Chenopodium album) were the species most consistently present within samples, and while
some only occur in small quantities their consistency suggests a static urban environment through-
out the 17th century.

The presence of species such as nettle, Sambucus niger and fat hen in [63], [131] and [217] also
suggests the presence of decaying matter and animal manure, as this type of vegetation is parti-
cularly successful under conditions where the ground is high in nutrients.

Many other floral varieties were recovered; however, these generally occurred at low levels and
were only present in a few of the samples. They have not been discussed in detail, but all suggest
an environment dominated by the plants of waysides, waste-ground, litter and rubble.

Context groups

Two samples of particular interest are discussed below.
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Context [131]  (mid 17th century,  NW)

Context [131] is silting over the slumped fill of grave [164] (see above, Human Remains). The plant
remains recovered from this sample differ significantly from any other. It is dominated by species
that produce a variety of poisonous and harmful affects when ingested or brought into contact with
the skin of man and animals. This, together with the context, make this sample of particular
interest.

Toxic substances are present, as alkaloids, throughout the hemlock (Conium maculatum) and
henbane plants — though the seeds of henbane are particularly dangerous — and capable of
serious poisoning. Photosensitizing agents in orache and fat hen cause sensitivity of the skin which
results in a serious burning effect upon exposure to direct sunlight (Cooper and Johnson 1988).

Hemlock and henbane may be deliberately collected from their natural habitats for use in herbal
medicines, but they also survive in habitats associated with man. The seeds of these and stinging
nettle occurred in small quantities in the 13th and 17th century samples, suggesting natural
dispersal from the surrounding vegetation. Many of the poisonous and harmful species present
occur as weeds and plants of cultivated or waste ground. Hemlock is found on damp ground in
hedgerows and waysides, although today it is uncommon in the north. Henbane is a nitrophile and
common to cultivated and waste ground where animals defecate (Stace 1991). The common
stinging nettle, orache and fat-hen also prefer the conditions produced by cultivated and
nitrogenised waste ground. The environmental evidence from the site as a whole suggests an urban
environment consistent with the presence of disturbed and waste ground, nitrogenised by
domestic animals and other organic rubbish. The presence of large quantities of Rubus sp. seeds
provides further evidence of a habitat of marginal or waste ground.

However, hemlock is today more common in riverbank situations (Cooper and Johnson 1988),
and henbane, although found inland on rough and waste ground, is perhaps more common in
sandy locations by the sea (Cooper and Johnson 1988). The high levels of these, and other harmful
plants, in [131] distinguish it from all other samples (see fig. 62) and it is tempting to suggest that
the plants may have been deliberately collected and scattered over the burial.

Samples [504 and 527]  (12th–13th century,  Yard)

These samples were taken from the upper and lower fills of a pit. In composition they vary
markedly except for one floristic element, stinging nettle (Urtica dioica), which occurs at levels in
common with other samples. The lower fill [527], consists mainly of the plants of disturbed ground.
In contrast however, the upper fill [504] represents a much denser deposit, consisting almost
entirely of Rubus spp. seeds. The homogeneity of sample [504] may have resulted from the
incorporation of a large number of seeds from raspberry and blackberry bushes growing close by,
or from the deliberate deposition of, perhaps spoilt, fruit.
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